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In this thesis the maximum a posteriori (MAP) approach to synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 
analysis is reviewed. The MAP model consists of two probability density functions (PDFs): the 
likelihood function and the prior model. Contributions related to both models are made. 
As the first contribution a new likelihood function describing the multilook three-polarisation 
intensity SAR speckle process, which is equivalent to the averaged squared amplitude samples from 
a three-dimensional complex zero-mean circular Gaussian density, has been derived. This PDF is a 
correlated three-dimensional chi-square. density in the form of an infinite series of modified Bessel 
functions with seven independent parameters. Details concerning the PDF such as the estimation 
of the PDF parameters from sample data and the moments of the PDF are described. new 
likelihood function is tested against simulated and measured SAR data. 
The second contribution is a novel parameter estimation method for discrete Gibbs random field 
(GRF) prior models. Given a quantity of sample data, the parameters of the GRF model, which 
comprise the values of the potential functions of individual cliques, are estimated. The method 
uses an error function describing the difference between the local model PDF and the equivalent 
estimated from sample data. The concept of "equivalencies" is introduced to simplify the process. 
The new parameter estimation method is validated and compared to Besag's parameter estimation 
method (coding method) using GRF realisations and other sample data. In most cases the new 
parameter estimation method performs better than Besag's method. 
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An image is a two dimensional lattice system made up of pixels each having some value (such 
as for example the gray level value). The data represented in the image of a scene is in most 
cases easily understood by a human expert even though the images are often corrupted by some 
noise. The human brain can identify objects of interest and their location within an image without 
too much difficulty. Programming a computer to perform the same task has proven very difficult 
and only very specialised image analysis tasks have been successfully implemented. Having a 
computer do the image analysis ha..<; great advantages such as working at constant quality with 
high speed for a long time, not having to train human experts, archiving reproducible results, 
etc. With constantly increasing computing power available the implementation of image analysis 
on computers is becoming more and more practicaL A ba..<;ic task in image analysis is image 
classification. One type of image classification is assigning a label value to each pixel of the image 
data. The label value represents a property of the imaged scene which is of interest. Examples 
of label values could be: forest, water, bare ground and grass areas; human, animal and machine; 
hot and cold. A classification method produces a label image (image of same size as the data 
image with label values at each pixel) indicating the content and the arrangement of that content 
within the image. 
In this thesis the Bayesian approach to image analysis is used. This is a stochastic model 
approach based on the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. The a posteriod probability density 
function (PDF) is a conditional density giving the likelihood of a particular label image given a 
noisy data image. Using the Bayesian equations this a posteriori PDF can be split in two parts, the 
likelihood function and the prior modeL The likelihood function describes the relationship between 
the label value and the noisy data in the form of a conditional PDF, it returns the likelihood of 
the noisy image data given the label image. In the simplest form a likelihood function could be 
such that it returns higher values if the gray level value is high and the label value stands for 
"hot" than if the gray level value is high and the label value stands for "cold" (for example in an 
infrared image). This type of likelihood function operates on a single pixel gray level value while a 
more complex likelihood function may analyse the texture of an area with regard to a label value. 
The likelihood function is therefore very specific, first with regard to the image data supplied and 
secondly with regard to the desired label values. 
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The prior model in the a posteriori PDF is a way of incorporating prior knowledge of the 
underlying label image into the classification. The prior density will return higher values for a label 
image that is known to be a likely classification outcome. For example if the classification is to 
find square areas of different content in the data image, a correct prior model would return higher 
values when the label image is made up of square areas than otherwise. One such model is the 
Markov random field (MRF) , or a special case of it the Gibbs random field (GRF) PDF. These 
models are based on the spatial Markov property and associate a higher probability to label images 
made up of homogeneous areas. The size and shape of the homogenous areas can be modified to 
some degree via the specific GRF model type and model parameters. It is important to note that 
the prior model in this case only operates on the label image and knows nothing about the noisy 
image data. 
The MAP approach to SAR image classification was chosen in preference to other methods for 
two main reasons. The first reason is that the stochastic model in the form of a likelihood function 
is based on the physical interaction of the radar signal with the ground cover. The SAR speckle 
noise arising from this interaction is well understood and can therefore be implemented into the 
model. The second reason is that the MAP approach allows prior knowledge about the resulting 
classification to be implemented. This can be used to guide the typically difficult classification of 
SAR images. 
The two main contributions of this thesis are in the area of the likelihood function and prior 
model. The first contribution is the development of a new likelihood function for multilook three-
polarisation intensity synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data [Hagedorn et al. 2004]. The second 
contribution is a new parameter estimation method for the model parameters of the Gibbs random 
field (GRF) prior model. 
The newly developed likelihood function is specific to multilook three-polarisation intensity 
SAR data. The speckle noise of this type of SAR data has not been modelled before. The density 
is a three dimensional correlated chi-square density and in mathematical terms models averaged 
intensity samples from a three dimensional complex zero-mean circular Gaussian distribution and 
therefore applications in other fields may exist. As a motivation for this work stands primarily the 
deeper understanding of the polarimetric speckle process. The model can be used to separate the 
speckle noise from any other process affecting the signal such as texture. A SAR imaging satellite 
planned for launch in early 2004 (RADARSAT-2) will, in one imaging mode, provide this type of 
data (averaged intensity values of the three polarisations rather than the full complex covariance 
matrix) [Staples and Hornsby 2002]. 
The new parameter estimation method developed in this thesis is based on minimising an error 
function with regard to the GRF model parameters. The error function measures the difference 
between GRF model characteristics and the same characteristics from a specific label image. The 
motivation for developing this new parameter estimation method was to get a deeper understanding 
of the GRF model and the characteristics of the data it describes. Another reason was that alternate 
parameter estimation methods failed to give satisfactory results for some specific label images. 
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Using accurate GRF model parameters for the prior model in a MAP classification will yield better 
results giving rise for the need of a good parameter estimation method. 
The thesis is structured in four parts. Part I (Chapters 1 to 6) gives the introduction and the 
background material required in this Part II (Chapters 7 and 8) and Part III (Chapters 9 
and 10) contain the new contributions in this thesis comprising theory (Part II) and appli-
cation (Part III). In Part IV (Chapter 11) conclusions are given and the results are discussed. All 
abbreviations used throughout the thesis are listed in the index. 
Part I is organised as follows. In Chapter 2 the theory of SAR imaging systems and radar 
sig11als is provided. After a general introduction to SAR, real aperture strip-map radar systems 
are described leading to a description of SAR itself. The basic features of radar signals such as 
frequency and polarisation are introduced. 
explained. 
the ground interaction of the radar signal is 
Chapter 3 gives the background of the probability theory that is required in later chapters. 
The MAP estimate is explained in some more detail here. 
In Chapter 4 stochastic models for different types of SAR signals, for example multilook inten-
sity or polarimetric complex SAR signals, are derived. of speckle noise is explained and 
the most basic method of reducing the effect of speckle noise, multilook processing, is described. A 
short note is given on the simulation of speckle noise. 
Chapter 5 gives an overview of the temporal and spatial Markov property. This leads to the 
introduction of random fields and the Gibbs random field (GRF). conditions ensuring that the 
GRF is a MRF are given. For this the neighbourhood system and cliques are defined. Then the 
potential function is introduced which leads to the energy function and thus to the MRF. Finally 
details of the potential function are discussed and issues with regard to sampling from a GRF and 
parameter estimation are raised. 
In Part II Chapter 7 the new likelihood function is derived. likelihood function provides 
a joint density for three intensities measured by an n-look monostatic polarimetric SAR system, 
which is equivalent to the average of squares of n samples from a correlated, three-dimensional, 
complex, zero-mean circular Gaussian distribution. Special cases are given to theoretically validate 
this new joint density. A method of parameter estimation from intensity samples is laid out and 
the moments of the joint density are derived based on the characteristic function. 
Chapter 8 provides the theory of the new parameter estimation method for GRF model pa-
rameters. The method presented is based upon the minimisation of a cost function with regard to 
the model parameters. The cost function gives a value for the difference between the local model 
PDF and a PDF estimated from the data set. Both PDFs are discrete and have a set number of 
states. It is shown that the model does not distinguish between some local configurations and these 
can be combined into a single state which is called here an 'equivalency'. The equivalencies reduce 
the complexity of the model by a large amount and make the comparison between model and data 
practical. 
In Part III Chapter 9 the new likelihood function, which is derived in Chapter 7, is analysed and 
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validated. First a proof for convergence of the infinite sum term in the joint density is 
the new likelihood function is compared to simulated data. Afterwards the method of 
the parameters in the joint density is discussed and examples are given. Then real SAR data 
is compared to the new PDF and finally discussions and conclusions concerning this chapter are 
presented. 
In Chapter 10 the novel method of parameter estimation for the GRF models, which is in-
troduced in Chapter 8, is tested and compared to Besag's parameter estimation method. GRF 
realisations with known parameter values are used to estimate the parameters. Different model 
configurations are used in this process. For comparison Besag's parameter estimation method is 
also implemented. Then three test label images are given. Two are hand drawn two class (binary) 
label images and the third one is a five class label image generated from geographic information 
systems (GIS) data. The GRF model parameters are estimated and compared to estimates ob-
tained with parameter estimation method. The quality of the estimated parameter sets is 
assessed by way of a MAP cla..'lsification, using the estimated parameters in the GRF prior model, of 
noisy data versions of the test label images. The result from the classification is measured against 
the true test label images. The results of this are discussed and conclusions given. 
In the last part, Part IV, discussion and conclusions concerning the thesis are given. 
Chapter 2 
SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR 
In this chapter some background information about synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is presented. 
The chapter is organised as follows: After a introduction to SAR, attention is directed 
towards strip-map systems. A description of real aperture strip-map radar leads to a description 
of SAR itself. The basics features, frequency and polarisation of radar signals are discussed. Then 
the interaction of the radar signal with the ground surface is explained. 
SAR is a remote sensing technique which is separate from other methods of remote sensing. 
It is a coherent microwave system providing its own illumination and therefore can operate at day 
and night and see through cloud cover. Depending on the wavelength of the system, it penetrates 
foliage or even the ground surface to some depth. This gives SAR a great advantage over the 
classical optical remote sensing tools. Multiple wavelength and polarisation SAR imaging systems 
are being used. Some of the uses of SAR are biomass estimation, sea ice analysis and oil spill 
detection [Barni et al. 1995; Derrode et al. 2001; Espedal 1999; Hara et al. 1995; Lee et al. 1994b; 
Saatchi and Moghaddam 1999; Thompson 2001]. Interferometric SAR is gaining in importance for 
generating elevation models. 
The processing of the collected data from a SAR is split into preprocessing and postprocessing. 
Preprocessing is often performed on board the SAR platform (satellite or airplane) and consists of 
signal conditioning, range and azimuth compression and the most basic of noise reduction multi-
look processing and auto-focussing. Postprocessing, performed on the resulting SAR image, is 
made up of several operations such as projections and resampling of the data in order to obtain a 
ground referenced SAR image scaled and oriented with regard to some global geographic map grid. 
SAR was discovered in the 1950s. It developed from strip-map, real aperture radar which 
wa.."l used to image the ground by repeatedly emitting a radar beam perpendicular from a moving 
platform and measuring the backscattered signal. The along-track resolution of such a system 
is limited by the aperture size; much better resolution was achieved with the use of SAR. The 
underlying idea behind SAR is to compress many pulse returns into one pixel. 
Different forms of SAR systems exist, providing various types of resolutions and image proper-
ties. One distinguishes between bistatic and monostatic (also called reciprocal) SAR. In a bistatic 
SAR the transmitting and receiving antennas are separate while in a mOllostatic SAR they are the 
same (or fixed to the same platform). Most commercial SAR systems are monostatic due to the 
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Figure 2.1 Synthetic aperture modes: (a) broadside strip-map, (b) squinted strip-map and (c) spotlight. 
reduced complexity and cost. A variety of fixed and steered look angles (illumination direction of 
the radar beam with respect to the flight path) have been investigated. The most commonly used 
however are the fixed look angle, in most applications perpendicular to the flight path (broadside 
strip-map SAR), or the steered squint angle, illuminating the same ground target from different 
directions (spotlight SAR, see Figure 2.1). 
The system discussed in this thesis (and the most commonly used in commercial applications) 
is broadside strip-map SAR. However most of the presented methods derived here can be applied 
to any coherent imaging data, such as that arising in laser imaging and sonar imaging (without 
polarisation issues in the latter case). 
The contributions of this thesis are mainly concerned with the statistics of the final SAR image, 
after range and azimuth compression. Therefore only a basic overview is given to understand how 
these statistical properties arise (for detailed discussions about SAR, the reader is referred to 
Curlander and McDonough [1991] and Ulaby [1982b]). 
To understand the functioning of such a SAR system it is useful to discuss the real aperture 
radar imaging system first. 
2.1 STRIP-MAP REAL APERTURE RADAR IMAGING 
Figure 2.2 shows the general geometry of a side-looking radar. A platform (typically an airplane 
or satellite) with the radar is flown along a straight path. The radar is directed perpendicular 
to the flight path and below the horizon by a fixed angle called the look angle. The direction 
of flight is called along-track or azimuth direction while the perpendicular direction to this on the 
ground is called the range direction. The radar typically emits chirped electromagnetic (EM) signal 




Figure 2.2 The layout of a side-looking radar system. 
radar and ground properties. The important radar properties are typically the radar frequency (or 
equivalently wavelength), antenna polarisation, range bandwidth and look angle. The important 
ground properties affecting the echo signal are the dielectric constant, roughness and local slope 
of the ground. After the interaction some of the radar signal is reflected back to the antenna, 
compressed in range and the delay time and envelope echo strength are measured. The delay time 
between the pulse emission and the echo reception is dependent on the distance of the target from 
the platform. Each detected echo therefore produces a one-dimensional scalar function of range, 
a "line" in the image. As the platform moves along the track, lines are combined to form a real 
aperture image. 
The range resolution of a real aperture radar, defined as the 3dB width ofthe range compressed 
pulse, is 
(2.1) 
where c is the propagation speed of the signal and is well approximated by the speed of light and 
B is the bandwidth of the signal. The term O:w is a constant and compensates for the effect of any 
weighting or windowing introduced to reduce range sidelobes of the radar signal (typical values for 
O:w are around 1). Therefore a larger bandwidth enables a better range resolution. 
The azimuthal resolution of the real aperture is dependent on the beam width which depends 
on the signal frequency f and the antenna (aperture) length D and is given by 
oreal 
azimuth fD . (2.2) 
This indicates that for a high azimuthal resolution, a long antenna and a high frequency are needed. 
In order to obtain an azimuthal resolution of 1km at L-band (>. 20cm) with a typical satellite 




at speed v 
Radar 
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Figure 2.3 Two targets are illuminated by a radar travelling at speed v. Two arrows at the targets indicate the 
relative speed components VI and V2 of the objects by the radar signal. 
aperture of the length of D = 10.7m, an azimuthal resolution of D /2 = 5.4m can be obtained 
using SAR [Curlander and McDonough 1991]. For more details on real aperture radar the reader 
is referred to Curlander and McDonough [1991] and Hawkins [1996]. 
2.2 STRIP-MAP SYNTHETIC APERTURE RADAR IMAGING 
The key observation that led to the development of SAR was that two point targets at the same 
range (separated by a small angle) have different relative speeds with regard to the moving radar 
platform. This difference in radial velocity results in two different Doppler shifts in a reflected EM 
non-chirped pulse. This effect enables the detection of the location of a target within a range-
resolution cell and the system to distinguish between multiple targets within a range-resolution 
cell. Figure 2.3 shows the top view of two targets illuminated by the radar travelling at speed v. 
One of the targets is ahead of the radar platform, the other one behind. Two arrows at the targets 
indicate the relative speed components VI and V2 of the objects experienced by the radar signal. 
will induce two Doppler shifts in the return signal. 
A strip-map SAR system operates in essentially the same way as the strip-map real aperture 
radar. The difference is that the data is collected, stored and processed in a coherent manner. In 
order to obtain a high azimuth resolution a large antenna is synthesised. This is done by coherently 
integrating (summing) in an appropriate manner the received echoes from the imaged target field. 
2.3 Radar signals 
The azimuthal resolution can then be approximated by 
osynthetic _ D 
azimuth - 2 
11 
(2.3) 
where D is the aperture length. This result is counterintuitive since a smaller aperture will result 
in a higher resolution. Some assumptions have been made in deriving Equation 2.3, but most 
resolutions achieved by SAR systems approach this limit. The resulting image has an azimuthal 
resolution that is independent of the range and wavelength. The processing involved is essentially 
a two-dimensional, range-variant, matched filter operation. Different methods have been developed 
to implement the filter but a discussion of its design goes beyond the scope of this thesis. For a 
detailed description of synthetic aperture processing, see Curlander and McDonough [1991]. 
After all the synthetic aperture processing, a data set is obtained which is mapped onto a 
regular grid, for which every site (i.e. SAR image pixel) corresponds to a rectangular ground 
resolution cell. The cell has width and length corresponding to the range and azimuthal resolution. 
The data at every site is, for example, a single scalar value (like intensity) or a polarimetric ally 
sensitive complex matrix (Stokes matrix), indicating the radar reflectivity of the ground resolution 
cell. Typically resolutions range from below one meter to many meters in modern SAR systems. 
It is this data set which is the subject of study throughout the reminder of the thesis. 
2.3 RADAR SIGNALS 
In this section the properties of radar signals are discussed. An EM signal is characterised by its 
frequency, phase, amplitude and polarisation. From Maxwell's equations, the expression for the 
complex electric field vector E at a given location z in the propagation direction and at time t is 
given by 
E (z, t) = A exp (j (k' z - wt + ¢)) , (2.4) 
where A is the amplitude vector (which includes any polarisation), k' is the wavenumber in the 
medium and the angular frequency is given by w. The phase shift referenced to some datum is ¢. 
Furthermore, 
w = 21f fe = 21fc/ >. 
k' = yf;k = 21f yf;/>' , 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where fe denotes the carrier frequency and>' the wavelength. The relative permittivity is given by 
fr and the vacuum wavenumber by k. 
2.3.1 Signal frequency and bandwidth 
The transmitted pulse is normally a linear FM pulse (a chirp) with center frequency f (for SAR 
in the order of 1-15GHz). The bandwidth of the chirp is typically small compared to the center 
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Band name Frequency range (GHz) Wavelength (cm) 
P 0.22 - 0.39 136 - 77 
UHF 0.3 - 1 100 - 30 
L 1 - 2 30 - 15 
S 2-4 15 - 7.5 
C 4-8 7.5 - 3.75 
X 8 - 12.5 3.75 - 2.40 
Ku 12.5 - 18 2.40 - 1.67 
K 18 - 26.5 1.67 - 1.18 
Ka 26.5 - 40 1.18 - 0.75 
Table 2.1 Commonly used frequency bands and their wavelengths. 
frequency (around 10MHz) and determines the range resolution (see Equation 2.1). Table 2.1 shows 
the most commonly used frequency bands, band names and wavelengths of SAR systems. 
2.3.2 Signal polarisation 
Many modern SAR systems send out polarised EM pulses and measure the polarisation of the echo. 
The polarisation of an EM signal, as given in Equation 2.4, refers to the direction of the amplitude 
vector A at a given time. In SAR four main polarisation modes are used: horizontal, vertical, 
elliptical and circular. Horizontally polarised means that the direction of the amplitude vector is 
fixed in the horizontal plane and correspondingly for the vertical polarisation mode. Elliptically 
polarised means that the vector A is rotating with time around the z direction following the 
outline of an ellipse. The circularly polarised mode is a special case of this, where length of A stays 
constant. For a detailed treatment of signal polarisation in radar see Ulaby and Elachi [1990] and 
Mott [1992]. 
2.4 SURFACE INTERACTION WITH THE RADAR SIGNAL 
This section gives a brief overview of the surface interaction of a radar signal. The interaction 
of the radar pulse with the ground cover is generally called scattering and depends on the signal 
properties such as amplitude, polarisation and frequency, and the ground cover properties such as 
dielectric constant, roughness and local slope. Roughness is defined with regard to the wavelength 
of the radar signal. The same surface can appear rough to a radar signal with a short wavelength 
and smooth to a signal with a longer wavelength. Note that in a monostatic SAR a rougher surface 
has a higher mean reflectivity than a relatively smooth surface (the signal is not reflected back to 
the antenna). 
Different scattering modes such as surface scattering, volume scattering and Bragg scattering 
exist. In reality, a mixture of scattering modes is encountered [Lewis et al. 1998; Ogilvy 1991; 
Raney 1998; Ulaby 1982a, b]. 
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2.4.1 Speckle 
Speckle, which is also called fading, is an inherent property of the coherent nature of SAR imaging, 
rather than a system noise feature. The speckle noise in SAR images gives them a pronounced 
granular appearance and makes the analysis of SAR data difficult. Mathematical models for speckle 
noise have been developed and are discussed in Chapter 4. A wide variety of algorithms to remove 
the effect of speckle noise have been developed the most commonly used is multi-look processing 
as described in Section 4.1.2. Other speckle filtering methods are listed in Frost et al. [1982]; Lee 
[1983]; Lee et al. [1991, 1994c]; Lopes and Sery [1997]; Lopes and Touzi [1988]. More detailed 
information about speckle can be found in Goodman [1975, 1976, 1986]. 
2.5 SHADOW, FORESHADOW AND LAYOVER IN SAR 
Besides the inherent speckle noise of SAR images, other features distort the appearance of the 
image. Some are a direct result of the SAR system viewing ground with topographic features 
such as mountains and canyons at an angle other than normal (i.e. the look angle is < 900 ). 
The distortions are called: shadow, foreshadow and layover. The look angle varies with range 
starting with the steepest angle at the closest range to the most oblique angle at the farthest 
range. Therefore the effects are range-dependent. Figure 2.4 shows these effects. A projection of 
representative corresponding radar response intensity values are given below the graph in ground 
cells. Note that black indicates zero intensity and occurs in the shadow. Features on the mountain 
slope facing the radar are projected into ground cells closer to the radar, this feature is called 
foreshadow. The figure shows the extreme case of foreshadow, i.e. the top of the mountain is in 
the same ground cell as some part of the foot of the mountain, a phenomenon known as layover. 
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Illumination 
Shadow 
Figure 2.4 An example showing shadow, foreshadow and layover. 
Chapter 3 
PROBABILITY AND ESTIMATION 
In this chapter probability and estimation theory are reviewed to provide background for the 
remainder of the thesis. For a detailed and complete definition of probability theory the reader is 
referred to Papoulis [1991] and Stark and Woods [1994] and for estimation theory to Kay [1993]. 
3.1 PROBABILITY THEORY 
Probability theory can be defined (from set theory) by three axioms. Papoulis [1991] defines them 
as follows: 
Let S {Sl' ... , sd be the sample space, the set of all possible outcomes Si of an experiment. 
An event A occurs during a trial if it contains the element Si. Assign to each event A, a number 
P(A) which is called the probability of the event A. This number is chosen to satisfy the following 
three conditions: 
1. The probability of an event A is between zero and unity: 0::; P(A) ::; 1. 
2. The probability of the sample space is unity: P(S) 1. 
3. If the events A and B are two mutually exclusive events, then P(A + B) P(A) + P(B). 
3.1.1 Conditional probability 
The conditional probability of A given B is the probability of the event A occurring given that 
event B occurred. conditional probability P(AIB) is defined by: 
P(AIB) = P(A, B) 
P(B) (3.1 ) 
where P(B) is assumed to not be 0 and P(A, B) is the probability of events A and B both occurring, 
the joint probability. Further, by applying the Bayes's theorem 
P(AIB) = P(BIA)P(A) (3.2) 
P(B) . 
If the events A and B are statistically independent then P(A, B) P(A)P(B) and P(AIB) = P(A). 
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3.1.2 Distribution and density function 
In order to define the cumulative distribution and the density function, the concept of a random 
variable must be introduced. A random variable X assigns a number to every outcome s: X (s). 
X(s) has to follow the two conditions [Papoulis 1991]: 
1. The set {X ::; x} is an event for every x. 
2. The probability of the events {X = oo} and {X = -oo} is equal to zero, i.e. P(X = 00) = 0 
and P(X = -00) = o. 
The cumulative distribution function is defined as 
F(x) = P(X ::; x). (3.3) 
The derivative of the cumulative distribution function is called the probability density function 
(PDF) (or density function) 
f(x) = d:~X). (3.4) 
3.1.2.1 Properties of probability density functions 
The stochastic modelling in this thesis is mainly based on PDFs, thus it is useful to reflect on some 
of the properties of a PDF. 
An inherent property of a PDF is that its integral over the whole range is equal to one: i: f(x)dx = 1. (3.5) 
The probability P(XI < X ::; X2) is given by 
(3.6) 
With Xl = X and X2 = X + ~x it follows that 
P(x ::; X ::; x + ~x) ~ f(x)~x (3.7) 
given that ~x is sufficiently small. Thus f(x) is proportional to the probability of X within a small 
interval of x. 
Bayes's theorem for densities is 
f( I ) = f(y, x) = f(ylx)f(x) 
x y f(y) f(y) (3.8) 
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where f(y, x) is the joint density defined as 
f( ) = o2F(x, y) 
x, y oxoy (3.9) 
with 
F(x, y) = P(X :s; x, Y :s; y). (3.10) 
The denominator of Equation 3.8 can be written as 
f(y) = i: f(x, y)dx (3.11) 
which is also known as the total probability. If the PDF's are discrete Equation 3.11 becomes 
f(y) = L f(x, y). (3.12) 
'Ix 
If the random variables X and Yare independent, then f(x, y) = f(x)f(y) and f(xly) = f(x). 
3.1.3 Statistical quantities 
In this section the most important statistical quantities are defined. 
3.1.3.1 Expected value 
The mean or expected value of the random variable X is 
f-tx = E(X) = i: xf(x )dx (3.13) 
3.1.3.2 Variance 
The variance is defined as 
(3.14) 
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3.1.3.3 Moments 
The kth moment of X is defined as 
(3.17) 
The kth centTaI moment of X is defined as 
r]k = E ((X - flY) = 1: (x - flYf(x)dx. (3.18) 
Note that fLx = r]1, 0"; = r]2 for X. 
3.1.3.4 Covariance and correlation 
The covariance between the two random variables X and Y is defined as 
Cxy = E((X ~ fLx)(Y - fLy)) = E(XY) - E(X)E(Y). (3.19) 
The correlation coefficient is the normalised covariance with regard to the standard deviations of 
the two variables, thus 
Cxy 
Pxy = --. 
O"xO"y 
Further, ICxyl ::; O"xO"y and therefore IPxyl ::; 1 [Papoulis 1991]. 
3.2 THE MAXIMUM A POSTERIORI ESTIMATE 
(3.20) 
A standard task in image processing is: given a noisy image s, calculate a processed version r. The 
processing takes a variety of forms, for example noise filtering, classification, or segmentation. For 
example: given s, which is corrupted by speckle noise, calculate r where each pixel in r has a label 
indicating a class of ground cover of the corresponding pixel in s. Classes of ground cover could 
be of the type: "bare ground", "trees", "water", "built up area", and so on. This process is called 
classification. 
The statistical approach to this problem is: calculate an estimate r maximising the probability 
of r given s, thus 
r = argmax [f(rls)] 
r 
(3.21) 
where "arg" denotes the argument of the following function, in this case r. Using Bayes's theorem 
for PDFs in Equation 3.8 leads to 
A _ [f(slr)f(r)] 
r - argm;x f(s) . (3.22) 
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Since f(s) is known and independent of r, 
r argmax [f(slr)f(r)] . 
r 
(3.23) 
The estimate r as defined in Equation 3.23 is called the maximum a posteriori estimate. The term 
f(slr) is called the likelihood function and f{r) the prior model. All noise filtering and classification 
algorithms used in this thesis are based on Equation 3.23. Several steps are involved in gaining 
an estimate r: deriving an appropriate likelihood function and prior model, estimating model 
parameters, and optimisation. For a detailed explanation of estimation theory the reader is referred 
to Kay [1993]. 
In this thesis the noisy data that is supplied is simply referred to as the data image. The results 
of processing are referred to as estimate images, or simply estimates, e.g. the MAP estimate, the 
label estimate, etc. 
3.2.1 The likelihood function 
The likelihood function, f(slr), can be thought of as an inverse (backwards) mapping operation. In 
other words, given the result r how probable is the data s. For example: if the label for a given 
pixel in r corresponds to "bare ground" , then the likelihood function will return a higher value if 
the corresponding pixel in s contains the radar response of "bare ground" rather than . The 
likelihood function in this case is dependent on the class characteristics (such as mean and standard 
deviation for example) and the features of the inverted imaging process (speckle noise statistics). 
A range of possible likelihood functions for SAR are discussed in Chapter 4. 
3.2.2 The prior model 
The prior model, f(r), determines how likely a resulting image r is. If prior knowledge about the 
result is available it can be incorporated by means of the prior model. For example, if it is known 
that the result is made up of square patches of fields, then it is possible to design a prior model 
which assigns a higher probability to results that contain square patches. It is important to know 
that the prior model is only dependent on r and has no information about the noisy data s. 
In this thesis a Markov random field (MRF) model is used as a prior model. This model is used 
to assign a higher probability to results r made up out of homogeneous areas of ground cover. On 
a local basis in r this corresponds to: a site in r is likely to have the same value as its surrounding 
site values. The theory of MRFs is described in Chapter 5. 
If no prior knowledge is available the prior density has the form of a uniform distribution (every 
outcome has the same likelihood) and Equation 3.23 becomes 
r argmax [f(slr)]. 
r 
(3.24) 
Under these circumstances r is said to be the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate. 

Chapter 4 
MODELLING AND SIMULATING SAR DATA 
In this chapter stochastic models are derived for different modes of SAR data. Speckle noise is 
defined and the most basic method of reducing the effect of speckle noise, multilook processing, is 
described. A short note is given on how to simulate basic speckle noise. Simulating SAR data has 
an important role in verifying the speckle filter and classification methods. The underlying speckle 
free-signal is known and by means simulation quantitative assessments can be obtained. For a 
detailed discussion on speckle see [Goodman 1975, 1976, 1986; Raney 1998J 
4.1 SPECKLE MODEL 
Underlying all of the models presented is speckle noise. It is therefore important to understand 
how this type of noise arises and what its are. The theory of speckle noise been thoroughly 
researched and the models are well understood. It is generally accepted that the speckle noise 
present in the SAR data recorded from most natural scenes is described by a circular Gaussian 
distribution [Lee et al. 1994bJ. Thus the complex radar return signal from a ground resolution cell 
within a natural scene has a circular Gaussian distribution. This property arises from the random 
distribution of scatters in the ground resolution cell (see Figure 4.1) and the central limit theorem 
(sometimes described by means of a random walk). 
Goodman [1976] describes the origin of speckle thus: "When a radar illuminates a surface 
that is rough on the scale of radar wavelength, the return signal consists of waves reflected from 
many randomly-distributed elementary scatterers (or facets) within a resolution cell. The distance 
between the scatterers and the receiver vary, therefore the received waves, although coherent in 
frequency, are no longer coherent in phase. A strong signal is received if waves add relatively 
constructively; a weak signal, if the waves are out of phase." 
This speclde model fails when there are not enough scatterers in the ground resolution cell or 
a single scatterer dominates the response. This is often the case in urban areas and when other 
man-made structures are present. These contain many large smooth right-angle configurations such 
as house walls with regard to the ground. These features, due to their geometry, act as dihedral 
corner reflectors. Most of the signal is reflected straight back to the antenna and they appear as 
bright intensity values in the SAR image. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of random scatterers of a radar signal in a ground resolution cell. 
Frequently an estimate of some property of the ground cover is to be gained from the SAR data 
collected from a scene. If for example intensity values of the radar return signal of a homogeneous 
ground area are measured, this area appears as an area with a range of intensity values in the 
image domain (due to the presence of speckle noise). Each ground resolution cell corresponds to 
a pixel with an intensity value in the image domain. Since the ground cover in this example is 
assumed to be homogeneous, the intensity values can be seen as samples from a single PDF. A 
good estimate might therefore be obtained by calculating the mean of the intensity values from 
a group of adjacent pixels, given there are a sufficient number of them. In practice however the 
problem lies in determining whether samples are from the same ground cover type or a different 
ground cover type. Mixtures of ground cover types have to be considered as well. In the following 
sections the known PDFs for different SAR data modes are introduced. 
4.1.1 Single-look complex data model (the circular Gaussian model) 
If the number of scatterers within a resolution cell is large, the real and imaginary parts of the radar 
signal are zero-mean Gaussian distributed with the same standard deviation (but uncorrelated); 
this is by argument of the central limit theorem. Often the minimum number of necessary scatterers 
is given &'3 5, but Raney [1998] suggests that 10 are required to &'3sure convergence of the statistics. 
The phase is therefore totally random or uniformly distributed. One way of deriving these properties 
is by means of random walk theory as follows Goodman [1976]). 
4.1.1.1 The random walk to speckle 
be the complex return signal from a ground resolution cell. X is the sum of individual 
complex signals ak from many elementary scatterers within the grOlmd resolution celL Let lak I and 
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¢k be the amplitude and ph&'Oe of the kth elementary scatterer respectively. It follows that 
x = L lak I exp(j¢k). 
k 
(4.1) 
If the scatterers are distributed randomly in the ground resolution cell and the surfaces are rough 
with regard to the wavelength of the signal then the following &'Osumptions hold: 
1. The amplitude lakl and the phase ¢k of the kth contributor are statistically independent of 
each other and of all other lad and ¢l with I -;. k. 
2. The phases ¢k are uniformly distributed over (0, 27r), 'ilk. 
:From Equation 4.1 it may appear that the greater the number of elementary scatters within a 
resolution cell, the greater the signal strength. However, the returned signal strength is clearly 
limited by the finite amount of transmitted radiation reaching the cell. Each elementary scatterer 
is associated with an effective scattering cross-section with respect to the incoming radiation and 
direction of detection of the re-radiated radiation. This cross-section is approximately inversely 
proportional to the number of elementary scatters in the resolution cell and therefore the returned 
signal given by Equation 4.1 is bounded. 
Given these assumptions, from the classical random walk theory can be used [Goodman 
1975, 1976]. Figure 4.2 shows an example of a random walk. The elementary signal returns are 
shown &'0 vectors in the complex domain. 
Let X = XR + jXI and W [XR XI]T be the vector of the real and imaginary parts of this 
signal. Then the density of W is, f(W), a zero-mean circular Gaussian, thus 
(4.2) 
where C is the covariance matrix ofW defined as C = E[WWT ]. The real and imaginary parts of 
have the same variance and are uncorrelated (this is a property of a circular complex Gaussian 
and direct result from the two assumptions given above) thus 
C (4.3) 
ICI is the determinant of C. The phase of has a uniform density and the magnitude and the 
intensity have Rayleigh and negative exponential density respectively [Goodman 1975]. 
This model describes statistically pure speckle or what is sometimes called fully developed 
speckle. It is encountered in many natural scenes and gives a good approximation in most remaining 
cases. One exception is where a single scatterer dominates the response, like in the case of a 
dihedral corner reflector. Another complication is that speckle can be spatially correlated due to 
the imaging system. Correlated models are not discussed further in this thesis (see Raney [1998] for 
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Figure 4.2 Random walk example in the complex domain where ak is the kth elementary scatterer and X the 
resulting measured return signal. 
details on correlated speckle). First order speckle models, such as PDF's on individual site values 
in conjunction with simple texture models for textured ground covers, have been shown to yield 
good results in many SAR image analysis cases [Baraldi and Parmiggiani 1995; Cook et al. 1996; 
Fjprtoft et al. 1996; Liu et al. 1996; Nezry et al. 1991]. 
Speckle statistics are sometimes affected by textural features of the scene imaged. This means 
that a first order texture model is often used in conjunction with the speckle noise model. This 
topic is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6. 
4.1.2 Multi-look processing 
The simplest form of speckle reduction is multi-look processing and most commercial data is pro-
vided in a multi-look form. Multi-look processing is essentially averaging n independently sampled 
images of the same scene. The process reduces the variance of the data at the expense of resolu-
tion. The independently sampled images are in general obtained from the same SAR data set by 
exploiting the holographic property of SAR data (see next section). The resolution of an n-look 
image is reduced by the factor n, while the variance is one nth of that of the corresponding single 
look image. The resulting image appears less noisy. 
Multi-look processing is often applied such that the resolution in one dimension only (azimuth 
or range) is reduced and thereby a SAR image results with a constant range and azimuth resolution. 
In this case every pixel in the SAR image corresponds to a square ground resolution cell. 
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A non-integer number of looks can be generated by using overlapping sections of the data in 
Fourier space. 
4.1.2.1 Holographic properties of SAR data 
Consider the two-dimensional object reflectivity function 
~(x,y) 1~(x,Y)lexp[j ¢(x,Y)] (4.4) 
where ¢(x, y) is the phase of ~(x, y) and x and yare the spatial coordinates [Hawkins 1996]. The 
transform of Equation 4.4 is given by 
F{~(x, y)} = F{I~(x, y)l} * F{exp[j ¢(x, y)]} (4.5) 
where F {.} and * indicate the two-dimensional Fourier transform and two-dimensional convolu-
tion operator respectively. The phase of natural scenes is known to be highly random (uniformly 
distributed) and therefore F{ exp[j ¢(x, y)]} has a broad spectrum. Thus, the random phase mod-
ulates the magnitude information over a wide region of Fourier space. This enables the recovery 
of an estimate from any section of F { ~ (x, y)}. The location of the section does not affect 
the surface and shape information but the size of the section determines the reduction in 
resolution. The same underlying principles are used to generate holograms [Munson and Sanz 
1984]. 
4.1.3 Intensity and amplitude model for multi-look data 
In multi-look processing the final image intensity is formed by averaging n independent intensities 
(see Section 4.1.2). Let the intensity Ix and the amplitude Ax of the n-Iook data be 
n 
Ix = A~ = L (X~i + X~) In. (4.6) 
The intensity of a four-look image for example is the sum of four intensity samples from same 
zero-mean complex circular Gaussian density given in Equation 4.2. The sum of squared Gaussian 
samples has a chi-square density (Abramowitz and Stegun [1972] page 940), thus the intensity for 
n-look data has a chi-square density of the form 
f(Ix) n lX n x n rn-l (I ) r( n )a2n2n exp - 2a2 (4.7) 
where r(·) is the Gamma function. The mean and the variance of Ix are MIx = 2a2 and afx 4a41 n 
respectively. The variance can therefore be expressed as a function of the mean afx = MIx In. This 
confirms that the variance decreases proportionally with the number of looks n and therefore the 
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effect of speckle is reduced. Note that for n 1 the standard deviation of Ix is the same as the 
mean. 
Besides the number of looks n, which is a property of the processing of the SAR data, there is 
the effective number of looks (ENL) which can be measured from the data [Lee et al. 1994c]. The 
ENL value is defined as 
( 4.8) 
This value is often used to measure the effect of speckle filtering because as the ENL increases the 
effect of speckle decreases. Further, if the ENL is then n this indicates underlying texture or 
other variation in the scene. This is due to texture increasing the standard deviation. 
The amplitude n-look data has a Rayleigh density of the form [Lee et al. 1994c] 
f(Ax) (4.9) 
with the mean 
flAx (4.10) 
and variance 
2 _ ( (J' Ax - n - -~-:-;-7"'-":" (4.11) 
4.1.4 Correlated complex polarised model 
Many modern SAR systems are able to separate horizontally (H) and vertically (V) polarised 
components of the transmitted and received signals. Four combinations are therefore available for 
a polarimetric SAR system, e.g. HV refers to a horizontally transmitted and vertically received 
signaL In a monostatic system the HV response is identical to the VH response and hence three 
polarisations are measured (HH, VV and HV). The SAR signal is therefore three-dimensional. 
The measured data of a monostatic polarised SAR systems therefore consists of three com-
plex amplitudes X, Y and Z, one for each polarisation HH, VV and HV respectively. Let 
W = [X, Y, zjT and the corresponding vector of real and imaginary parts be denoted by W = 
[XR' XI, YR, Yr, ZR, ZrlT. Section 4.1.1 describes the properties of a one dimensional single look 
complex SAR The same assumptiollS given there, for the one dimensional hold for 
each of the three complex signals. Therefore the three polarisation complex signal has a three-
dimensional zero-mean complex circular Gaussian distribution. 
The circular Gaussian property of the data means that the real and imaginary parts of, for 
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example, the and Y polarisations are correlated as [Goodman 1963; Lee et al. 1994b]: 
E(XRXR) = E(XIXr) 
E(YRYR) = E(Yr Yr) = (/} 
E(XRXr) = E(XrXR) 0 
E(YRYi) = E(YiYR) () 
E(XRYR) = E(XIYr) CXYA 
E(XrYR) = -E(XRYi) CXYG. 
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where the subscript "A" indicates "auto" and "C" indicates "cross" with respect to the real and 
imaginary parts. Similarly for the combinations of X and Y and Z. The covariance matrix 
C = E[W WTj therefore takes the form 
(/2 
X () CXYA -CXYG CXZA -CXZG 
() (/2 X CXYG CXYA CXZG CXZA 
C CXYA CXYC 
(/2 () CYZA -CyZG Y 
-CXYG CXYA () (/2 CYZG CyZA Y 
(4.13) 
CXZA CXZG CyZA CYZG (/2 Z () 
-CXZG CXZA -CYZG CYZA () (/2 Z 
The covariance matrix C for the complex variables X, Y and Z is defined by C = E[W\\rt] (where 
.t is the Hermitian transpose or conjugate transpose) and takes the form 
( 4.14) 
where .* is the conjugate operator. C is a conjugate symmetrical (Hermitian) matrix and positive 
semi-definite. It therefore has positive eigenvalues. C can be written with regard to the real 
variances and covariances defined in Equation 4.13 as 
[ 
(/} CXYA + j CXYG 
C = 2 CXYA - j CXYG 
CXZA - J CXZG CyZA J CYZG 
CXZA + ~ CXZG 1 
CYZA + J CyZG 
2 (/Z 
circular zero-mean Gaussian distribution of the signals W has the form 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
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and the complex version of W is 
( 4.17) 
For a detailed analysis of these type of multivariate Gaussian distribution see Goodman [1963]. 
4.1.4.1 The complex Wishart density 
The multilook processing of polarimetric data is performed on the covariance matrix of the SAR 
data (an averaging of the complex data vectors Wi would approach zero since the samples are from 
a zero mean distribution). The resulting n-Iook covariance matrix Ii is therefore defined by 
-_1~- -t R - - L..t WiWi · n . 
2 
(4.18) 
The complex n-Iook covariance matrix Ii is known to have a complex Wishart density [Goodman 
1963; Lee et al. 1994b] 
(4.19) 
with 
K(n, q) = 1T(1/2)q(q-l)r(n) ... r(n - q + 1) ( 4.20) 
where q is the dimension ofthe vector W (in our case q = 3, in the bistatic case q = 4) and Tr(·) 
denotes the trace of the matrix (.). The complex Wishart density based on the circular Gaussian 
assumption has been successfully used in SAR image analysis, for examples see [Ferro-Famil et al. 
2001; Lee et al. 1994a, 1999,2001; Lopes and Sery 1997]. 
4.1.4.2 The two dimensional intensity density 
In some cases the SAR data set is not a complete set of all three polarisations or intensity values 
rather than the complex values are supplied. For this reason Lee et al. [1994b] derived the joint 
density for intensities from two polarisations from polarimetric SAR. This density written in the 
notation used in this thesis is 
f(Ix'!y) = 
( cr'f,rIx + cr11y ) (1 1 )(n-l)/2 exp 2 2 22 xy 2(CXYA + CXYc - crxcry ) ( J ci-y A + Ci-Yc JIXIY ) 2 2 2 2 ' crxcry - CXYA - CXYC 
( 4.21) 
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where In - 1 (-) is the modified Bessel function of order n 1. In Chapter 7 the density for intensities 
from all three polarisations is derived (a three dimensional PDF on polarimetric intensity SAR 
data). Further the two dimensional case in Equation 4.21 is shown to be a special case of the three 
dimensional one and the notation in Lee et al. [1994b] is linked to the one used here. 
4.1.5 Multi-frequency model 
Some modern SAR acquire a multipolarisation and multifrequency data set. A common 
data mode is three polarisations (HH, VV and HV) and three frequency bands. The data set 
therefore consist of a nine dimensional complex vector or an eighteen dimensional real vector for 
each site corresponding to a ground resolution cell. 
Different frequency bands highlight different ground cover properties. If the features on the 
ground are in the order of a wavelength a higher response can be expected than if the features are 
far smaller than the wavelength of the radar signal. Additional frequencies therefore improve the 
ability to classify the ground cover. 
The simplest and most common model used for multilook, multipolarisation and multifrequency 
data sets is the multivairate Gaussian distribution. This model assumes that all data subsets are 
correlated and have a Gaussian shape. This however is only true if the data has a high number 
of looks. In general the higher the number of looks the closer is the shape of the distribution to a 
Gaussian distribution. 
4.2 SIMULATING SPECKLE 
In order to simulate speckle, samples from one of the above speckle models, depending on the 
type of data desired, have to be created. The easiest way to create samples for any of the above 
SAR speckle models is to sample from a multivariate zero-mean Gaussian density as described 
in Equation 4.2 or Equation 4.16 for polarimetric data. Multitlook speckle can be generated by 
averaging independent samples from these densities and intensity, amplitude or covariance values 
can be formed as defined in Equation 4.6 or Equation 4.18. Two examples of simulated single look 
intensity SAR data will be given in Chapter 9. 

Chapter 5 
THEORY OF MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS 
Markov random field (MRF) models have been used in image analysis since the mid eighties. The 
MRF model in image analysis is mostly used in conjunction with Bayesian statistical methods 
in the form of a prior model or sometimes as part of the likelihood function (see Chapter 6 for 
references on this topic). The model reflects the fact that neighbouring pixel (site) values are likely 
to depend on each other. For example: .if all neighbours of a site have the same value, say class A, 
then the site itself is more likely to have the value of class A rather then a different one. If from 
the noisy data a site value is as much likely to belong to class A as to class B this rule can guide 
the decision by the class values from neighbouring sites. 
The MRF model used most often in image analysis is the Gibbs random field (GRF) model. 
This model is based on the Gibbs distribution. It is very flexible in the way that one can use 
arbitrary lattice systems as long as a neighbourhood system can be defined. It can therefore be 
applied to one, two, three or n-dimensional space. In order to ensure that the GRF model defined 
is a MRF one has to follow some rules. These rules are laid out in the following sections. Besag 
[1974] proves that under these circumstances the resulting model is indeed a MRF model. 
For a detailed description of MRF models in image analysis and optimisation with regard to 
them see Winkler [1995], Dubes and Jain [1989] and Geman and Geman [1984]. 
First in this chapter the temporal and spatial Markov properties are discussed, then random 
fields are defined and the GRF is introduced. The conditions which ensure that the GRF is a MRF 
are laid out, in the process defining formally the neighbourhood and cliques. Then the potential 
function is introduced which leads to the energy function and thus to the MRF. An example of a 
GRF model is given. In the final sections details of the potential function are given and issues with 
regard to sampling from a GRF and parameter estimation are raised. 
5.1 MARKOV PROPERTY 
The Markov property with respect to a discrete temporal sequence Xo, Xl, X2, .•. is defined &'3 
[Stark and 'Woods 2002] 
(5.1) 
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for all k 2: 0 and for all i 2: p. If we consider the case of k = 0 and p = 2, Equation 5.1 becomes 
(5.2) 
This means that the probability of Xi having a certain value given all previous values is the same 
as the probability of that value given only the previous two values. In other words the value of Xi 
is only dependent on the two previous temporal values. This property simplifies the evaluation of 
f(Xilxi-l, ... , xo) considerably since only the previous two values have to be investigated. 
Translating the Markov property into the n-dimensional spatial domain we get 
(5.3) 
where Xi is the value of the ith site in an n-dimensional space and Hi is the set of sites in a 
neighbourhood of site i. Vk \ i means that k takes all possible values except i. In words Equation 
5.3 means that the probability of Xi having a certain value given all other values excluding Xi itself 
is the same as the probability of Xi having that value given only values in the neighbourhood of Xi. 
As an example consider the one-dimensional spatial case with the neighbourhood defined as 
the two closest neighbours Hi = {i + 1, i - 1}. Equation 5.3 becomes 
(5.4) 
This means the PDF of Xi is dependent on only its directly neighbouring site values. 
5.2 RANDOM FIELD 
Let x be a data array and i a set of the site locations of that data array so that Xi, i E i corresponds 
to the value of x at site i of the data array. Let Xi be a finite space of states of Xi (Xi E Xi) and X 
the finite space of all possible configurations x E X (for example if XiEi = {a, 1}, corresponding to 
a binary image, with i = {1, ... ,n} then X is of the size 2n). If a is a subset of i (a c i), then Xa 
is the data set of subset a (xa = {Xi, Vi E a}). We now consider the strictly positive PDF f(x)xEx, 
i.e. f(x) > 0 for all x E X and LVXEX f(x) = 1. This PDF f(x)xEx is called a stochastic or random 
field [Winkler 1995]. Note that f(x) is the joint density of the data array. In the next section the 
particular PDF of the Gibbs random field (GRF) is discussed. 
5.3 GIBBS RANDOM FIELD 
Gibbs random fields (GRF) have been used in statistical mechanics as models for the equilibrium 
states of large physical systems. Therefore some of the terminology used here reflects this fact. 
Consider the PDF of a GRF model for the data x of the form 
f(x) = exp [-U(x)] 
LVX'EX exp [-U(x')] (5.5) 
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Figure 5.1 The neighbourhood system Ni in a finite regular lattice system up to the neighbourhood order D = 
5. The cross indicates the site i and the numbering around it give the order of the neighbourhood. A D order 
neighbourhood includes all sites from lower order neighbourhoods. 
where U is called the energy function. Note that Equation 5.5 is strictly positive and therefore a 
random field. The denominator of this equation is called the partition function Zoo 
Equation 5.5 returns a probability Il1ea:;mre for every configuration x EX. It can therefore be 
used as a stochastic model in a Bayesian framework. In order to ensure that the GRF is a MRF 
the energy function U(x) has to conform to some rules. For this, the neighbourhood and cliques 
have to be defined. 
5.4 NEIGHBOURHOOD SYSTEM 
N denotes a neighbourhood system for the data. M E i is a set of sites which are in the neighbour-
hood of site i but exclude site i itself (i r.t Ni ). The site j is in the neighbourhood of site i (j EM) 
only if site i is in the neighbourhood of site j (i E Nj), which enforces a symmetric neighbourhood. 
Now let xN; denote the set of site values of the neighbourhood of site i. Often neighbourhood 
systems are in a finite regular lattice system 
i = {(v, w) E Z x Z : 0 v :s; Vmax , 0 :s; W :s; wmax } (5.6) 
as shown in Figure 5.1. The cross in the Figure indicates the site i and the numbering around 
it gives the order of the neighbourhood D. A D-order neighbourhood includes all from 
lower order neighbourhoods. Therefore the neighbourhood of order D = 5 consists of all sites 
shown in Figure 5.1 excluding the one with the cross. D 1 has the four nearest neighbours as 
the neighbourhood system (called the four-neighbourhood), while D = 2 is also called the 
neighbourhood. Modifications to the neighbourhood have to be made at the boundary of the finite 
lattice system. A random field f(x) is a Markov random field with regard to the neighbourhood 
system N if for all x E X, 
(5.7) 
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Figure 5.2 All possible clique types of the eight-neighbourhood. The black disks indicate the site locations and 
sites belonging to one clique are joined by lines. Note that the four-neighbourhood has the fhst three clique types. 
Figure 5.3 A 6 x 8 site array, each square indicates the location of a site. 
5.5 CLIQUES 
A clique is a subset of sites in which every site is a neighbour of every other site in the subset. Single 
sites are also cliques as a special case. The neighbourhood system therefore determines the number 
of subsets of that are cliques. Figure 5.2 shows all possible clique types for the second order 
neighbourhood system (the eight-neighbourhood) where the black discs indicate the site locations 
and the sites which belong to one clique are joined by lines. Note that the first three cliques in 
Figure 5.2 are the clique types for the first order neighbourhood (the four-neighbourhood). 
Functions will be defined for the site values of cliques. As each clique type can have its own 
function, some notation is introduced at this point. Let C be a clique type out of the set C of 
all possible clique types defined by the neighbourhood system N. Further, let c denote one of the 
cliques and Ci denote the set of all cliques in i. The number of sites within a clique is called the 
size of the clique (a clique with three sites is therefore called a clique of three). 
In image modelling the selection of clique types used is often limited to clique types of size one 
and two. This limitation has been found to limit the complexity of the model but still provide a 
flexible prior model. 
As an example, consider a 6 x 8 site array i as shown in Figure 5.3 and the four-neighbourhood 
system with its clique types of size two (see Figure 5.4). Figure 5.5 shows then all possible cliques 
c E Ci of size two for the array. 
In the next section the functions on the clique types are introduced. These are called potentials. 
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Figure 5.4 The four-neighbourhood system and the corresponding clique types of size two. 
Figure 5.5 All possible cliques of size two for the four-neighbourhood system in the 6 X 8 site array. 
5.6 POTENTIALS 
The energy function U in Equation 5.5 can be expressed as a sum of potentials. A potential is a 
family {Va: a C i} of functions on X such that 
0, 
Va (x') if x = x', 




Given a neighbourhood system N, a potential V is called a neighbour potential with regard to N 
if Va = 0 whenever a is not a clique. If Va = 0 for all a of size greater than two (Ial > 2) V 
is a pair potential. Note that for every clique type a different potential function can be used. 
enables one to enforce higher horizontal site interaction than vertical site interaction for example. 
The energy function for the neighbour potential can now be written specifically in terms of 
cliques 
U(x) = L Ve(x), (5.11) 
'<ieEe! 
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and therefore the PDF of the GRF with regard to a neighbourhood system can be written as 
II(x) = ;0 exp [- L Ve(X)] 
VeEC; 
(5.12) 
Zo = L exp [- L Vc(X/)] , 
Vx'EX VeEC; 
(5.13) 
where Zo is called the partitioning function. This type of GRF is called a neighbour Gibbs field. 
Potentials define energy functions and thus random fields. 
5.7 GIBBS RANDOM FIELDS AND MARKOV RANDOM FIELDS 
Besag [1974] showed that a unique GRF exists for every MRF and vice-versa as long as the GRF is 
defined in terms of potential functions on cliques as defined in the previous Section. The proof given 
in Besag [1974] is based on the Hammersley-Clifford theorem which itself was never published by 
the authors. Another proof based on the Mobius inversion is given in Winkler [1995]. Note however 
that not every MRF is a GRF and not every GRF is a MRF [Dubes and Jain 1989]. Using cliques 
that are not based on a neighbourhood system can lead to distributions which do not display the 
required behaviour. It can therefore be said that defining a GRF model based on cliques derived 
from a neighbourhood system will yield a MRF. 
5.8 EXAMPLE 
Consider a 6 X 8 site array i of the form shown in Figure 5.3 and a four neighbourhood system N 
as shown in Figure 5.4 with its corresponding clique types of size two. Figure 5.5 shows all possible 
cliques Ci in the site array i. In this example only the potential functions for cliques with size two 
are not equal to zero and defined by 
if Xi = Xj, 
if Xi i- Xj' (5.14) 
This means that if neighbouring data values are equal the potential function returns a negative 
value -{3 and if they are unequal a positive value (3 is returned. Note that Ve(Xi,Xj) = Ve(Xj,Xi). 
The Gibbs density for the MRF can therefore be written as 
(5.15) 
where 
Zo = L exp [- L Ve(X/)]. 
Vx'EX eEC; 
(5.16) 
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In the special case of XiEi = {O, I} this MRF is called an Ising model [Winkler 1995]. It is clear 
that for (3 > ° the maximum of II(x) lies at the x where every Xi has the same value (like a single 
colour image). If XiEi = {O, ... ,9} (ten different data values) and if the size of i equals 6 x 8 = 48, 
then X is of the size 1048 . This means that 1048 different x configurations are possible. It thus 
becomes impractical to directly compute Zo for any realistic sized image. In Section 5.10 methods 
for estimating the Gibbs densities are discussed. 
In order to show that the spatial Markov property of Equation 5.7 holds for the above example, 
the Bayesian theorem in Equation 3.8 can be invoked to write the probability of a data site having 
a value Xk given all other data site values, thus 
f(x) 
f(x \ Xk)' (5.17) 
The set of cliques Cj in the data array can be split into two sets, one that is the set of all cliques 
which do not contain the site k denoted Ci\k and the other is the set of the remaining cliques which 
contain the site k denoted Ck. Note that the set of sites covered by Ck is {k, Nk}. With this, 
Equation 5.15 is written as 
exp I:vcEC; Vc(Xi, 
II(x) = --=---z=o----=- (5.18) 
Using the discrete version of the total probability definition in Equation 3.12, 
L f(x) = L exp I:VCEC" Vc(x~, --=----~----=-Zo-----=-----------=- (5.19) 
VXkEXk 
exp [- I:VcECi\k VC(Xi,Xj)] I:vxkEX" exp [- I:vcECk Vc(X~'Xj)] 
Zo 




proves that the spatial Markov property as given in Equation 5.7 applies to this example. 
5.9 MORE ON THE GRF MODEL AND POTENTIAL FUNCTIONS 
The main advantage of the GRF model is the relationship between the joint density as in 
Equation 5.12 and the local conditional density II{xilxNJ. While the joint density is impractical 
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to evaluate for any reasonably sized image the local conditional density is fast to compute and on a 
local basis holds all the characteristics of the joint density. The general form of the local conditional 





and VC(x' ) denotes the potential for clique e where the site value Xi is replaced with x~. Instead of 
the probability of a single site given its neighbourhood, the probability of a selection of sites given 
its neighbourhood can be computed in the same fashion. 
The potential functions on cliques used in the remainder of this thesis are defined as follows: 
The single site clique potential is UOCU5.lL'-'U a value a depending on the site value. 
Vc(x) a(x) for lei = 1. (5.25) 
Multiple site cliques are assigned a f3 value with a negative sign if all the sites have equal values 
and a positive sign othenvise: 




Note that each individual clique type may be assigned a different f3 value according to Equation 
5.26. This model is the same as the one used by Geman and Geman [1984] and Derin and Elliott 
[1987] and most other discrete GRF applications. In most cases reported the models used have 
been restricted to cliques of size one and two (lei ~ 2) and a small neighbourhood (mainly the 
four- and eight-neighbourhood). Larger neighbourhoods, the use of which would result in more 
clique types, are mostly employed in GRF models for textures. Dependencies between label values 
in the lattice system are introduced by a larger neighbourhood over a wider area making the 
model more restrictive. Interestingly, in Chapter 10 it is shown that in some cases the use of a 
four-neighbourhood as a prior model can produce better results than can an eight-neighbourhood. 
The two main problems with GRF models are the difficulty of sampling from their distribution 
and the difficulty of estimating model parameters. Both difficulties because the partitioning 
function is impractical to compute for any practical size of image. Both problems are often solved 
by using the local properties (local conditional PDF). Because of the spatial Markov property, the 
local conditional PDF is dependent only on the site under investigation and its neighbourhood. 
The next two sections describe teclmiques for sampling from a GRF and estimating model 
parameters for a GRF. 
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5.10 SAMPLING FROM A GRF 
Directly sampling (creating a realisation) from a GRF with given model parameters is impractical 
due to the intractability of the partition function Zoo A practical alternative is to perform local 
samplin,g with a rejection or acceptance rule in an iterative sweeping fashion. Two commonly used 
methods of sampling from a GRF are given here. 
5.10.1 Metropolis sampler 
The first one is called the Metropolis sampler, described by Chen [1988J; Dubes and Jain [1989] as: 
1. Start with a random initial configuration x E X. 
2. Sweep through i, covering all locations. At every location i: 
(a) Choose a random data value for location i (x~ E Xi) and call the new configuration x' 
(x' only differs at one point from x). 
(b) Let p min[1, II(x)/II(x')] (see Equation 5.12 for II(.)). 
(c) Replace x with x, with probability p. 
3. Repeat Step 2 for a set number of iterations or until a stopping criterion is met. 
Note that if x' only differs from x at site i then 
II(x) _ II(XilxNJ _ exp [-U(Xi' XNi )] _ [_ (U(. ) 
( I) - II( 'I ) - [U(' )] -exp XZ,X/>!i II x Xi xN; exp - Xi' XNi U(xi, x.vJ)] 
which is fast to compute for small neighbourhoods. 
5.10.2 Gibbs sampler 
(5.27) 
Geman and Geman [1984] introduced the Gibbs sampler, which is sweeping through i and replacing 
every Xi with a sample from the local conditional PDF in an iterative fashion. The Gibbs sampler 
method is: 
1. Start with a random initial configuration x E X. 
2. Sweep through i, covering all locations. At every location i: 
(a) Choose Xi randomly but with the probability II(XilxN;) (for this, II(xilxj\lj) has to be 
evaluated for all x~ E Xi). 
3. Repeat Step 2 for a set llumber of iterations or ulltil a stopping criteria is met. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
(e) (f) (g) (h) 
Figure 5.6 Realisations of a GRF with the potential function given in Equation 5.26. Images are of the size 100 X 
100 pixels and contain 3 classes. Fifty iterations (complete sweeps) where used to generate these with the Metropolis 
sampler. (a) - (d) are based on the four-neighbourhood and (e) - (h) on the eight-neighbourhood. The parameter 
vectors for the cliques are as follows: (a) e = [0.6 0.6], (b) e = [0.3 0.3], (c) e = [0.6 0.3], (d) e = [0.3 0.15], (e) 
e = [2 2 1 1], (f) e = [2 2 - 1 - 1], (g) e = [2 2 2 - 2] and (h) e = [-2 - 2 4 4]. 
5.10.3 Comparison and examples 
Both methods have been shown to converge to a sample from II(x) given in Equation 5.12 starting 
at any initial configuration. It was found that a random initial configuration (uniformly sampled 
local site values from Xi E Xi) converges in a reasonable amount of time [Dubes and Jain 1989]. The 
second method, the Gibbs sampler, is computationally more expensive than the first method, since 
k (k being the number of elements in Xi) exponential functions have to be evaluated in order to 
sample from the local conditional PDF II(XilxNJ rather than only one as part ofmin[l, II(x)/II(x')]. 
Figure 5.6 shows samples from a GRF generated by the Metropolis sampler method presented in 
Chen [1988] and Dubes and Jain [1989]. The sample images are 100 x100 pixels with three classes. 
Fifty iterations (complete sweeps through the whole image) were used. Chen [1988] described the 
convergence of the sampling method used and found that 50 iterations were sufficient to produce a 
good sample for the given parameters. The Figures (a) - (d) are based on the four-neighbourhood 
and the Figures (e) - (h) on the eight-neighbourhood. Only cliques of size two were used and the 
potential model is given in Equation 5.26. The parameter vector for the four-neighbourhood was 
given by 8 = [I -] and for the eight-neighbourhood by 8 = [ I '" /] where the lines 
indicate the clique type (for example I is the vertical clique of size two shown in Figure 5.2 second 
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from left). For example 8 = [0.6 0.3] means that the f3 value for the vertical clique is f31 = 0.6 
and for the horizontal clique f3- 0.3. 
The figures show that higher ,8 values produce higher bonds between the pixels of the corre-
sponding cliques. Figure 5.6(a) consists of larger areas than Figure 5.6(b) where the ,8 values are 
halved. In Figures 5.6(c) and (d) more vertical than horizontal features are present since f31 > f3-. 
For the examples with the eight-neighbourhood (Figures 5.6(e) to (h)) the effects are more com-
plicated due to the higher complexity of the modeL Figure 5.6(g) is a good example in which only 
the / cliques are penalised and therefore the features in the'" direction dominate. 
5.11 PARAMETER ESTIMATION 
The GRF, if used as a prior model in a cla.ssification, describes the resulting label image. The 
GRF prior model will make some label images more likely than others and therefore guide the 
classification. For example if the prior knowledge exists that the scene under investigation is made 
up of large horizontal features the GRF model parameters have to be chosen accordingly (f3 1 < f3-). 
Therefore having a good method of estimating the GRF model parameters from a sample label 
image will yield a better GRF prior model and hence better classification results. 
The parameter estimation problem can be defined as follows. For a given sample image, 
estimate the GRF model parameters. Let 8 be the set of parameters of the GRF (in the example 
(Section 5.8) 8 (3). The task now is to obtain an estimate e of 8 for a given sample image x and 
a specific GRF model II(x). A traditional way of obtaining e would be the maximum likelihood 
estimate 
e = argmaxII(x, 8). 
e 
(5.28) 
However, this method cannot be used due to the difficulties in evaluating the partition function Zo 
of a specific II(x) (Equation 5.12). Chen [1988] and Dubes and Jain [1989] discuss different 
methods of parameter estimations. The most commonly used is the coding method developed by 
Besag described below. In Chapter 8 an alternate method of parameter estimation is presented. 
5.11.1 Coding method 
Besag [1974] developed the coding method in which the site array i is partitioned into conditionally 
independent sets of samples each called a "code". This means that a specific site i in a code has 
no other site in that same code as a neighbour. For each neighbourhood system there exists an 
optimal way of partitioning the site array in order to maximise the number of samples sites in each 
code. 
Let h denote the set of sites of the first code and so on. To maximise the number of samples 
in one code the sites are selected as closely to each other as possible without being in each others 
neighbourhood. Figures 5.7 and 5.8 show the site array i with numbers indicating which code each 
site belongs to for the four-neighbourhood and the eight-neighbourhood respectively. 
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1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
Figure 5.1 Site array i with numbers at each site indicating which code the site belongs to for the f01lr-
neighbourhood. 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
3 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 :3 4 
Figure 5.8 Site array i with numbers at each site indicating which code the site belongs to for the eight-
neighbourhood. 
It is easy to show that these sites are conditionally independent by using the Bayes formula. 
If site i and site j belong to the same code k ({ i, j} E ik) then it is trivial to show using Equation 
5.23 that the following is valid 
(5.29) 
The parameter estimate 8k is then obtained by maximising 
code k 
likelihood (or log likelihood) of the 
8k = argm~ II II(xilxN" 8). 
ViEik 
(5.30) 
Note that for the four- and eight-neighbourhood different numbers of estimates 8kl two and four 
respectively, can be obtained. This depends on the number of codes available. These can be 
averaged in order to obtain an improved parameter estimate 
(5.31) 
where K is the total number of codes available. The optimisation in Equation 5.30 can be performed 
by a straight forward gradient based method. 
In the next chapter the MAP approach to classification of SAR images will be discussed, 
implementing the speckle models and GRF model introduced in this and the previous chapter. 
Chapter 6 
MAP APPROACH TO CLASSIFICATION OF SAR DATA 
In this chapter the results from the two previous chapters are combined to give a MAP approach 
of SAR data analysis. Forming a MAP estimate Section 3.2) requires the likelihood function 
and the prior modeL In the case discussed here the likelihood function describes the connection 
between the true ground cover and the measured data in the form of a PDF. Such functions for 
SAR have been described in Chapter 4. The prior model describes what is known a priori about 
the result, being the classified SAR data. A commonly used prior model is the GRF discussed in 
Chapter 5. This prior model introduces the dependency of a pixel on its neighbouring pixels and 
provides a tool of adjusting this dependency by means of the model parameters. 
The MAP estimate of the classified label image r is defined as 
r = argmax [f(slr)II(r)] , 
r 
(6.1) 
where s is the measured SAR data (known) and r is the true (unknown) label image (each pixel has 
a label value corresponding to a ground cover class such as "bare ground" or "water" for example). 
The likelihood function f(slr) in Equation 6.1 is the <l-ppropriate speckle model for the type of SAR 
data that has been measured (see Chapter 4). In addition to the speckle model, texture models 
can be introduced at this point in the form of an additional PDF. Each ground cover class has a 
set of parameters (for example the mean and variance of the intensity response from such a ground 
cover) for the likelihood function. Typically these parameters are obtained from a training SAR 
data set where the ground cover is known beforehand. Obtaining parameters from a data set in 
this way is called supervised training. Unsupervised training in this context would be estimating 
the parameters from a data set where the ground cover is not known. In most SAR classifications, 
however, unsupervised training of the parameters on a pixel-by-pixel basis is impractical due to the 
severity of the speckle noise present. 
The prior model, II(r) , is a PDF only for the resulting label image. This model determines 
which realisations of r are more likely than others. Here the GRF is used as a prior model (see 
Chapter 5) and the four- and eight-neighbourhood are the most commonly used neighbourhood 
size in SAR data classification. The parameters of the prior model can be estimated before hand 
from a training set (see Section 5.11) or on the fly [Lakshmanan and Derin 1989J. 
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Equation 6.1 presents a difficult optimisation problem. The function is typically non-convex 
and the search space for r can be very large. As an example take an 1000 x 1000 pixel image with 
10 classes: for this there are 1000000 parameters and 101000000 different configurations of r to be 
considered. The two most commonly used methods for this optimisation are presented here. The 
first is based on a simulated annealing technique [Geman and Geman 1984] while the second is 
called iterated conditional modes (ICM) [Besag 1986]. The work done in this thesis is based on the 
simulated annealing method and the ICM method is only presented for completeness. For a short 
overview of these methods the reader is referred to Dubes and Jain [1989] while Winkler [1995] 
gives a thorough insight into the algorithms including proofs. 
6.1 SIMULATED ANNEALING 
Simulated annealing is derived from the physical annealing of, for example, metals or glass. A metal 
is heated to a very high temperature where the molecules are completely randomly distributed and 
moving around at random (a high energy state). The temperature is then slowly lowered following 
a predetermined temperature profile. The random movement of the molecules decreases as the 
temperature decreases. If the temperature is decreased slowly enough the molecules settle in their 
lowest energy state which in many cases is a mono-crystal type configuration (a low energy state). 
Simulated annealing is a stochastic optimisation method. Given an energy function E(x), an 
x is to be derived that minimises the energy function or at least gets close to the global minimum. 
For this purpose the energy function is written as part of the Boltzmann distribution: 
(6.2) 
where TA is called the annealing temperature, kB the Boltzmann's constant and ZB is a normalising 
constant (note that ZB is a function of TA)' Note that the Boltzmann distribution is flat (close to 
uniform) for high values of TA and steep for low values of TA. 
The simulated annealing algorithm is started with an initial estimate of x, which can be 
completely random. This configuration is then randomly changed over many iterations. If the 
changed configuration of x is called x', the change is accepted or rejected depending on f(x) and 
f(x
'
). With each iteration the temperature TA is lowered following a predetermined temperature 
profile. It is important that a change can be accepted even if the energy of the changed configuration 
is higher than the previous configuration. This feature enables simulated annealing to escape from 
being trapped in a local minimum. 
Winkler [1995] gives the proof that a cooling schedule exists such that the above algorithm 
reaches the global minimum. This however requires that the temperature TA is decreased very 
slowly over many iterations which makes this algorithm computationally expensive and a slow 
optimisation method. In practice a faster than ideal cooling schedule is used; the global minimum 
might not be reached but generally a good estimate of the minimum can be obtained. 
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In the case of image classification as discussed here the energy function is derived from the a 
poster'iori probability 
f(rls) ex: f(slr)II(r) (6.3) 
where r is the resulting label image, s the supplied SAR data and A ex: means A is proportional 
to B. energy function is then given as 
E(r, s) In [f(slr)II(r)]. (6.4) 
The Boltzmann distribution then becomes 
f(r, s) (6.5) 
where the Boltzmann constant has been omitted for convenience. 
The Metropolis sampler is used to change r and determine whether the change should be 
accepted or not (see Section 5.10.1). The simulated annealing algorithm as implemented here is: 
1. Start with a random initial configuration r and TA with a sufficiently high value. 
2. Sweep through i, covering all locations. At every location i: 
(a) Choose a random label value r~ for location i and call the new configuration r' (r' only 
differs at one point from r). 
(b) Let p min[l, f(r', s)/f(r, s)] where f(r, s) is the Boltzmann density in Equation 6.5. 
(c) Replace r with r' with the probability p. 
3. Lower TA after each sweep. 
4. Repeat Step 2 for a set number of iterations or until a stopping criterion is met. 




which is easy and fast to compute. 
[
f(slr) II(r)] 
, f(slr') II(r') (6.6) 
Let i be the iteration counter (after each complete sweep through i, i is increased by one). A 
commonly used temperature schedule for this type of simulated annealing is 
TA= CA 
log(i) (6.7) 
where C A is called the cooling constant. For a high value of lA nearly every random change of the 
configuration will be accepted and the above algorithm will produce a completely random r which 
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is independent from r of the previous iteration. A very small value for TA will force r into a local 
minimum after a few iterations close to the initial r configuration. 
The starting temperature has to be chosen high enough so that nearly all new configurations 
are accepted. This means that the result is independent of the initial starting configuration of r. 
The stopping criterion can have many forms. One way to determine when the iterations should 
be stopped is to check if there are no (or only a small number of) changes accepted for a certain 
number of iterations. This means that the algorithm converged to a configuration close to a 
minimum. Another stopping criterion is to stop when a certain temperature is reached (which is 
the same as limiting the number of iterations, if the cooling schedule has been defined). In order 
to speed up the simulated annealing process, different schemes have been investigated. It 
has been shown that a random visiting scheme of pixel sites performs better than a raster sweeping 
scheme. Note that the algorithm can be implemented in a parallel fashion which would decrease 
the computing time. For a detailed discussion of convergence, speeding up the simulated annealing, 
start temperature, stopping criteria, visiting scheme and parallel computing the reader is referred 
to Winkler [1995]. 
6.2 ITERATED CONDITIONAL MODES 
The iterated conditional modes (ICM) method was developed by [1986] and maximises in 
an iterative fashion the local conditional probability of all sites, in a "conditional model). It 
can be interpreted as a special case of simulated annealing with ~ O. The metropolis sampler 
is in effect replaced by a greedy optimisation algorithm and will approach a local maximum in a 
few iterations. To ensure that the local maximum is close to the global maximum, the maximum 
likelihood estimate is used as the initial starting configuration. The maximum likelihood can easily 
be obtained for most SAR models. 
The temperature is omitted and the Boltzmann distribution becomes a Gibbs distribution with 
regard to the energy function (defined in Equation 6.4) 
f(r, s) 1 ZI exp [ - E(r,s)], (6.8) 
where ZI is a normalising constant. The structure of the ICM algorithm is as follows: 
1. Start with the maximum likelihood configuration rinitial = max f( sir) as the initial configura-
r 
tion. 
2. Sweep through i, covering all locations. At every location i: 
(a) Choose a random data value r~ for location i and call the new configuration r' (r' only 
differs at one point from r). 
(b) Replace r with r' iff(r',s)jf(r,s) > 1 where f(r,s) is defined in Equation 6.8. 
3. Repeat Step 2 for set number of iterations or until a stopping criterion is met. 
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The advantage of the ICM method is the fast convergence to a maximum (in most cases only 5 or 
6 iterations are needed) and therefore a result is obtained in a very short time. The drawbacks are 
the fact that the result is very dependent on the Gibbs field in question, the initial configuration 
and the visiting scheme. For a detailed analysis of ICM the reader is to Besag [1986] and 
Winkler. [1995]. 
Simulated annealing offers a versatile optimisation tool with the option of obtaining a better 
result by increasing computing time. Eor this reason simulated annealing is used throughout the 






NEW LIKELIHOOD F1JNCTION FOR POLARIMETRIC SAR 
DATA 
In this chapter the joint density for the three intensities measured by an n-Iook monostatic po-
larimetric SAR system is derived. An expression for the intensity statistics of a polarimetric SAR 
system is required for various kinds of SAR data processing such as maximum likelihood or MAP 
image estimation [Kay 1993] (see Sect~on 3.2 on page 18 and Chapter 6 for information on the 
MAP estimate in image processing and Chapter 4 for PDFs of other SAR imaging modes). Such 
processing is essential for analysis of remotely sensed data such as speckle noise filtering, 
image segmentation and classification [Lee et aL 1991, 2001; Lopes and Sery 1997; Rignot and 
Chellapa 1992] (see Chapter 6 for details). A SAR imaging satellite planned for launch in early 
2004 (RADARSAT-2) will, in one imaging mode, provide the averaged intensity values of the three 
polarisations rather than the full complex covariance matrix, thereby saving bandwidth in the data 
transfer [Staples and Hornsby 2002]. 
In Section 7.1 the PDF for the three intensities measured by an n-Iook monostatic polarimetric 
SAR system is derived. It has the form of a correlated throo-dimensional chi-square distribution. 
The joint density coincides with that for the average of squares of n samples from a correlated, 
three-dimensional, complex, circular Gaussian distribution. The expression derived here for the 
density is in the form of an infinite series that converges rapidly and is simple and fast to compute. 
This expression will be referred to as the "new likelihood function" throughout this thesis. 
Section 7.2 the new likelihood function is shown to reduce to known forms for three special 
cases. In the first case the three-polarisation SAR signals are mutually uncorrelated. In the second 
case one of the three-polarisation SAR signals is uncorrelated to the remaining two. In the third 
case the correlations between the and imaginary parts of the complex polarisation SAR .:H6,UU,L>' 
are removed. For these three cases results have been published and are in agreement with the new 
likelihood function. 
In Section 7.3 a different approach to calculating the new likelihood function is presented. 
This is done via the characteristic function (or the moment generating function). This approach is 
pursued here and an alternative form of the joint density is obtained. 
In the n(.'Xt Section 7.4 expressions are derived that allow parameters of the new likelihood 
function to calculated from samples of intensity data using results from the previous section on 
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the characteristic function. 
In Section 7.5 the conclusions of this Chapter are given. [Let f(Ix,!y, Iz) be the PDF of the 
three intensity values of n-look monostatic polarimetric SAR data (the new likelihood function), 
where Ix, Iy and Iz correspond to the intensity values from the three polarisations (HH, VV and 
HV) and are defined as in Equation 4.6 on page 25. In the next section this PDF will be derived.] 
7.1 DERIVATION OF THE JOINT DENSITY 
For monostatic polarimetric SAR data three complex amplitudes are measured, one for each polar-
isation response (HH, VV and HV). Let W = [X, Y, ZY where the elements are the three complex 
amplitudes respectively. The complex multilook covariance matrix It is then defined as given in 
Equation 4.18 on page 28. Note that the diagonal elements of the 3 X 3 matrix R correspond to 
the intensity values, Ix, I y and Iz of the three complex amplitudes. The PDF for It, the com-
plex covariance matrix of polarimetric n-look SAR data, is known to be the complex Whishart 
distribution as given in Equation 4.19 (see Section 4.1.4.1 on page 28). 
One way to obtain the PDF of the three intensities, f(Ix, Iy , Iz), would be to integrate the 
complex Wishart PDF, f(It), over the complex off diagonal elements in It. Note that there would 
be three complex or six real integrals to solve. This approach was considered too difficult. For 
two polarisations, however, this method has been successfully applied by Lee et al. [1994b] (see 
Section 4.1.4.2 on page 28). 
The approach taken in this thesis to calculate f(Ix, I y , Iz) is based upon the fact that the speckle 
noise statistics can be described as sampling from a circular Gaussian density. The intensities 
Ix, Iy and Iz of n-look monostatic polarimetric SAR data can be seen as the intensities from 
n averaged samples from a three-dimensional zero-mean complex circular Gaussian PDF. The 
three-dimensional zero-mean complex circular Gaussian PDF is rewritten as a six-dimensional 
zero-mean real Gaussian PDF (splitting the complex terms into real and imaginary parts) with the 
covariance matrix reflecting the complex circular Gaussian properties. Integrating this PDF over 
three n-dimensional spheres of constant radii, the joint PDF for the amplitudes is obtained which 
is straightforwardly transformed into the desired PDF for intensities. To evaluate the integrals, 
results from Miller et al. [1958] on the distribution of the sum of independent samples from a 
real correlated Gaussian distribution are used. The complex and real zero-mean circular Gaussian 
densities used here were introduced in Section 4.1.4 on page 26, but some of the notation will be 
repeated here for convenience. 
Let [Xi, Yi, Zi]Y be the ith sample from a three-dimensional complex zero-mean circular Gaus-
sian random process, where 
Xi = X Ri + jXIi 
Yi = YRi + jYIi 
Zi = ZRi + jZIi' 
(7.1 ) 
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corresponding vector of sample scalars is denoted by 
(7.2) 
where .T denotes transposition. Note that the different samples are independent from each other 
(Wi is independent of Wk for i #- k). The covariance matrix C E[Wi wTl takes the form 
[Goodman 1963] 
(J'2 
X 0 CXYA -CXYG CXZA -CXZG 
0 2 (J'x CXYG CXYA CXZG CXZA 
2 
C = (7.3) CXYA CXYG 0 CYZA -CYZG (J'y 
0 (J'2 -CXYG CXYA Y CYZG CYZA 
CXZA CXZG CYZA CYZG 2 (J'Z 0 
-CXZG CXZA -CYZG CYZA 0 2 (J'Z 
where subscript "A" indicates "auto" and "C" indicates "cross" with to the real and 
imaginary parts. The covariance matrix C for the complex variables Xi) }i; and is 
C 2 [CXYA:~ cXYC 
cXZA - J cXZG 
CXYA 
CYZA 
(see Section 4.1.4 on page 26 for details on 
can be written 
al 0 
0 al 






CXZA + ~ CXZG 1 




types of covariance matrices). The inverse of C 
a2 a3 C2 C3 
-a3 a2 -C3 C2 
b1 0 b2 b3 
0 b1 -b3 b2 
(7.5) 
b2 C! 0 
b3 b2 0 Cl 
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where 
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2 2 2 2 1/2 
a1 = (CYZA + CYZC - CJyCJZ)/ ICI 
a2 = (CJ~CXYA - CXZACYZA cXZCCyzc)/ICl l / 2 
a3 = (CXZCCYZA - CXZACyZC CJ~CXYC)/ ICl l / 2 
b1 (C3.ZA + C3.-zc - CJ3.CJ~)/ ICl l / 2 
b2 = (CJ3.CYZA - CXYACXZA CXYCCxzC)/ICl l / 2 
b3 (CXYACXZC - CXYCCXZA - CJ3.-CYZc)/ ICl l/2 
Cl (C3.YA + C3.yC - CJ3.CJ~)/ ICl l / 2 
C2 = (CJ~CXZA - CXY ACYZA + CXYCcYZC)/ ICl l / 2 
C3 (CXY ACyZC + CXYCCYZA CJ~CXZc)/ ICl l / 2 . 
The determinant of C, ICI, is given by 
SAR data 
(7.6) 
ICI [ 2 ( 2 2) 2 ( 2 2) 2 ( 2 2) = CJx CYZA + CYZC + CJy CXZA + CXZC + CJz CXYA + CXYC 2 2 2 ] 2 CJxCJyCJz - 2T , (7.7) 
where 
T = CXYACXZACYZA + cXYAcXZCCyZC + CXYCCXZCCyZA CXYCCXZACYZC. (7.8) 
It is convenient to define 
a
2 + a2 2 3 
b~ + b~ 
~+C~ 
The joint PDF for Wi is a circular zero-mean Gaussian of the form 
The following vectors are defined 
X [XR1,Xn,XR2,XI2, ... ,XRn,XInV 
Y = [YRb Yll, YR2) Yi21"" YRnl Yin]T 
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For an n-look system, the intensities Ix, Iy and Iz are given by 
2 L:~=l (X~i + Xfi) IXl2 A2 lx=Ax x -
n n n 
Iy=A~ L:~=l (YJi + YiD A2 - -.Y (7.12) 
n n n 
Iz = A~ L:~=l (Z~i + Z~) A2 z 
n n n 
where Ax, Ay and Az are the amplitudes and 1·1 denotes the modulus. A = nA is the summed, 
rather than the averaged, amplitude and is introduced for convenience. 
The joint density of the summed amplitudes can be computed as the marginal density [Miller 
et a1. 1958] 
f(Ax,Ay,Az) = [(2n)G ICirn/ 2 J J J exp (-~ t.W;C-1W,) dXdYdZ, 
IZI=Az IYI=Av IXI=Ax -
(7.13) 
where ~ZI=A denotes integration over the surface of a 2n-dimensional sphere of radius A. 
In the next section the inner integral of Equation 7.13 is solved. 
7.1.1 The X integral in Equation 7.13 
Using the definition of Wi in Equation 7.2 and Equation 7.5 on page 53 shows that 
WTC-1Wi = al(X~i + Xli) + bl(YAi + YI~) + Cl(ZJa + Zji) 
+ XRi(a2YRi + a3YIi + C2 Z Ri + C3 ZIi + a2YRi + a3YIi + C2 ZRi + C3 ZIi) 
+ XIi ( -a3YRi + a2Yn C3ZRi + C2ZIi - a3YRi + a2YIi - C3ZRi + C2 ZIi) 
+ 2b2YIiZIi + 2b2YRi Z Ri + 2b3YRi Zli - 2b3YIiZRi 
al(X~i + Xli) + bl(YAi + YI~) + Cl(Z]U + ZIi) 
+ 2XRi(a2YRi + a3YIi + C2 ZRi + C3 ZIi) 
+ 2XIi(a2YIi - a3YRi + C2 ZIi C3 ZRi) 
+ 2YRi(b2 ZRi + b3 ZIi) + 2YIi(b2ZIi - b3ZRi). (7.14) 
The argument of the exponential function in Equation 7.13 can now be expressed in the form 
2T.Y), (7.15) 
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where 
v = -a2 Y - a3 y+ - C2Z - C3Z+ 
T ~ -b2Z - b3 Z+ 
y+ = [Yn,-YRl ,'" ,Y1n,-YRnf 
Z+ = [Zn, -ZRl,' .. , ZIn, -zRnf. 
Since T is independent of X, Equation 7.13 can be written as 
f(Ax,Ay, Az) = [(27f)61C1] -n/2 exp ( -~ (alA~ + blA~ + cIA~)) 
X J J exp (T· Y) J exp (V· X) dXdYdZ. 
IZI=Az IYI=Ay IXI=Ax 
Substituting the result (c.f. Miller et al. [1958]) 
J exp (V· X) dX = (27fAx )n IVI-n+1 In- 1 (IVI Ax) 
IXI=Ax 




f(Ax, Ay , Az) = [(27f )61 qrn/ 2 (27fAxt exp ( -~ (alA~ + blA~ + cIA~) ) (7.19) 
x J J exp ((-b2 Z - b3 Z+). Y) IVI-n+1In_1 (IVI Ax) dYdZ, 
IZI=Az IYI=Ay 
where InO denotes the modified Bessel function of order n. 
In order to solve the next integral, the Y integral from Equation 7.19, two different cases have 
to be considered. The first case is for n > 1 for which results from Miller et al. [1958] can be used; 
in the second case, for n = 1, Miller's solution does not apply and this case is solved in Section 
7.1.3. 
7.1.2 The Y integral in Equation 7.19 for n > 1 
For the case n > 1, the integral over Y in Equation 7.19 can be evaluated as follows. The Y 
integral in Equation 7.19 is 
h = J exp (( -b2 Z - b3 Z+) . Y) IVI-n+1 In-l (IVI Ax) dY. (7.20) 
IYI=Ay 
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integral can be evaluated by making use of a result of Miller et aL [1958] for the integral 
h = J exp ((E12A + E22B ). Y) IVI- n +1 In - 1(IVI Ax)dY, 
IYI=Ay 
(7.21) 
where n > 1 and the vectors A, B, Y and V and the constants 
restriction 
and E22 are subject to the 
(7.22) 
where is an arbitrary parameter, and Ax > O. They showed that 
(271')71 2n~lr(n - 1)Ay ~ k-n+1 n 1 
-'---'------'-n----:I,-----n....:....---::I- ~ k (-1) Ck-=n+1 (COSi)Ik(E12AXAy )Ik(WIAx)Ik(W2Ay), (E12WI W 2) Ax k=n-l 
(7.23) 
where (cos i) is the Gegenbauer function (or ultraspherical polynomial see Appendix A on 
page 143), 
WI = IE11A + E12BI 
W2 IE12A + E22BI 
and i is the angle between the vectors EllA + E12B and E12A + E22B and therefore 




To show that the result Equation 7.23 can be used in this case the following steps are taken. 
Matching Equation 7.20 and Equation 7.21, and Equation 7.16 gives 
(7.27) 
and using Equation 7.16, Equation 7.22 becomes 
(7.28) 
Equations 7.27 and 7.28 provide two linear equations for A and B so that it is possible to solve for 
A and B. Therefore, Equation 7.21 has the same structure a<; Equation 7.20, and Equation 7.23 
can be used to evaluate Equation 7.20. Now the paranleters in Equation 7.23 are evaluated. 
Using Equation 7.27, substituting for Z+ from Equation 7.16, and using the definitions of d2 
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and Az from Equations 7.9 and 7.12, respectively, shows that 
W~ 2 2 IE 12A + E22BI = ITI 
l-b2 Z b3 Z +1 2 
n 
[( -b2ZRi - b3ZIi)2 + (-b2ZIi + b3ZRi )2] 
i=l 
n 
:L [(b~ + b~) ZRi + (b~ + b~) ZIi] 
i=l 
d~A~. (7.29) 
F'rom Equation 7.22 
E 2 A2 2 12 Y + WI (7.30) 
Using the right hand side of Equation 7.28, and substituting from 7.12 and 7.16, allows IVl2 to be 




:L [( -a2YRi - a3YIi C2ZRi C3 Z Ii)2 + (-a2Yli + a3YRi - C2 Z Ii + C3 Z Ri)2] 
i=l 
diA~ + d§A~ + 2 (a2c2YRiZRi + a2c3YRiZli + a3c2YliZRi + a3caYnZn 
+ a2 c2Y IiZIi - a2c3YliZ Ri a3c2YRiZ Ii + a3c3YRi Z Ri) 
= diA~ + d§A~ + 2 ((a2c2 + a3c3)Z + (a2c3 - a3c2)Z+) . y 
It follows from 7.30 and 7.32 that 
E12 = dl 
WI = lElIA + E12BI d3Az· 
From the definition of I, cos 1 is given by 
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and substituting into Equation 7.35 and using Equation 7.27 gives 
cos "( 




U· T = 2 ((a2c2 + a3c3)Z + (a2c3 a3c2)Z+). (-b2Z - b3Z+) 
-2 ((a2c2 + a3c3)b2Z. Z + (a2c2+ a3c3)b3Z· Z+ 
+ (a2c3 a3c2)b2Z+, Z + (a2c3 a3c2)b3Zl-. Z+) 





Note that Z· Z+ Z+ . Z = 0 and z· Z Z+· Z+ = A~. With this Equation 7.37 becomes 
cos"( -2d4A~ -2dld2d3A~ (7.39) 
Substituting the above expressions for 
be evaluated as 
Wl and W2 into Equation 7.23 allows Equation 7.20 to 
h= 
(21ft 2n - 1r(n -l)Ax: ~ k (_l)k~n+l 
(d d d )n~lAn-l A 2n- 2 L..t 1 2 3 X Z k=n-l 
(7.40) 
and substituting into Equation 7.19 gives 
f(Ax, Ay,Az) 
where C~-=-~+ 1 ( cos "() is the Gegenbauer function (or ultraspherical polynomial see Appendix A on 
page 143). 
The integrand in Equation 7.41 is independent of Z, and 
(7.42) 
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The joint density for the intensities is then computed by use of the Jacobian to convert the ampli-
tudes A to the averaged intensities I (I = A2 In). In this case the transformation is 
1 n 3/ 2 f(Ix'!y'!z) = -8 V f(Ax, Ay , Az) Ix IyIz 
Ax=yn1x, Ay=vnly, Az=ynlz 
(7.44) 
The density for the intensity values is therefore 
00 
X L k( _l)k-n+lC~-=-~+l (cos,)h (d1nJIxly ) Ik (d2nJIyIz) Ik (d3nJIxIz). 
k=n-l 
(7.45) 
7.1.3 The Y integral in Equation 7.19 for n = 1 
For the case n = 1, Y has only two components and the integral over Y in Equation 7.19 on 
page 56 is over a circle rather than over a 2n-dimensional sphere. The derivation in Section 7.1.2 
does not then apply, and this case is evaluated here. The Y integral in Equation 7.19 for the case 
n = 1 is 
1= J exp((-b2Z-b3Z+).Y)Io(IV IAx )dY. 
IYI=Ay 
Using Equations 7.27 and 7.32 on page 58 allows the integral to be written in the form 
I = J exp (T . Y) 10 ( j di A~A~ + d§A~A~ + A~ U . Y ) dY. 
IYI=Ay 
The integral is in the plane and the following angles (), ¢ and 'ljJ are defined in this plane by 
Y 
U 
[YRl , Ynf = [Ay cos() , Ay sin()]T with IYI = Ay 
I:IUI cos ¢, lUI sin ¢f 
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Equation 7.29 on page 58 gives 
(7.49) 
and using the definitions of Z (Equation 7.11 on page 54) and Z+ (Equation 7.16 on page 56) and 
the newly defined substitutions d5 a2c2 + a3C3 and d6 = a2c3 a3C2 shows that 
n L [(2d5ZRi + 2d6Z Ii )2 + (2d5Zu 2d6ZRi)2] 
i=l 
n 
L [4 (d~ + d~) Z~i + 4 (d~ + d~) Zfi] 
i=l 
4 (d~ + d~) A~ 
4did~A~ 
2 2 2 2) (note that d5 + d6 d1 d3 . Therefore, 
u . y = -2d1d3AyAz cos(e - ¢) 
T· Y d2AyAzcos(e -1jJ). 
(7.50) 
(7.51) 
Converting Graf's addition theorem (Abramowitz and Stegun [1972]' page 363) for the Bessel 
function JoO 
00 
Jo (vu2 + v2 - 2uv cos a ) L JdU)Jk(V) coska 
k=-oo 
into a version with modified Bessel functions 
00 
10 (Ju2 + v2 - 2uv cos a ) L (-1)k1k(U)Ik(v)coska. 
k=-oo 
Making the substitutions 
u d1AXAy 
v = d3AxAz 




in Equation 7.53, Equation 7.51, and interchanging the order of summation and integration 
in Equation 7.47, shows that 
00 27r 
1= Ay L (-1) kIk(d1AxA y )Ik(d3A x A z) J exp (d2AyAz cos(e -1jJ)) cos(k(e ¢))de. (7.55) 
~-oo 0 
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The integral is evaluated using the integral form of the modified Bessel function (Abramowitz and 
Stegun [1972], page 360) giving 
I 2nAy [10 (d1AXAy )10 (d2AyAz)Io (d3AXAz) 
+ 2 ~ oos(k(V' - ¢11Ik(dlAXAy1lk(d2AyAz1lk(daAxAz1]. (7.561 
Noting 1/J is the angle between U and T, 1/J - ¢ = i, and using Equation 7.56 in Equation 
7.19 leads to 
f(Ax,Ay,Az) [( )61 1]"71,/2 n (1( 2 2 2)) 2n C '(2nAx) exp -'2 alAx + blAy + qAz 
x J 2nAy [10 (d1AXAy )Io(d2AyAz)Io(d3Ax A z) 
IZI=Az 
+ 2 ~ cos(k,lI,(d,AxAy 1Ik(d2AyAZ1lk(daAxAz1]dZ. (7.57) 
The integral in 7.57 is independent of Z and is calculated as in the evaluation of Equation 
7.42. This leads the to joint density 
f(Ax,Ay,Az) ICI-!AxAyAzexp (-1 [alA~ + blAt + cIA~]) 
x [10 (d1AXAy) 10 (d2AyAz) 10 (d3AXAz) 
00 
+2 cos(ki)Ik (d1AxAy) Ik (d2AyAz) Ik (d3AXAz) ]. (7.58) 
k=l 
The joint density of the averaged """"':"""00 for the case n 1 is evaluated using the transformation 
in Equation 7.44 on page 60 and is 
f(Ix, Iy, lz) 
00 
+ 2 L cos{k,)Ik (d1 (7.59) 
k=l 
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7.2 SPECIAL CASES OF THE JOINT DENSITY 
special cases of the joint density are discussed 
to the correct forms for these three special cases. 
It is shown that the joint density reduces 
7.2.1 The uncorrelated case 
Consider Xi) "Yiand Zi mutually uncorrelated. covariance matrix C is then diagonal (all 
off-diagonal values are zero), as is c-l, and the elements of C~l (c.f. Equation 7.5 on page 53) 
become 
From 7.60 it follows that 
bl = 1/af 
b2 = 0 
b3 = 0 
Cl = 1/a~ 
C2 = 0 
C3 = o. 
(7.60) 
(7.61) 
These values cannot be substituted directly into Equation 7.45. However looking at one of the 
terms in the Equation 7.45, for example 
and using the power series expansion for Ik(x) (Abramowitz and Stegun [1972]' page 375) 
and substituting a = d1 and x = nv IxIy in Equation 7.63 shows that 
1. Ik(ax) lm--a~O an~l { 
(x/2t-l /(n - 1)! , k = n 1 




All terms except for k = n - 1 therefore vanish in the sum in Equation 7.45. Noting that 
cg--1(cos'Y) 1 for all 'Y and Ie! = aia~ai, Equation 7.45 reduces to 
f(IxJy, Iz) = IT (7.65) 
lE{X, Y, 
The density is thus the product of three chi-square densities, as in Equation 4.7 on page 25, as 
expected. 
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7.2.2 The two-dimensional case 
Removing the correlations between Xi and Zi and between Yi and Zi, a two-dimensional correlated 
distribution (in Ix and ly) and an independent distribution in Jz is obtained. In this case 
CXZA = cxzc = CYZA = CYZC = 0 
so that 
and therefore 
Using Equation 7.6 gives, in this case, 
al = -O"~/(C~YA + c~YC - O"~O"~) 
b1 = -O"~ / (C~y A + C~YC - O"~O"~ ) 
Cl = 1/0"~ 
di = (C~y A + C~YC) /(C~y A + C~YC - 0"~0"~)2 





As in the previous subsection, all terms in Equation 7.45 except for k = n -1 vanish, and Equation 
7.45 reduces to 
(7.70) 
Equation 7.70 is clearly a product of the form of f(Ix,!y)f(Jz), i.e. 





The correlation coefficient Pc between the complex variables and fi is given by 
(7.74) 
and substituting Pc into Equation 7.73 
( Ix/Cn +iy/C
22 ) n+l(I I )(n-l)/2 
f(I I) - 1 - IPcl I 2n IPcl Ixiy exp -n 2 n X y . ( ) 
x, y - (1 -Ipel') r(n)lpeln-1 (Cn c,,)(n+l)/' n-1 1 Ipel' V Cn C" (7.75) 
with Cn 20'1 and C22 = 2O'~. Equation 7.75 corresponds to the two-dimensional case and is 
equivalent to the result given in Lee et aL [1994b]. 
7.2.3 The real case 
The joint density for the square root of the sum of N squared samples from a real three-dimensional 
zero-mean correlated Gaussian distribution has been derived in Miller et al. [1958]. case can be 
made equivalent to ours by replacing N by n N /2, treating the imaginary parts as real variables, 
and removing the correlations between the real and imaginary parts. This gives 
CXYG = CXZG CYZG = 0 (7.76) 
so that 
ag = b3 C3 0 (7.77) 
cos,..., 1. 
The Gegenbauer function in this case is C~-=~+l (1) which is the coefficient for the term in 
the expansion of (12K + (2)-n+l = (1- K)-2n+2 (see Appendix A for details of the Gegenbauer 
function). Which Cal1 be expressed in the form of the binomial expansion 
(7.78) 
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and therefore the Gegenbauer function can be simplified to 
(1) ( -2n + 2) (_l)k-n+l k-n+l 




(n + k 2)! 
(k n + 1)!(2n 3)! 
(n+k-2)! 
(k+n 2-2n+3)!(2n-3)! 
( n+ k 2) 2n 3 . 
\Vith this Equation 7.43 reduces to 
f(Ax, Ay, Az) 
SAR data 
(7.79) 
x f k( -1 )k-n+l C~ 2:~ k 3 2) Ik (a2AxAy) Ik (b2Ay Az) Ik (c2AxAz) . 
k=n-l 
(7.80) 
Making the substitutions 
N 2n 
IMI2 ICI 
M12 a21MI (7.81) 
M23 b21MI 
M31 c21MI 
shows that Equation 7.80 is identical to Equation 1.10 of Miller et al. [1958]. 
7.3 THE CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTION 
An alternative route to calculating the joint density is via the characteristic function. This approach 
is pursued here and an alternative form of the joint density is obtained. The results are also used in 
the next section to derive a method to estimate the parameters of the joint density from intensity 
data. For more details on the properties of the characteristic function the reader is referred to 
Papoulis [1991]. 
The starting point is the result in Krishnamoorthy and Parthasarathy [1951] for the charac-
teristic function for the real case. A straightforward extension of result to the complex case 
7.3 The characteristic function 
shows that the characteristic function is given by 






are the summed rather than the averaged intensities, I is the 3 x 3 identity matrix, C the complex 
covariance matrix defined in Equation 7.4 on page 53 and diag(-) denotes the diagonal matrix with 
diagonal entries specified by (.). Using Equation 7.4 and expanding the right hand side of Equation 
7.82 gives 
W(tl, t2, t3) [1 j2a'itl - j2iJ~t2 j2iJ~t3 
+ 4( d-y A + CkYG - iJliJ~ )tl t2 + 4( C~ ZA + 2 2) 4( 2 2 - iJxiJz tIt3 + CYZA + CYZG 
'8 ( 2 2 2 2T (2 2) 2 + J iJxiJyiJz + - cXY A + cXYG iJz (C~ZA + C~zdiJ~ - (C~ZA + C~zdiJ1 )tlt2t3] ~n 
(7.84) 
where T is defined in Equation 7.8 on page 54. 
The joint density is given by the inverse Fourier transformation of the characteristic function 
[Papoulis 1991] 
= 00 00 
f(Ix,Iy,Iz) = 1 J J J exp(-j(tIIx+t2Iy+t3Iz))W(tl,t2,t3)dtldt2dt3' 
-= -=-00 
The characteristic function is of the form 
where 
a = a + bt2 
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and the following parameters depend only on t3: 
a = 1 - j20"~t3 
b = - j20"~ + 4(e~ZA + e~ZG - 0"~0"~)t3 
e = - j20"1 + 4(e1zA + elZG - 0"10"~)t3 
d = 4( ely A + elYG - 0"10"~) + j8 (0"10"~0"~ + 2T - (ely A + elydO"~ 
- (elzA + elzdO"~ - (e~ZA + e~zdO"l)t3. 
Using the closed form expression for 
(7.88) 
(7.89) 
(Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1994]' page 365) allows the tl integral in Equation 7.85 to be evaluated, 
giving 
f(Ix,Iy,Iz) = ~ Joo J= ( Ci~'r~) cxp (-j ((a + bt2)Ix + t2Iy + t3IZ)) dt2dt3. 8n n - 1 . e + t2 n e + dt2 
-00 -00 
(7.90) 
The integral over t2 in Equation 7.90 is 
(7.91) 
-00 
which can be rewritten in the form 
_ (_.~) Joo exp( -jIy t2) exp ( - j ((a - be/d)Ix/(e + dt2))) 
I - exp JIXd ( d) dt2. 
e + t2 n (7.92) 
-00 
Since the argument of the third exponential is bounded, it can be expanded as a power series to 
give 
(7.93) 
Interchanging the order of integration and summation in Equation 7.93 (valid due to uniform 
convergence of the series) gives 
(7.94) 
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and the integral can be evaluated (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1994], page 365), to give 
d ( _jIy)n~1 (. (I be)) 00 (-(ad bc)IxIy /d2)k -d- exp -J x'd - Iy'd k!(n + k -1)! k=O (7.95) I 
The infinite sum can be equated to a Bessel function (Abramowitz and Stegun [1972], page 360) 
to give 
Substituting this into Equation 7.90 gives 
00 
f(I I I)= 1 J (IXIy)n/2exp(-j(bIx/d-cIy/d+t3Iz))J (2/II (d-b)/d)dt 
x, y, Z 87r d2(n _ I)! (ad _ bc)(n-2)/2 n~2 V X Y a c ,3· 
~OO 
(7.97) 
The integral in Equation 7.97 is difficult to evaluate and the joint density is left in this form. 
Converting I, the summed intensities (see Equation 7.83 on page 67) into I the averaged intensities, 
in Equation 7.97 gives 
7.4 PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND MOMENTS OF THE NEW 
LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION 
(7.98) 
The statistics of the radar returns are characterised by the nine elements of the covariance matrix 
in Equation 7.3. The joint density in Equation 7.45 (and Equation 7.59) is characterised 
by the eight parameters aI, h, CI, d l , d2, d3, d4 (or cos,) and ICI, which depend through the 
previous equations on the elements of the covariance matrix. In a practical application of the joint 
density to SAR, for example in a ML or MAP estimator, these parameters would be unknown and 
would need to be estimated from intensity data. A method of estimating the eight parameters from 
intensity data is described here. Note that only seven of the eight parameters are independent. 
However, it is more convenient to estimate the eight parameters from the data rather than to derive 
a complicated expression for one in terms of the other seven. The method is based on deriving 
expressions for these parameters in terms of moments of intensity samples that can be computed 
from the data. This method was chosen due to speed considerations. Alternatively a maximum 
likelihood method could be used to estimate the parameters. An optimisation schema would have 
to be implemented in this case. 
Since each intensity value is the average of 2n squared samples from a Gaussian PDF, they 
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are chi-square distributed of order 2n, as given Equation 4.7 on page 25, with an expected value 
equal to twice the variance of the Gaussian [Stark and Woods 2002]. The first moments of the 
intensities, the expected values, are therefore 
and the variances 
PIX E[Ixl 2(Jl 
PIy E[Iy] 2(J} 
IbIz E[lzl 2(J~ 
(Jfx = E[IxIx] 
(Jfx = E[Iy ly] 
(Jfx = E[lzlz] 
(7.99) 
(7.100) 
Expressions for the higher-order moments are derived using the characteristic function in Equation 
7.84 [Papoulis 1991]. These are the moments of the summed intensities I as defined in Equation 
7.83 rather than the averaged intensities and have to be converted back to the averaged intensities 
I. The second-order moments are derived as, for example, 
(7.101) 
where '.l10 is given in Equation 7.84. The second-order moments of the intensities, which are 
contained in the covariance matrix of the intensities Cr, can be derived in terms of the elements of 
C using Equation 7.101, giving 
2 + 2 CXYA CXYG 
Cr = (J4 Y (7.102) 
2 2 
CYZA + CYZG 
The third-order central moment of the intensities mrxyz can be obtained 
(7.103) 
and Equation 7.102, 
mIXYZ E [(Ix - E[Ix])(Iy - E[ly])(lz - E[lz])] 16T (7.104) 
Using Equations 7.7 and 7.102, the determinant, ICI, can be written in terms of the moments as 
(7.105) 
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Relatively straightforward manipulations of Equations 7.6-7.8 and Equations 7.102-7.105 allow the 
remaining seven parameters to be written in terms of the moments as 
nCIY Z - JLly JLIz 
41C11/2 
nCIxz JLlxJLlz 
41C1 1/ 2 
nCIxy - P'IxJLly 
41C11/ 2 
nJLtzc}xy + n 2C}xzQYZ n 2JLl zmIXYZ 
161C1 
nJLryQXZ + n 2C}xYQYZ n 2JLly mIXYZ 
161C1 
(7.106) 
Equations 7.105 and 7.106 therefore allow the parameters of the joint density f(Ix, Iy, lz) to be 
estimated from intensity data by substituting sample moments for the theoretical moments. 
7.5 CONCLUSION 
In this chapter a closed-form expression for the joint density of the intensity data from a three-
polarisation n-look SAR system has been derived. This joint density describes the averaged inten-
sity values from n samples from a complex three-dimensional zero-mean circular Gaussian random 
process. Two different cases have to be distinguished in the derivation. In the first case with n > 1, 
results provided by Miller et al. [1958] are used to solve the integrals. In the second case for n 1 
the derivation of Miller et aL [1958] breaks down and an alternative way of solving the integral is 
given. The resulting expressions are in the form of an infinite series of modified Bessel functions 
with seven independent parameters. The convergence of this expression is rapid as will be shown 
in Chapter 9. 
In order to theoretically validate the result presented here, three special cases of this density 
have been investigated. For these cases the joint density simplifies to known expressions: 
• The uncorrelated case: The three intensity values are uncorrelated from each other (the 
covariance matrix is a diagonal matrix). The joint density collapses to three independent 
chi-square distributions of the order 2n as expected. 
• The two-dimensional case: One intensity value is independent of the other two. The 
remaining two are correlated to each other. The joint density simplifies to the product of a chi- . 
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square density and a two-dimensional PDF equivalent to the density of the two-polarisation 
n-Iook SAR data derived by Lee et al. [1994b]. 
1& The real case: There are no correlations between the imaginary and real parts of the 
complex signals. Removing these correlations makes this case equivalent to the sum of 2n 
intensity samples from a three-dimensional real zero-mean Gaussian distribution. Miller et al. 
[1958] derived the PDF for this case which matches the one given here. 
The characteristic function of the density has been derived. The characteristic function provides 
a second approach to forming an expression for the joint density under investigation. This approach 
was followed through until only one integral was left which was considered too difficult to solve. 
However this expression for the joint density offers an alternative way of numerically evaluating 
the joint density. 
The parameters of the joint density are defined as functions of the covariance matrix of the 
circular Gaussian distribution. A method was developed to estimate these parameters from intensity 
sample data. The parameters are expressed in terms of the moments of the intensity data with 
the help of the characteristic function which provides an easy way of deriving expressions for the 
moments of the joint density. 
The new likelihood function is analysed and numerically validated in Chapter 9. Simulated 
and true data is matched against the new likelihood function to confirm its validity. The method 
of estimating parameters from sample data is assessed. 
Chapter 8 
PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR THE GRF MODEL 
In this Chapter a llew method [Hagedorn et aL 2001] of estimating the GRF model parameters 
from a given sample data set is presented. The sample data set is called the 'data set'. 
The method presented is based upon the minimisation of a cost flmctioll with regard to the 
model parameters. The cost function gives a value for the difference between the local model PDF 
and a PDF estimated from the data set. Both PDFs are discrete and have a set number of states. 
It is shown that the model does not distinguish between some local configurations and these can 
be combined into a single state which is called here an 'equivalency'. The equivalencies reduce 
the complexity of the model by a large amount and make the comparison between model and 
data practicaL Note that equivalencies have been used before by Chen [1988]. gives a brief 
definition of them and an example for the eight-neighbourhood. In this thesis the total number 
of equivalencies is derived for any given neighbour hood and clique configuration. A method of 
remapping the discrete local GRF PDF with regard to the equivalencies is also presented. 
In Section 8.1 the local conditional PDF is discussed in detail. In Section 8.2 equivalencies 
are defined. A method of ordering and remapping the equivalencies and some examples are given. 
In Section 8.3 the cost function is derived and in Section 8,4 conclusions are drawn. Practical 
experiments and results are given in Chapter 10. 
8.1 THE LOCAL CONDITIONAL PDF 
In this section the local conditional PDF of the GRF model is analysed. A different notation in 
vector form of the potential function leads into the definition of equivalencies presented in the next 
section. For more detail of the MRF stochastic model in and the notation used here the 
reader is referred to Sections 5.7 to 5.9. 
Following the development given in Section 5.9, the local conditional PDF for the GRF is given 
by 
(8.1) 
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where 
(8.2) 
The potential function is given by 
if all x E Xc are equal 
e E C E C, lei 2: 2, 
otherwise 
(8.3) 
where (30 is a constant with C indicating the clique type and Xc are the site values of clique e where 
e is a clique out of all possible cliques in the local neighbourhood (i,M). Each clique type therefore 
has a (3 value assigned to it. Further note that the potential functions assign a value to what will 
be called a local configuration (Xi, xN;). The total number of possible local configurations depends 
on the number of sites that are in the configuration and on the number of classes (or valid label 
values). This is discussed in detail further on. 
First, new notation is introduced which simplifies the interpretation of the local conditional 
PDF of the GRF in Equation 8.1. The sum in the exponential of the potential function in Equation 
8.1 can be replaced by the vector product 
L Vc(Xi, XNi ) = W(Xi, XNJe 
'VCEei 
(8.4) 
where e is a column vector of parameter values defined as, for example, e = [(31 (32V for the 
four-neighbourhood and e [(31 (32 (33 (34V for the eight-neighbourhood. Each (3 corresponds 
to a clique type. (3s are ordered as follows: e = [I _]T for the four-neighbourhood and 
e = [I - '" / V for the eight-neighbourhood. Thus (31 corresponds to the vertical clique type 
and correspondingly for the rest. 
The row vector W(Xi' xN;) is defined as W(Xi' xN;) = [W1(Xi, XNi) W2(Xi, xN;) ... ] in which 
the integer value 
where 





, if all x E Xc are equal, 
, otherwise, 
and where Ck is the kth clique type. 
(8.5) 
(8.6) 
For example Figure 8.1 shows the two cliques in the four-neighbourhood of the horizontal clique 
type. Figure 8.2 shows three example configurations of (xi,xN;) for the four-neighbourhood and 
three classes. The different gray indicate different site values. For the examples in Figure 
8.2 W2, which corresponds to the horizontal clique type, is from left to right W2 W2 2 
and Wz = 0 respectively (the complete vectors are W = [2 - 2], W = [-2 2] and W [2 0] 
respectively) . 
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Figure 8.1 The two horizontal cliques in the four-neighbourhood. 
Figure 8.2 Example configurations in the four-neighbourhood for the two horizontal cliques. 
Equation 8.1 can now be rewritten as 
(8.7) 
8.2 EQUIVALENCIES 
Let L be the number of classes present in a label image (Xi = {1, 2, ... ,L}) and N the number 
of sites in a neighbourhood system (for example N 4 for the four- and N 8 for the eight-
neighbourhood). A local configuration (Xi, xN;J therefore consists of N + 1 sites and different 
configurations exist. It is clear that many of these configurations are represented by the same w 
vector. The group of configurations represented by a single unique w vector is referred to as an 
equivalency. The individual configurations in an equivalency are indistinguishable from the model's 
perspective. One configuration produces the same conditional probability (see Equation 8.7) as any 
other configuration in the same equivalency independent of the parameter vector e. 
Let ek be the number of cliques of type k in a local configuration (Xi, XNi ), and ( be the number 
of different clique types (k E {1, ... , (}). Due to the definition of Wk in Equation 8.6 there are 
always ek + 1 possible different values for Wk and the vector w has (elements. For ek 2 (for 
example there are two cliques of the horizontal clique type in the four-neighbourhood as shown 
in Figure 8.2), Wk may take the values -2, 0, 2, for example. The number of equivalencies can 
therefore be calculated to be given by 
<: 
Number of equivalencies II (ek + 1). 
k=l 
If only pairwise cliques are considered, then ek = 2 and Equation 8.8 can be simplified to 3'. 
(8.8) 
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5 9 8 7 
2 1 4 2 1 6 
3 3 4 5 
Figure 8.3 The order of the sites in the local configuration Xj for the four- and eight-neighbourhood. 
This reduces the dimensionality of the configurations space by a large amount; in the case of 
pairwise cliques only 3( equivalencies have to be considered instead of L N +1 different configurations. 
Note the number of equivalencies is independent of the number of classes L. 
Fixing the (3 values for different clique types to one single value can be interpreted as merging 
the corresponding sets of clique types. This results in ~ being the combined number of the two 
clique types and reducing the total number of clique types (. This results in a further reduction 
of the number of equivalencies. Such a simplification may be justified when, for example, the prior 
knowledge exists that there are no systematic differences between horizontal and vertical features. 
In this case the horizontal clique and the vertical clique each have the same (3 value. Additionally 
in the eight-neighbourhood case the two diagonal cliques may be assigned to one (3 value. 
8.2.1 Remapping the equivalencies 
In order to simplify the PDF and the comparisons of the PDF, a mapping is performed to take 
account of the equivalencies, as follows. Let x denote the local configuration (Xi, XNJ and Xj 
the jth realisation of this configuration. Define an ordering for the configurations based on the 
(N + I)-tuple of the site values. For example the four-neighbourhood Xo = (0,0,0,0,0), where the 
first element in the tuple is the value of the site in the center of the configuration, Xi. The order 
of the remaining elements in the tuple is indicated for the four- and eight-neighbourhood in Figure 
8.3. To complete the ordering, the site values in the tuple are interpreted as a number with base L. 
For data with binary labelling therefore each possible local configuration is represented by a unique 
binary number and j is the corresponding decimal number. Thus for the four-neighbourhood, 
configuration X6 = (0,0,1,1,0), etc. Table 8.1 gives two examples for the four-neighbourhood, one 
for the binary case L = 2 and one for L = 3. The ordering and numbering of these configurations 
can be done arbitrarily as long as it is done consistently. 
In the paragraphs below the local conditional PDF and the corresponding PDF of the equiva-
lencies are expressed in form of vectors called II and \{1 respectively. Then a matrix A is defined 
such that \{1 = A II. This gives a practical approach to the remapping of the equivalencies and is 
used in the next section in the development of the cost function. 
Since the local conditional PDF (c.f. Equation 8.1), II(XilxNJ is a discrete function over the 
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L 2 L 3 
Xo (0,0,0,0,0) (0,0,0,0,0) 
Xl (0,0,0,0,1) (0,0,0,0,1) 
X2 (0,0,0,1,0) (0,0,0,0,2) 
X3 (0,0,0,1,1) (0,0,0,1,0) 
X4 (0,0,1,0,0) (0,0,0,1,1) 
X5 (0,0,1,0,1) (0,0,0,1,2) 
X6 (0,0,1, I, 0) (0,0,0,2,0) 
Table 8.1 for the numbering schema of the configurations (four-neighbourhood). The sites in the 
configurations have label values chosen from the set {I, ... , L}. The j number is generated by interpreting the vector 
of label values as a number with the base system L. The order of the site values in the vector is given in Figure 8.3. 
local configuration space (Xi, XMJ, it can be seen as a vector 
(8.9) 
with a length LNH. Let W = [WI \[12 ••• V be the corresponding vector of equivalencies of 
length + 1) (&'3 defined in Equation 8.8) and {xm1 , Xm2 , .•• ,xmp} be the set of J1 local 
configurations that make the mth equivalency. Due to the definition of the equivalency, 
(8.10) 
is valid and the corresponding value of the equivalency is defined as 
(8.11) 
The ordering of the equivalencies can be done arbitrarily. The forming of the equivalencies out of 
the discrete PDF is referred to as a remapping operation and can be in the form 
w=AII (8.12) 
where A is a remapping matrix of the size [L N + 1] X [II~=l (ek + 1) ]. The remapping matrix consists 
of only zeros and ones. column has a single one in it, the rest of the elements in that column 
are zero. Each row corresponds to one equivalency and has ones at the positions ml, m2, • .. mj.L' 
the elements of the II vector that contribute to this equivalency. 
8.2.2 Examples 
Table 8.2 shows examples of different parameter space setups and the corresponding e, ( and 
equivalency numbers. Depending on the number of classes L there are a large number of local 
configurations. For example with L 10 and the eight-neighbourhood there are 109 different 
configurations and only 81 equivalencies if every clique type is assigned a different {3 value. This 
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Four-neighbourhood 
e ~ , Number of equivalencies 
[ I +1 2 2 9 
{I -} 4 1 5 
Eight-neighbourhood 
e I ~ , Number of equivalencies [ I - '" /]1 2 4 81 [{ I -} {'" / }V 4 2 25 
{I 
-"'/} 8 1 9 
Table 8.2 Examples of parameter space setups for the four- and eight-neighbourhood and the corresponding (, ( 
and equivalency numbers. I indicates the vertical clique type and correspondingly -,""- and /. :Further, for example, 
{I -} indicata,> that the vertical and the horizontal clique types are assigned the same {3 value. 
8.4 All possible local configurations for a two class four-neighbourhood system, arranged in groups with 
identical w. In this case e = [Ih {32] with {31 of {32. The w vector from left to right: [-2 2], [2 2], [2 - 2], [-2 2], 
[0 0], [0 [2 0], [0 - 2] and [-2 0]. 
illustrates how the selection of the potential function can reduce the system complexity by a large 
amount. 
8.4 and 8.5 show all possible configurations for the four-neighbourhood with two classes 
L 2 (binary label image). The configurations are grouped in equivalencies. In Figure 8.4 both 
the horizontal and the vertical clique are assigned independent f3 values while in Figure 8.5 both 
clique types are fixed to the same f3 value. Note that in the binary case configurations and their 
inverted configurations are always in the same group. 
8.3 THE COST FUNCTION 
In this section a cost function (error function) is developed which describes the difference between 
the GRF model and a specific data set. This cost function is then minimised with regard to 
the model parameters e and the set of parameters which produces the smallest value in the cost 
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Figure 8.5 All possible local configurations for a two class four-neighbourhood system, arranged in groups with 
identical w. In this case e = [PI P2j = 13 with PI w from left to right: -4,4,0, 2 and -2. 
function is considered optimal. 
Ideally the local joint model PDF of the GRF II( Xi, XNi ) would be compared to an estimated 
local joint PDF fJ:(Xi' XNJ from given data. fJ:(Xi, XNJ can be calculated from the relative fre-
quency of independent local configuration samples from the data. It is however impractical to 
compute II( Xi, XNi ) since this can only be done by evaluating the partitioning function of the GRF 
model. The local conditional PDF II(XilxNJ however is fast and convenient to compute. The same 
density can be estimated from the data set and parameters can be estimated by minimising the 
difference between the two densities. This cost function can be expressed in the following form. Let 
'I!(x;!XNi) = A rr(xilxNi ) be the discrete vector of the local conditional GRF after the equivalencies 
are remapped with the appropriate A and let q;,(xilxNi) be the same vector where the values have 
been estimated from the data. The cost function for the local conditional densities &cond (8) can 
then be written as 
&cond(8) = L [WiXiIXNi)(8) ~iXiIXNi)r· (8.13) 
1 
Note however that in this case two local conditional densities are compared and due to the fact that 
they are conditional PDFs, large probabilities can arise for Xi given xNi even if the neighbourhood 
configuration xM hardly ever occurs. This is likely to place high importance on differences that 
are not important at all and would guide the optimisation in the wrong direction. 
To avoid the problem identified in the la."t paragraph the following cost function was developed 
&(8) = L [~~Xi'XNi) (8) ~iXi'XNi)] 2. 
l 
(8.14) 
h ,T,(Xi,XN,.) (8)' d fin d b were ':J<l t - IS e e y 
(8.15) 
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An estimate of the local joint density II(xi' XNJ is obtained by multiplying the local conditional 
density II(xilxNi) with an estimate from the data of the joint density of the neighbourhood IT(XNi ). 
Since IT(XNJ is an estimate from a limited number of samples, a small value f is added to avoid it 
ever becoming zero. Then the equivalencies are remapped. Note that good results were obtained 
using E= 1j(nequiLN+l) where nequi is the number of equivalencies. 
The set of parameters 8 can now be estimated by minimising the cost function in Equation 
8.14 as follows 
8 = argminE(8). 
8 
(8.16) 
Experimental results of this new method of estimating the parameters of a GRF model are presented 
in Chapter 10. An alternative metric to the one presented in Equation 8.14 based on the same 
discrete PDF's could be used. 
8.4 CONCLUSIONS 
In this Chapter a novel way of estimating parameters for the GRF model from a given sample data 
set is derived. For this the idea of equivalencies is introduced. The equivalencies reduce the GRF 
model to its true complexity and gives an insight into the behaviour of the model. It is shown that 
the model does not distinguish between local configurations out of the same family of configurations 
belonging to an equivalency. These configurations can be treated as one and the total number of 
equivalencies is independent of the number of classes used in the model. The discrete GRF model 
is now expressed in vector form which can be reduced greatly by help of the equivalencies. 
The cost function derived is based upon the local joint PDF of the model and its equivalent 
estimated from the data. The local joint PDF of the model however is impractical to estimate, due 
to the complexity of the partitioning function, and is therefore derived from the local conditional 
PDF of the model and the local joint PDF of the neighbourhood system as estimated from the 
data set. The resulting local joint PDF of the model and the data are both remapped and greatly 
reduced with regard to the equivalencies and the squared difference between both is calculated. 
This cost value can be minimised with regard to the model parameters which will ensure that the 
model fits the data as well as possible. Results of this method are given in Chapter 10. 
Part III 




VALIDATION OF THE NEW LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR 
POLARIMETRIC SAR DATA AND THE PARAMETER 
ESTIMATION 
In this chapter the new likelihood function, which has been derived in Chapter 7, is analysed 
and validated. The main results of Chapter 7 are the two different forms of the joint density for 
multilook polarimetric intensity SAR data. Equation 7.45 on page 60 gives this joint density for 
the number of looks greater than one (n > 1) and Equation 7.59 on page 62 for the number of looks 
equal to one (n = 1). Each of the individual intensity signals is known to be chi-square distributed 
(see Section 4.1.3 on page 25). In a monostatic polarimetric SAR system the three intensity signals 
are correlated and therefore the joint density can be seen as a correlated three dimensional chi-
square distribution. The correlation arises from the underlying three dimensional complex signal, 
which has a zero-mean circular Gaussian density. The complex covariance matrix of such a system 
has been shown to have a complex Wishart density (see Section 4.1.4.1 on page 28). Different types 
of correlated multidimensional chi-square distributions have been derived, for examples see Kotz 
et al. [1972]. The PDF derived in Chapter 7 however has not been presented before. 
The remainder of this Chapter is organised as follows: First in Section 9.1 a proof for con-
vergence of the infinite sum term in the joint density is given. In Section 9.2 the joint density is 
compared to simulated data and it is shown that it describes this data accurately. Then in Sec-
tion 9.3 the method introduced in Section 7.4 for estimating the parameters in the joint density is 
discussed and examples are given. Section 9.4 real SAR data is compared to the new PDF and 
finally in Section 9.5 discussions and conclusions concerning this chapter are presented. 
9.1 CONVERGENCE OF THE INFINITE SUM TERM IN THE NEW 
LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION 
Equation 7.45 on page 60 gives the joint density f(Ix, Iy, Iz) in the form of a constant multiplied 
by a negative exponential containing the arguments Ix, Iy and Iz, and this is in turn multiplied 
by an infinite sum of terms involving three modified Bessel functions each containing combinations 
of the function arguments. This section shows that the infinite sum term converges. 
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where Kl, K2 and K3 are real positive numbers. The modulus of Bk is 
(9.2) 
An upper bound for 
page 362) 
modified Bessel functions is given by (see Abramowitz and Stegun [1972] 
(9.3) 
UR(K) is the real part of K, which is K in this case) and for the Gegenbauer function (see 
Abramowitz and Stegun [1972] page 786) 
I (k + n 2) (k + n - 2)! (cos,) S k n+1 = (k-n+1)!(2n-3)!' (9.4) 
With Equations 9.3 and 9.4 the upper bound for IBkl can be obtained as 
B k (k + n 2)! exp(Kl + K2 + K3) (kK I K 2K a)k 
I kl S (k n + 1)!(2n 3)! (k!)3 (9.5) 
Substituting K4 = exp(Kl + K2 + Ka)/(2n 3)! and K5 = !K1K2K 3 and expanding Equation 9.5 
results in 
(9.6) 
Now consider the upper bound for 
Stegun 1972]' 
values of k. Using Stirling's formula [Abramowitz and 
k! '" (k + 1)k+l/2y'21T, 
gives 
+n 
n + 2)k-n+3/2 (k + l)2k+l kk-l/2 
Again, for large values of k the following inequalities hold true 
(k + n -ll+n-3/2 S (2k?k 
(k - n + 2)k-n+3/2 ~ 1 
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and Vk can be written 
K Kk e3k- 2n+5 
4 5 X ________ ~ ____ ~~--~~--~~ 
(y2;f)3 
--"---..,,--- x (9.10) 
K4.e-2n+5 x (4Kk~e3) k (1'/7) k 
, K6 + 
where K6 and K7 are some positive constants. (Kdk)k decays to zero faster than rk for any 
0< T < 1. This proves convergence of the sum in Equation 7.45 011 page 60 by the comparison 
test. 
9.2 COlVIPARING THE NEW LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION WITH 
SIMULATED DATA 
In this Section it is shown that simulated sample data fits the new PDF derived in Chapter 7. The 
expressions for the new likelihood function in Equation 7.45 on page 60 and Equation 7.59 on page 62 
are validated by generating a large number of random numbers drawn from the exact distribution, 
calculating histograms and comparing them with the density function calculated using Equations 
7.45 and 7.59. Results are presented in Figures 9.1 to 9.6 and Table 9.2. 
Three different covariance matrices were used to generate the simulated data. Covariance 
matrix elements for C I were estimated from an actual polarimetric SAR image and additionally 
two artificial covariance matrices C 2 and C 3 were also used. The values for all three covariance 
matrices are given in Table 9.1. 
Using the given parameters, a data set comprising of three pairs of real and imaginary parts as 
samples from a six-dimensional Gaussian distribution was created (see Equation 7.10 on page 54 
for the exact PDF). Intensity samples Ix, Iy and I z were formed from these for a given number 
of looks n as shown in Equation 7.12 on page 55. In the first case, with C I , the number of looks 
is n 1 in the second case with C 2 n 3 and in the third case with C 3 n = 4. In all three cases 
108 intensity samples were generated and then binned into three-dimensional histograms. Three 
one-dimensional cuts through the histograms are shown in Figures 9.1 9.3. Two-dimensional 
of the histograms are shown in 9A(b), 9.5(b) and 9.6(b). For comparison, the PDF was 
calculated from the expressions in Equation 7.'15 (n > 1) and Equation 7.59 (n = 1) for the same 
covariance values. The corresponding parameter values for the covariance matrices were calculated 
using Equations 7.6 - 7.9 and are listed as 'actual' parameter values in Table 9.3. These parameters 
were then used to compute the PDF which was compared to the histograms. In Figures 9.1 9.3 
the PDF is plotted against Ix for the three different sets of parameters. The curves can be seen 
to closely match the histogram. Likewise the two-dimensional plots of the PDF shown in Figures 
9.4{a), 9.5{a) and 9.6(a) match well the respective histogram plots in Figures 9.4(b), 9.5(b) and 
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0.0531 0.0 -0.0007 -0.0004 0.0077 -0.0001 
0.0 0.0531 0.0004 -0.0007 0.0001 0.0077 
C 1 
-0.0007 0.0004 0.0400 0.0 0.0018 -0.0011 
-0.0004 -0.0007 0.0 0.0400 0.0011 0.0018 
0.0077 0.0001 0.0018 0.0011 0.0353 0.0 
-0.0001 0.0077 -0.0011 0.0018 0.0 0.0353 
1.0 0.0 0.4 -0.5 0.6 -0.6 
0.0 1.0 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 
C2 0.4 0.5 2.0 0.0 0.7 -0.4 
-0.5 0.4 0.0 2.0 0.4 0.7 
0.6 0.6 0.7 0.4 3.0 0.0 
-0.6 0.6 -0.4 0.7 0.0 3.0 
1.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.6 -0.1 
0.0 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.6 
C3 
0.1 0.1 1.0 0.0 0.1 -0.6 
-0.1 0.1 0.0 1.0 0.6 0.1 
0.6 0.1 0.1 0.6 1.0 0.0 
-0.1 0.6 -0.6 0.1 0.0 1.0 
Table 9.1 Three different covariance matrices for simulating data. Covariance matrix elements for C 1 were esti-
mated from an actual polarimetric SAR image and the two covariance matrices C 2 and C 3 were artificially chosen. 
9.6 (b). For the range of parameters considered in these three cases, 20 terms in the summations in 
Equation 7.45 and Equation 7.59 were sufficient to provide good accuracy of the PDF. More terms 
are needed for larger values of Ix, Iy or lz, but the density falls to small values for larger values 
of the intensities. 
The root mean square error (RMSE) between the three-dimensional histogram of the sample 
data and the PDF was used to numerically assess the similarity. The RMSE, f, between the 
three-dimensional histogram and the PDF is given by 
(9.11) 
where hi are the binned values of the histogram, and Pi are the corresponding frequencies calculated 
the PDF, i.e. 
(9.12) 
where N is the number of samples, f is the joint density function and Alx, Aly and Alz are 
the respective bin widths. Table 9.2 gives the RMSE values for the three cases. The small error 
values shown in the table are to be expected since the probability of the bin i is approximated 
by multiplying the PDF value at the center of the bin with the volume of bin rather than 
integrating the PDF over the three dimensional volume of the bin. 
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C 2 and n = 3 C 3 and n = 4 
£, using actual parameters 0.0101 0.0117 0.0141 
Table 9.2 The root mean square error (RMSE) definition in Equation 9.11) between the three-dimensional 
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Figure 9.1 
case with !y 
One-dimensional cut through the scaled histogram with the actual PDF overlaid for the C 1 and n = 1 
0.09 and Iz 0.06. 
Parameters Cl and n C 2 and n = 3 Actual Estimate Actual Estimate 
al 19.490 19.233 1.579 1.565 1.293 1.304 
bl 25.096 25.078 0.673 0.673 1.638 1.679 
Cl 29.327 29.300 0.469 0.464 1.500 1.526 
d1 0.628 0.810 0.421 0.418 0.628 0.662 
d2 1.605 1.813 0.144 0.136 0.856 0.899 
d3 4.310 3.935 0.388 0.376 0.464 0.488 
d4 4.3450 5.7758 0.0068 0.0050 0.2192 0.2685 
Ie! 5.23. 1O~9 5.33.10-9 11.479 11.686 0.336 0.325 
Table 9.3 Actual and estimated parameter values for three different simulations using Cl, C2 and C3 (Table 
9.1). The actual parameters were calculated using Equations 7.6 - 7.9. For the estimated parameters lO4 simulated 
intensity samples were used. 













Figure 9.2 One-dimensional cut through the scaled histogram with the actual PDF overlaid for the C 2 and n = 3 
case with fy = 1.40 and Iz = 0.95. 
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6 7 8 9 10 
Figure 9.3 One-dimensional cut through the scaled histogram with the actual PDF overlaid for the C 3 and n = 4 
case with ly = 3.12 and Iz = 2.12. 
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Figure 9.4 Two-dimensional plot of (a) the PDF and (b) a two-dimensional slice through the scaled histogram for 
the 0 1 and n 1 case with lz = 0.003. 
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Figure 9.5 Two-dimensional plot of (a) the PDF and (b) a two-dimensional slice through the scaled histogram for 
the C 2 and n 3 case with lz = 1.63. 
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Figure 9.6 Two-dimensional plot of (a) the PDF and (b) a two-dimensional slice through the scaled histogram for 
the C 3 and n 4 case with Iz = 3.62. 
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In this section the estimation of the eight parameters for the new likelihood function is demon-
strated. The method used for the parameter estimation is described in Section 7.4 on page 69. 
Simulated data from the three examples in the previous sections is used, therefore the actual pa-
rameter values are known and are compared to the estimates. 
The likelihood function statistically describes the SAR data coming from a single homogenous 
type of ground cover. For example a large field would appear as a homogenous area in the SAR 
image. All site values belonging to that field can be seen as being samples from the same PDF with 
a fixed set of parameters characterising the PDF. This PDF is called the likelihood function. Given 
the site values from the grass field the parameters can be estimated and if the knowledge exists that 
this ground cover is indeed a grass field, this set of parameters can be labelled as such. Therefore 
in a classification task there are a number of different sets of parameters corresponding to different 
ground cover (estimated from a training set with prior knowledge of the ground cover), one for 
each class of ground cover to be classified. The parameter estimation is therefore an essential part 
of the application of the likelihood model in classification. Note that many types of ground cover 
are likely to have higher order texture components. In fact it was found in the examples given here 
that it was difficult to select sample data which was free of such texture components. Additional 
models could be incorporated for these textures, but such extensions to the model are not discussed 
in this thesis. 
For complex SAR data the statistics are in the form of the complex Wishart distribution (see 
Section 4.1.4.1 on page 28) and can be characterised by the complex covariance matrix C and 
the number of looks n. Given only the three intensities [Ix,Iy, Iz], corresponding to the three 
polarisations HH, HV and VV, the PDF describing the statistics is given in Chapter 7. This new 
likelihood function is characterised by the eight parameters ab bI, cI, db d2 , ds, d4 and Ie! and 
the number of looks n. 
In order to show that the parameter estimation method introduced in Section 7.4 on page 69 is 
valid three examples with simulated data are given. SAR data is simulated in the same way as in 
the previous section the same covariance matrices and number of looks as specified in Table 
9.1 resulting in the parameters given in Table 9.3 indicated as 'actual'. 
For the parameter estimation, 104 intensity samples were used and the eight parameters esti-
mated as described in Section 7.4 on page 69. The more data samples used in the estimation the 
better the estimate (the lower the variance of the estimates). The sample frequency of 104 corn:.,'-
sponds to a 100 x 100 pixel area, which is a realistically small training data set in remote sensing. 
Table 9.3 shows the actual parameter values evaluated from the covariance matrix Cl l C 2 and C s 
and the corresponding estimates for these parameter values. Note that the eight parameter values 
are independent of the number of looks n. Most of the estimated parameters correspond closely 
with the actual parameter values. The d4 estimate is the less accurate estimate. As can be seen 
from the Equations in 7.106 on page 71 the d4 parameter is more dependent on the higher order 
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moments of the sample data than the dI, d2 and d3 parameters and aI, bi and Cl are even less in-
fluence by the higher order moments. d4 parameter is highly dependent on the estimated third 
order central moment that has a much higher variance than the lower order moments given the 
same number of samples. However the influence of the d4 parameter on the new likelihood function 
is limited since the only dependent term is COs~{ d4/(dl d2d3 ), the argument of the Gegenbauer 
function G~=~+l (cos ')') in the infinite sum term (see Equation 7.45 on page 60). Furthermore, in 
the first teTIl1 of the sum the Gegenbauer function is of the form of C~~ 1 ( cos')') = 1, independent of 
the cos')' value. A less accurate estimate of the d4 parameteT is therefore acceptable. Note however 
that an increased sample size will provide more accurate estimates for all parameters. 
9.4 COMPARING THE NEW LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION WITH TRUE 
SARDATA 
In this section experimentally recorded SAR data is used to validate the new likelihood function. 
Data from sample areas is extracted and compared to the new likelihood function using the chi-
square goodness of fit test. 
There are many difficulties in validating the new likelihood function with expeTimental SAR 
data. The first difficulty lies within the SAR data. Often SAR images aTe oversampled and other 
processing of the data unknown to the end user has been performed. Then in most cases the ground 
truth of the imaged scene is not known and it is therefore difficult to collect a significant number of 
sample data from areas of approximately homogeneous ground covel'. In addition the ground cover 
may introduce some form of texture which is not incorporated in the model and may therefore 
corrupt the statistics. Due to these difficulties the new likelihood function is also compared to the 
uncorrelated model (three uncoITelated chi-square PDFs). 
9.4.1 Chi-Square goodness of fit test 
Once the sanlple data has been collected it has to be compared to the new likelihood function 
in a meaningful way. Here the chi-square goodness of fit test is used. RMSE used in the 
previous sections cannot be used since the sample size from the true SAR data is too smalL For 
the chi-squaTe test the new likelihood function needs to be integrated and the sampled data binned 
in a three-dimensional histogram arranging the bins in such a way that not than 5 samples are 
in every bin (the chi-square test is not valid for small samples, the rule of thumb in the literature 
is that there should be a minimum of 5 counts per bin). 
The chi-square test statistic is defined as 
(9.13) 
where hi is the observed frequency for bin i and ei is the expected frequency for bin i. The expected 
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frequency is calculated from the new likelihood function as follows 
ei = N J J J f(lxi, fyi, Izi) dlx dfy dlz (9.14) 
Ai 
where N is the number of samples collected from the data and Ai is the volume of the three 
dimensional bin i. In this case all ei are evaluated by way of approximating the integrals defined in 
Equation 9.14 with Monte Carlo integration method. This is achieved easily since only samples 
from a six-dimensional circular Gaussian distribution have to be created (see Equation 7.10 on 
page 54 for the exact PDF) and then converted into intensity samples Ix, fy and Iz as shown 
in Equation 7.12 on page 55. Counting all samples that lie within the volume Ai and dividing 
this number by the total number of samples gives an estimate of the integral in Equation 9.14. 
The higher the number of samples used in the Monte Carlo integration the better the estimate. 
Therefore 
ei N J J J f(lxi, fyi, Izi)dlx dly dIz ;:::: 1. (9.15) 
Ai 
The test statistics follow approximately a chi-square distribution of order (Nbins + 1) where 
Nbins is the number of bins. Therefore the hypothesis that the sample data is from a population 
with a specific distribution is rejected if 
(9.16) 
where x2 (asig)Nbins+l is the chi-square percentage point function of order (Nbins + 1) with a signif-
icance level asig. 
9.4.2 The polarimetric SAR data set and the areas of interest 
Figures 9.7 to 9.9 show the experimentally recorded SAR data used in this example. The data is 
SIR-C data which stands for Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C-band1 . The C-band radar signals have 
a wavelength of 5.8cm. This data was supplied in the form of three complex signals one for each 
polarisation (HH, HV and VV). The figures show the intensity values for the three polarisations 
(note that the intensities have been gamma scaled to reduce the dynamic range for displaying). 
Since no averaging of the intensity data is performed, it is single-look data. The area imaged is 
south of Lake Baikal in Kudara in Eastern Siberia, Russia. The large area in the upper left of the 
images is forest while the darker patches are thought to be clear-cut areas. 
Nine sample areas have been selected as indicated in Figure 9.10. The data from these areas 
has been extracted and analysed. Table 9.4 gives the number of sites for each sample area and the 
effective number of looks (ENL) for each polarisation of the areas (see Equation 4.8 on page 26 for 
IData obtained from Landcare Research, New Zealand. The SIR-C band SAR is joint U.S.- German- Italian 
project and part of NASA's Mission to Planet Earth. The SIR-C SAR is an imaging radar system launched aboard 
the NASA Space Shuttle Endeavour in 1994. 
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Area Number of samples ENLHH ENLHV ENLvv 
1 107786 0.910 0.837 0.872 
2 22938 0.883 0.881 0.886 
3 10276 0.907 0.961 0.877 
4 9166 0.925 0.940 0.914 
5 7438 0.684 0.890 0.711 
6 47804 0.899 0.833 0.874 
7 5962 0.882 0.978 0.930 
8 24859 0.948 0.871 0.884 
9 33088 0.934 0.855 0.922 
Table 9.4 The areas of interest and some properties of them. ENLHH for examples stands for effective number of 
looks of the HH intensity values. For the areas of interest see Figure 9.10. 
the definition of the ENL value). The ENL values have been calculated from the intensities of the 
complex data. As can be seen in Table 9.4 the ENL values are all smaller than the true number of 
looks (one). This is because the non-homogeneity of the ground contributes to the variance of the 
intensity. The variance of the intensity is therefore not completely due to the expected variance of 
the speckle noise. Note that due to the relatively small number of samples in each sample area it is 
impractical to display or analyse the three dimensional histogram as has been presented in Section 
9.2. 
Furthermore, the complex SAR data of each area has been analysed with regard to the circular 
Gaussian behaviour. The covariance matrix C = E[W WT] where W = [XR' XI, YR, Yi, ZR, ZIV 
has been calculated. The properties of C, for example symmetries and local symmetries, have 
been described in Section 4.1.4 on page 26. Column two in Table 9.5, "Covariance matrix C = 
E[W WT]" , gives these covariance matrices. It is clear from the values that the circular Gaussian 
assumption is not valid for this complex SAR data. This is due to many factors, including: the 
inability to choose samples from a homogenous ground cover; and not enough scatterers or not suf-
ficiently randomly distributed scatterers in one ground resolution cell. Furthermore the covariance 
matrix is an estimate and therefore bound to be inexact especially for small sample numbers. 
Assuming circular Gaussian properties in the covariance matrix and calculating the complex 
covariance matrix C = E[WWt] with W = [X, 17, ZY a covariance matrix C as given in Equa-
tion 4.13 on page 27 can be formed using the values from Equation 4.14. These covariance matrices 
are given in column three of Table 9.5 under "Closest circular Gaussian covariance matrix". This 
covariance matrix can be seen as the closest equivalent to the true covariance matrix displaying 
circular Gaussian properties. As can be seen in the table the differences between the two covariance 
matrices are in most cases very small. 
In the next section the chi-square goodness of fit test is used to analyse the sample data with 
regard to the new likelihood function. 
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Covariance matrix C = E[WW1] Closest circular Gaussian covariance matrix 
0.0745 0.0006 -0.0002 0.0006 0.0068 -0.0148 0.0742 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0005 0.0069 -0.0148 
0.0006 0.0738 -0.0003 -0.0000 0.0149 0.0070 0.0000 0.0742 -0.0005 -0.0001 0.0148 0.0069 
1 -0.0002 -0.0003 0.0107 0.0000 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0001 -0.0005 0.0107 0.0000 -0.0003 -0.0004 0.0006 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0106 0.0005 -0.0003 0.0005 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0107 0.0004 -0.0003 
0.0068 0.0149 -0.0003 0.0005 0.0370 0.0003 0.0069 0.0148 -0.0003 0.0004 0.0369 0.0000 
-0.0148 0.0070 -0.0003 -0.0003 0.0003 0.0368 -0.0148 0.0069 -0.0004 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0369 
0.0201 -0.0001 0.0001 0.0007 -0.0040 -0.0152 0.0203 0.0000 0.0002 0.0008 -0.0041 -0.0154 
-0.0001 0.0205 -0.0008 0.0002 0.0156 -0.0041 0.0000 0.0203 -0.0008 0.0002 0.0154 -0.0041 
2 0.0001 -0.0008 0.0018 0.0000 -0.0008 0.0004 0.0002 -0.0008 0.0018 0.0000 -0.0008 0.0003 0.0007 0.0002 0.0000 0.0018 -0.0002 -0.0008 0.0008 0.0002 0.0000 0.0018 -0.0003 -0.0008 
-0.0040 0.0156 -0.0008 -0.0002 0.0208 -0.0001 -0.0041 0.0154 -0.0008 -0.0003 0.0207 0.0000 
-0.0152 -0.0041 0.0004 -0.0008 -0.0001 0.0205 -0.0154 -0.0041 0.0003 -0.0008 0.0000 0.0207 
0.0133 0.0001 0.0001 0.0004 -0.0028 ·0.0110 0.0134 0.0000 0.0001 0.0005 -0.0027 -0.0110 
0.0001 0.0135 -0.0005 0.0001 0.0110 -0.0026 0.0000 0.0134 -0.0005 0.0001 0.0110 -0.0027 
3 0.0001 -0.0005 0.0008 -0.0000 -0.0005 0.0001 0.0001 -0.0005 0.0008 0.0000 -0.0005 0.0001 0.0004 0.0001 -0.0000 0.0008 -0.0001 -0.0005 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.0008 -0.0001 -0.0005 
-0.0028 0.0110 -0.0005 -0.0001 0.0139 0.0002 -0.0027 0.0110 -0.0005 -0.0001 0.0139 0.0000 
-0.0110 -0.0026 0.0001 -0.0005 0.0002 0.0139 -0.0110 -0.0027 0.0001 -0.0005 0.0000 0.0139 
0.0115 0.0003 0.0002 0.0005 -0.0023 -0.0088 0.0115 0.0000 0.0002 0.0004 -0.0024 -0.0090 
0.0003 0.0115 -0.0003 0.0002 0.0092 -0.0026 0.0000 0.0115 -0.0004 0.0002 0.0090 -0.0024 
4 0.0002 -0.0003 0.0008 0.0000 -0.0004 -0.0001 0.0002 -0.0004 0.0008 0.0000 -0.0004 -0.0001 0.0005 0.0002 0.0000 0.0008 0.00.01 -0.0005 0.0004 0.0002 0.0000 0.0008 0.0001 -0.0004 
-0.0023 0.0092 ~0.0004 0.0001 .0.0125 -0.0001 -0.0024 0.0090 -0.0004 0.0001 0.0122 0.0000 
-0.0088 -0.0026 ·0.0001 -0.0005 -0.0001 0.0119 -0.0090 -0.0024 -0.0001 -0.0004 0.0000 0.0122 
I--- 6:0166 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003 -0.0032 -0.0155 0.0168 0.0000 0.0002 0.0003 -0.0032 -0.0157 
0.0000 0.0170 -0.0003 0.0002 0.0160 -0.0032 0.0000 0.0168 -0.0003 0.0002 0.0157 -0.0032 
5 0.0002 -0.0003 0.0006 -0.0000 -0.0004 -0.0001 0.0002 -0.0003 0.0006 0.0000 -0.0004 -0.0001 0.0003 0.0002 -0.0000 0.0006 0.0001 -0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0000 0.0006 0.0001 -0.0004 
-0.0032 0.0160 -0.0004 0.0001 0.0201 -0.0000 -0.0032 0.0157 -0.0004 0.0001 0.0199 0.0000 
-0.0155 -0.0032 -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0000 0.0197 -0.0157 -0.0032 -0.0001 -0.0004 0.0000 0.0199 
0.0813 -0.0004 0.0004 0.0006 0.0093 -0.0162 0.0818 0.0000 0.0001 0.0005 0.0092 ·0.0162 
-0.0004 0.0824 -0.0004 -0.0002 0.0161 0.0091 0.0000 0.0818 -0.0005 0.0001 0.0162 0.0092 
6 0.0004 -0.0004 0.0111 -0.0002 -0.0002 -0.0003 0.0001 -0.0005 0.0110 0.0000 -0.0002 -0.0003 0.0006 -0.0002 -0.0002 0.0110 0.0002 -0.0003 0.0005 0.0001 0.0000 0.0110 0.0003 ·0.0002 
0.0093 0.0161 -0.0002 0.0002 0.0379 0.0002 0.0092 0.0162 -0.0002 0.0003 0.0381 0.0000 
·0.0162 0.0091 -0.0003 -0.0003 0.0002 0.0383 -0.0162 0.0092 -0.0003 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0381 
0.0151 -0.0002 -0.0002 0.0007 -0.0019 -0.0113 0.0148 0.0000 -0.0001 0.0007 -0.0015 -0.0109 
·0.0002 0.0144 -0.0006 -0.0000 0.0105 -0.0010 0.0000 0.0148 -0.0007 -0.0001 0.0109 -0.0015 
7 -0.0002 -0.0006 0.0010 0.0000 -0.0004 0.0001 -0.0001 -0.0007 0.0010 0.0000 -0.0005 0.0000 0.0007 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0010 -0.0000 -0.0006 0.0007 -0.0001 0.0000 0.0010 -0.0000 -0.0005 
-0.0019 0.0105 -0.0004 -0.0000 0.0119 0.0005 -0.0015 0.0109 -0.0005 -0.0000 0.0122 0.0000 
-0.0113 -0.0010 0.0001 -0.0006 0.0005 0.0126 -0.0109 -0.0015 0.0000 -0.0005 0.0000 0.0122 
0.0840 -0.0011 -0.0007 0.0003 0.0067 -0.0161 0.0831 0.0000 -0.0006 0.0003 0.0069 -0.0156 
-0.0011 0.0822 -0.0003 -0.0006 0.0151 0.0070 0.0000 0.0831 -0.0003 -0.0006 0.0156 0.0069 
8 -0.0007 -0.0003 0.0138 0.0002 -0.0005 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0003 0.0140 0.0000 -0.0004 -0.0006 0.0003 -0.0006 0.0002 0.0142 0.0006 -0.0003 0.0003 -0.0006 0.0000 0.0140 0.0006 -0.0004 
0.0067 0.0151 -0.0005 0.0006 0.0440 0.0002 0.0069 0.0156 -0.0004 0.0006 0.0445 0.0000 
-0.0161 0.0070 -0.0006 -0.0003 0.0002 0.0450 -0.0156 0.0069 -0.0006 -0.0004 0.0000 0.0445 
0.0972 -0.0001 0.0003 0.0005 0.0111 -0.0207 0.0974 0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0114 -0.0201 
-0.0001 0.0976 0.0001 -0.0000 0.0195 0.0118 0.0000 0.0974 -0.0002 0.0001 0.0201 0.0114 
9 0.0003 0.0001 0.0134 0.0001 ·0.0004 -0.0008 0.0001 -0.0002 0.0136 0.0000 -0.0002 -0.0005 0.0005 -0.0000 0.0001 0.0138 0.0003 0.0000 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000 0.0136 0.0005 -0.0002 
0.0111 0.0195 -0.0004 0.0003 0.0456 -0.0003 0.0114 0.0201 -0.0002 0.0005 0.0461 0.0000 
-0.0207 0.0118 -0.0008 0.0000 -0.0003 0.0466 -0.0201 0.0114 -0.0005 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0461 
Table 9,5 The first column gives the number of the area of interest (see 9,10). The second column displays 
the covariance matrices C = E[W WTj where W = [XR, XI, YR, Yr, ZR, is made up of the real and imaginary 
parts of the complex SAR data. Column three shows the closest circular Gaussian covariance matrices. These 
covariance matrices can be formed from the complex covariance matrices C E[W wtj with W = [X, Y, using 
the values from Equation 4.14. 
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9.4.3 Chi-Square goodness of fit results 
In this chi-square goodness of fit test, 20 x 20 x 20 bins were used for the three dimensional PDF. 
The bins were evenly spaced over the three axes Ix, Iy and Iz in such a fashion that the sum of 
the normalised bin values was just greater than 0.85 (the sum over the complete space would 
1). This ensured that the most important parts of the density were covered by the bins. 
The covariance matrices with the circular Gaussian properties from the third column in Table 
9.5 were used in the Monte Carlo integration to calculated the expected frequencies ei for the chi-
square goodness of fit test (see Equation 9.13). F'or the Monte Carlo integration 108 samples were 
used. The ei values converged to stable values for this number of samples. Bins of the observed 
frequencies hi which contain less than 5 samples were joined to a neighbouring bin. The same bins 
were combined for the expected fi'equencies ei. 
Table 9.6 gives the chi-square values for the different sample areas. The chi-square test values 
for the new likelihood function are given in the second column under Xtest. These values have been 
calculated using Equation 9.13. 
For comparison. a second model wa.., used. This model assumed no correlation between the 
polarisations. The covariance matrix has zeros in all off diagonal positions. The chi-square values 
for this model are given in the third column in Table 9.6 under Xtest no corr' The corresponding 
chi-square value for a significance level of O:sig 0.05 is given in column four. The hypothesis is that 
the sample data is from a population given by the new likelihood function. From Equation 9.16 
the hypothesis is rejected at a level of significance of O:sig 0.05 when xtest > X5.05' Thus only for 
the sample areas 3, 4, 5 and 8 the hypothesis is not rejected. Some of the xtest values are very close 
above the corresponding cut off value X5.05' For all chi-square values from the uncorrelated model 
the hypothesis is rejected. Further note that all values are smaller than the corresponding 
Xtest no corr values which indicates in all cases a better fit of the sample data to the new likelihood 
function than to the uncorrelated model. 
It has been proven mathematically in Chapter 7 and numerically confirmed in Section 9.2 that 
the new likelihood function describes averaged intensity data sampled from a circular Gaussian 
PDF. To fail the chi-square goodness of fit test can therefore have two reasons. The first one is 
that the sample data provided does not fit the model. The is that a necessary assumption 
for the chi-square test is not fulfilled. 
As far as the sample data is concerned it has already shown that the circular Gaussian 
a.<;sumption is not met for the complex data but the differences are slight (see Table 9.5). Further-
more the ENL values in Table 9.4 indicate that the observed variance in the sample areas is not 
solely due to the speckle noise. Extra texture might be present in the data or the areas are not 
chosen from a homogenous ground cover. In addition to these factors it is known that this type of 
SAR data is oversampled which would corrupt the data further. 
The usefulness of the chi-square goodness of fit test depends on many factors. In experiments 
with simulated sample data which should fit the new likelihood function, it wa.<; found that the 
number of sample values was crucial and no fixed cut off point for the minimum necessary number 
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Area Xfest /1-Xtest no carr X6.05 
1 4624.13 5432.09 3619.37 
2 1115.50 4512.86 1093.34 
3 457.50 2153.59 469.84 
4 419.75 1463.62 456.10 
5 336.26 2401.29 345.66 
6 2326.89 2656.24 2100.02 
7 278.43 1001.44 264.22 
8 1231.35 1300.61 1274.47 
9 1857.49 2074.84 1616.96 
Table 9.6 For each area (see Figure 9.10) the chi-square test value as described in Equation 9.13 is given. 
X;est is the value with the new likelihood function as a model and no corr is the value using the model with no 
correlations between the polarisation. The corresponding chi-square value for a significance level of asig = 0.05 is 
given under Xa.05' Note that for > Xa.05 the hypothesis that the sample data is from a population with the 
specified distribution is ,."'", .... 1',,'" 
of samples could be given. However for some sample areas, the number of samples is low and 
therefore the result of the chi-square test is less conclusive. Note however that comparing the 
chi-square test values for the two different models is valid and indicates a better fit for the new 
likelihood function over the uncorrelated model as expected. 
9.5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter the validity of new likelihood function has been shown. In the first section it 
was mathematically proven that the infinite sum in the new likelihood function converges. This 
confirms the experimental results that the sum converges after only a small number of terms. This 
number of terms needed is typically smaller than 20. 
It was proven in Chapter 7 that the new likelihood function describes the averaged intensity 
samples from a three dimensional complex circular Gaussian zero-mean density. This was confirmed 
in Section 9.2 where simulated sample data was compared to the new likelihood function using 
RMSE values for different covariance matrices and different numbers of looks. eight parameters 
of the new likelihood function, namely all bI, CI, d1 , d2 , d3, d4 and ICj, can be directly calculated 
from the covariance matrices used in producing the simulated data. In Section 9.3 these parameters 
were compared to parameters estimated from a small set of sample data. 104 intensity samples 
were used in the parameter estimation. is equivalent to a 100 x 100 sample area which can be 
considered as a realistic small training set. Most of the estimated parameters corresponded closely 
with the actual parameter values. However each of the estimated parameters depended in a varying 
on higher order moments of the intensity sample data which was reflected in the variance 
the estimates. The d4 estimate was the less accurate estimate. It was however shown that the 
influence of the d4 parameter on the new likelihood function is smaller than the other parameters 
and therefore a less accurate estimate for this parameter was acceptable. Note that an increased 
sample size will provide more accurate estimates for all parameters. 
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In the next section, Section 9.4, the new likelihood function was compared to true SAR data. 
The comparison of the new likelihood function and the data from the selected sample areas was 
done by way of the chi-square goodness of fit test. Due to the relatively small number of intensity 
samples the RMSE could not be used for comparison. The hypothesis tested with the chi-square 
test was that the sample data is from a population belonging to the new likelihood function. For 
5 out of the 9 selected sample areas, this hypothesis was rejected. This was done at a level of 
significance of CYsig = 0.05. 
Several reasons for failing the chi-square test have been identified. The first one was choosing 
sufficient s3lnple data from areas with homogenous ground covers. For this experiment no suitable 
polarimetric 8AR data was available with information about the ground truth. Therefore sample 
areas had to be selected by visual impression of the areas which might have a homogenous ground 
cover. Analysis of the sample areas showed that the ENL values are below the expected number of 
looks n = 1 and that the covariance matrices of the complex SAR data did not quite show circular 
Gaussian behaviour. Besides the problem of selecting homogenous areas other factors might have 
contributed to this, such as texture in the scene (adding variance to the signal which is not part of 
the speckle noise), over-sampling and other processing of the 8AR data unknown to the end user. 
Additionally the small sample size effects the validity of the chi-square test in some cases. 
For comparison the same chi-square test was performed on a second model. This model is 
the same as the new likelihood function but assumes independency (i.e., no correlation) between 
all three polarisations. All of the hypotheses were rejected and the chi-square test statistic values 
were greater than the ones from the new likelihood function. This clearly indicates that the new 
likelihood function fits the sample data better than the second model (i.e., the new likelihood 
function assuming independency between the polarisations). 
The new likelihood function describes the true and uncorrupted speckle noise process of mul-
tilook intensity data. For true SAR data, models have to be incorporated adding the effects of 
scene texture and other processes that effect the statistical nature of the signal. The new likelihood 
function can be used to separate the effect of speckle noise from other statistical processes present 
in the data and therefore give a better understanding of the underlying effects. 
Chapter 10 
PARAMETER ESTIMATION FOR THE GRF MODEL 
In this Chapter the novel method of parameter estimation for GRF models, which was introduced 
in Chapter 8, is tested and compared to Besag's parameter estimation method. In Section 10.1 
GRF realisations with known parameter values are used to form test data. The four- and the 
eight-neighbourhood system and different clique configurations are used. For comparison Besag's 
parameter estimation method is also implemented. The performance of the two parameter esti-
mation methods is In Section 10.2 three label images are used to form test data for the 
comparison. Two are hand drawn two-class (binary) label images and the third one is a five-class 
label image generated from a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data set of forestry blocks 
in Kaingaroa New Zealand. The GRF model parameters are estimated the new parameter 
estimation method and Besag's parameter estimation method. In order to assess the quality of the 
estimated parameter sets a MAP classification, using the estimated in the GRF prior 
model, of noisy data versions of the test label images is performed and the results measured against 
the true test label In Section 10.3 conclusions are given. 
10.1 PARAMETER ESTIMATION FROM GRF REALISATIONS 
The main problem in validating the new parameter estimation method is the fact that the un-
derlying true parameters of data are not known in advance. The data in fact might not be 
well described by the GRF model and therefore no perfect parameter set exists. In this section 
GRF realisations are used to validate the parameter estimation and additionally compare it to 
Besag's parameter estimation method (the coding method) described in Section 5.11.1. For the 
GRF realisations the parameters are known in advance and therefore the parameter estimation can 
be validated. 
10.1.1 The G RF realisations 
The Metropolis sampler is used to create realisations of the GRF for given neighbourhood sys-
tems, numbers of classes and parameter vectors. See Section 5.10.1 for details on the Metropolis 
sampler. Figure 10.1 through to Figure 10.7 show realisations of the GRF for different model 
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configurations and parameter sets. All have the size of 200 x 200 pixels. Fifty iterations (com-
plete sweeps of the image) of the Metropolis sampler were used. After fifty iterations the changes 
from iteration to iteration in the had settled to small values and experiments showed that 
additional iterations would not produce significantly different results in the parameter estimation. 
Note that the boundaries were wrapped around to the opposite boundary during the operation of 
the Metropolis sampler in order to avoid boundary effects. Figure 10.1 through to Figure 10.3 have 
the four-neighbourhood and Figure 10.4 through to Figure 10.7 the eight-neighbourhood as a basis. 
The corresponding parameter vector e is below each image. Some of the GRF realisations 
have three and some four classes; the number of classes is always indicated in the captions of the 
figures (each class is represented by a different gray value). Table 10.1 lists all configurations of 
neighbourhood systems, number of classes and parameter vectors used here. 
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(a) e = [0.3 0.3] (b) e [0.6 0.6] 
(c) e [1.0 1.0] (d) e = [2.0 2.0] 
Figure 10.1 Realisations of a GRF. Images are of the size 200 X 200 pixels and contain 3 classes. iterations 
(complete sweeps) were used to generate these using the Metropolis sampler. The images are based on the four-
neighbourhood with the parameter vectors for the cliques as follows: (a) e = [0.3 0.3], (b) e [0.6 0.6], (c) 
e = [1.0 1.0] and (d) e [2.0 2.0]. The parameter vector is given bye = [I -] where the lines indicate the clique 
type ( I for example is the vertical clique). Note that in this and the following figures, the boundaries were wrapped 
around to the opposite boundary during the operation of the Metropolis sampler in order to avoid boundary effects. 
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(a) 8 = [0.3 0.15] (b) 8 = [0.6 0.3] 
(c) 8 = [0.3 - 0.15] (d) 8 = [0.6 - 0.3] 
Figure 10.2 Realisations of a GRF. Images are of the size 200 X 200 pixels and contain 3 classes. Fifty iterations 
(complete sweeps) were used to generate these using the Metropolis sampler. The images are based on the four-
neighbourhood with the parameter vectors for the cliques as follows: (a) 8 = [0.3 0.15], (b) 8 = [0.6 0.3], (c) 
8 = [0.3 - 0.15] and (d) 8 = [0.6 - 0.3]. The parameter vector is given by 8 = [I -] where the lines indicate the 
clique type ( I for example is the vertical clique). 
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(a) e = [0.3 - 0.3] (b) e = [0.6 0.6] 
(c) e [1 - 1] (d) e = [2 2] 
Figure 10.3 Realisations of a GRF. Images are of the size 200 X 200 pixels and contain 4 classes. iterations 
(complete sweeps) were used to generate these using the Metropolis sampler. The images are based on the four-
neighbourhood with the parameter vectors for the cliques as follows: (a) e = [0.3 - 0.3], (b) e = [0.6 0.6], (c) 
e = [1 - 1] and (d) e [2 2]. The parameter vector is given by e [I - I where the lines indicate the clique 
type ( I for example is the vertical clique). 
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(a) e = [2 2 1 1] (b) e [1 1 0.5 0.5] 
(c) e [0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25] (d) e [0.25 0.25 0.12 0.12] 
Figure 10.4 Realisations of a GRF. Images are of the size 200 x 200 pixels and contain 3 classes. Fifty iterations 
(complete sweeps) were used to generate these using the Metropolis sampler. The are based on the eight-
neighbourhood with the parameter vectors for the cliques as follows: (a) e [2 2 1 1], (b) e [1 1 0.5 0.5J, (c) 
e [0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25] and (d) e = [0.25 0.25 0.12 0.12]. The parameter vector is given by e [ I "'" /] 
where the lines indicate the clique type ( I for example is the vertical clique). 
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(a) e = [2 2 1 1] (b) e = [4 4 2 2] 
(c) e = [-1 - 1 2 2] (d) e = [-2 2 4 4] 
Figure 10.5 Realisations of a GRF. Images are of the size 200 X 200 pixels and contain 3 classes. Fifty iterations 
(complete sweeps) were used to generate these the Metropolis sampler. The images are based on the eight-
neighbourhood with the parameter vectors for the cliques a.'l follows: (a) e = [2 2 -1 -1], (b) e [4 4 2 2], 
(c) e 1 2 2] and (d) e = [-2 - 2 4 4]. The parameter vector is given bye = [ I '" /] where the 
lines indicate the clique type ( I for example is the vertical clique). 
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(a) 8 = [2 1.5 0.7 0.4] (b) 8 = [1 2 0.9 2] 
(c) 8 = [1 2 2 0.9] (d) 8=[2210.5] 
Figure 10.6 Realisations of a GRF. Images are of the size 200 X 200 pixels and contain 4 classes. Fifty iterations 
(complete sweeps) were used to generate these using the Metropolis sampler. The images are based on the eight-
neighbourhood with the parameter vectors for the cliques as follows: (a) 8 = [2 1.5 0.7 0.4], (b) 8 = [1 2 0.9 2], 
(c) 8 = [1 2 2 0.9] and (d) 8 = [2 2 1 0.5]. The parameter vector is given by 8 = [I - " /] where the lines 
indicate the clique type ( I for example is the vertical clique). 
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(a) e = [1 2 3 4] 
(b) e = [1 1 1 - 1] (c) e = [2 2 2 2] 
Figure 10.7 Realisations of a GRF. Images are of the size 200 x 200 pixels and contain 3 classes. iterations 
(complete sweeps) were used to generate these using the Metropolis sampler. The images are based on the eight-
neighbourhood with the parameter vectors for the cliques as follows: (a) e = [1 2 3 4], (b) e [1 1 1 1] and 
(c) e [2 2 2 2]. The parameter vector is given by e [ I '" / 1 where the lines indicate the clique type ( 
I for example is the vertical elique). 
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10.1.2 The parameter estimation on the GRF realisations 
The new parameter estimation method as described in Chapter 8 was used to estimate the GRF 
parameters e of the clique potential functions. For the parameter estimation, the number of classes 
and the correct neighbourhood system were given. Different clique types were assigned the same 
parameter if they were expected to have the same parameter value. For example [{ I - H" /}] 
means that the vertical and the horizontal clique have the same parameter value assigned to them, 
and similarly for the two diagonal clique types. The value of c = 1j(nequiLN+l), where nequi is the 
number of equivalencies, was used in the cost function (Equation 8.14) throughout all experiments 
in the thesis. The cost function of the new parameter estimation method in Equation 8.14 was 
minimised using MATLAB's fminsearch function. 
For comparison Besag's coding method was also used to estimate the parameters from the 
GRF realisations making the same assumptions for the model type as above. The optimisation was 
performed in the same way using MATLAB's fminsearch. As an initial estimate (starting point of 
the estimation) all parameter values were set to one. 
Table 10.1 gives the parameter vectors estimated with the new parameter estimation method 
and for comparison the parameters estimated with Besag's coding method. The neighbourhood 
system, number of classes and the way the cliques were combined are also given in this table. 
For most GRF realisations the convergence to stable parameter values during the optimisation 
was rapid. In some cases for the GRF models with the eight-neighbourhood system and four 
different parameter values, the convergence was rapid but still settled on a stable value. This is 
due to the higher dimensionality of the optimisation problem. This happened for both parameter 
estimation methods. 
Table 10.1 indicates that the new parameter estimation method performs slightly better than 
Besag's parameter estimation method. Both methods show similar behaviour in that most pa-
rameter values are close to the expected parameter values that have been used to create the GRF 
realisations. In most cases the parameters are underestimated. far as the new method of param-
eter estimation is concerned the reason for this may be the small sample size. The GRF realisations 
are not large enough to give a good representation of a GRF model especially for a more complex 
GRF model. Larger neighbourhood sizes and different parameters for the individual cliques create 
higher numbers of equivalencies and therefore more samples are needed to represent the local joint 
density. Since the creation of the GRF realisations and the estimation of the GRF model parame-
ters is based on stochastic processes some deviation is to be expected. Finally it has to be pointed 
out that there is no independent way of evaluating the quality of the GRF realisations. 
Neigh- Number Parameter vector used Parameter Parameters estimated estimated bourhood of to create GRF 
model with the new parameter parameters 
system classes realisation estimation method 
3 [0.3 0.3] [0.30] [0.30] 
3 [0.6 0.6] [{ I -}] [0.60] [0.55] 3 [1.0 1.0] [0.86] [0.90] 
3 [2.0 2.0] [0.99] [1.32] 
3 [0.3 0.15] [0.30 0.17] LO.30 0.15] 
4 3 [0.6 0.3] [0.59 0.30] [0.58 0.29] 3 [0.3 -0.15] [0.30 -0.14] [0.31 -0.14] 
3 [0.6 -0.3] [I -] [0.58 -0.28J 8 -0.30] 4 [0.3 -0.3] [0.28 -0.32] 
4 [0.6 -0.6] [0.60 -0.59] 
4 [1.0 -1.0] [1.05 -0.87] 1.01 
4 [2.0 ·2.0] [1.82 -1.06] [1.68 
3 [2 2 1 1] [1.16 0.57] [1.11 0.66] 
3 [1 1 0.5 0.5] [0.78 0.61] lO.81 0.45J 
3 [0.5 0.5 0.25 0.25 [0.52 0.25] [0.52 0.25] 
3 [0.25 0.25 [{ I - H"- /}J [0.25 0.13] [0.25 0.13] 
• 
3 [2 2 [1.98 -1.00J l1.84 -0.94 
3 [4 4 [3.13 -1.61] [3.22 -1.69 
3 [ ·1 [-0.77 1.37] [-0.77 1.37 
8 3 2 4 4 [-1.02 1.81] [-0.85 1.40] 
4 [2 1.5 0.7 O.4J [1.58 1.20 0.64 0.31] [1.28 1.00 0.40 0.24] 
4 [1 2 0.9 2] [0.69 1.62 0.50 1.06] [0.62 1.03 0.43 0.85] 
4 [1 2 2 0.9] [0.60 1.21 1.03 0.58] [0.53 1.04 0.91 0.51] 
4 [2 2 1 0.5] [ 1 "- /] [1.26 1.31 0.59 0.28] [1.17 1.31 0.61 0.29] 
3 [1 2 3 4] [0.42 0.74 1.48 1.52] [0.38 0.65 1.18 1.29] 
3 [1 1 1 -1] [0.96 0.94 0.96 -0.94] [0.98 0.98 0.99 -0.95] 
3 [2 2 2 -2] [1.68 1.74 1.59 -1.62] [2.06 2.10 1.63 -2.19] 
Table 10.1 This table gives the GRF model type and the model parameters used to create the GRF realisations. Figure 10.1 through to 10.7 show the 
corresponding GRF realisations used in the parameter estimation. Further the estimated parameter vectors using the new parameter estimation method and 
coding method are given. The parameter model indicates the clique types that had the same parameter value assigned to it during the parameter estimation. I-' 
I-' 
<;.T\ 
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10.2 PARAMETER ESTIMATION FROM HAND DRAWN AND 
MEASURED DATA 
In the previous section GRF realisations were used to validate the parameter estimation method. 
In this section the parameter estimation is applied to data that is not a GRF realisation. The 
difficulty with this is that the true underlying optimal parameter values are not known. Therefore 
in order to assess the quality of the estimated parameters, a MAP classification on the same data 
with noise is performed using the estimated parameters in the prior GRF model. As in the previous 
section, Besag's parameter estimation is used to compare results. 
10.2.1 The test data 
The test data is in the form of label images. The first test label images in Figure 10.8(a) and 
Figure lO.8(b) are hand drawn images with two classes indicated by the black and white areas. 
Both images have the size of 256 x 256 pixels. Figure 10.8(b) is a modified version of Figure 1O.8(a): 
labels values have been exchanged, small line objects have been erased and there are less straight 
boundaries between the two classes. The first scene shown in label image Figure 1O.8(a) is referred 
to as LHALFl and the second scene shown in the label image Figure 1O.8(b) as LHALF2. 
The third test label image in Figure 10.9 is data generated from measured Geographic Infor-
mation Systems (GIS) data indicating different types of ground cover of a scene of forestry blocks 
in Kaingaroa, New Zealand (see Figure 10.11). Five different classes of ground cover are present 
in the label image. Ordered from black to white they are: bare ground (black), Douglas Fir trees, 
Radiata Pine trees younger than 4 years, Radiata Pine trees from 4 years to 10 years in age and 
Radiata Pine trees 10 years and older (white). The label image has the size of 512 x 512 pixels and 
is referred to as KAINGAROA. 
10.2.2 The parameter estimation 
The GRF model parameters were estimated for all three test label images shown in Figures 1O.8(a), 
10.8(b) and 10.9 using the newly developed parameter estimation method described in Chapter 8. 
The four- and the eight-neighbourhoods with different clique configurations were used as GRF 
models. Besag's parameter estimation method was used for comparison. 
The results of the parameter estimation are in Table 10.2 and show some degree of similarity 
between the new parameter estimation method and Besag's parameter estimation method. The 
new parameter estimation method estimates smaller parameters, in most cases, for the LHALFl and 
LHALF2 test label images. The most noticeable exception for LHALFi is the last model configuration 
(eight-neighbourhood with [I - '" / 1 as clique configuration). Here a value of 2.60 has been 
estimated using the new parameter estimation method for the vertical clique type. From experience 
with GRF models the value of 2.60 in the parameter vector is too large to be a realistic estimate 
for this type of label image. The parameter estimates from Besag's parameter estimation method 
for LHALF2 are all larger than the estimated parameter values from the new parameter estimation 
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(a) LHALFl (b) LHALF2 
Figure 10.8 Two hand drawn label images of size 256 x 256 pixels. Both have two classes indicated by the 
black and the white areas. (a) is referred to as LHALFl and Figure (b) as LHALF2. 
method. Especially the second and fifth model configuration of LHALF2 (four-neighbourhood with 
[I - 1 and the eight-neighbourhood with [I -"", / J as clique configuration) where the vertical 
clique has a parameter valuer greater than 8. These values are also considered too large to be 
realistic estimates. 
For the KAINGAROA label image the estimated parameters of the two different parameter esti-
mation methods are very similar. The new parameter estimation method estimates larger values 
in this case especially for the eight-neighbourhood configurations. However in this example no 
obviously unrealistic parameter. values are present. 
10.2.3 Quality of the parameter estimation 
In order to assess the quality of the estimated parameter vectors, the parameters were used with 
their corresponding GRF model to generate MAP classifications on noisy data corresponding to 
the label test images. The difference between the label test images and the MAP classification 
results give an indication of the quality of the estimated parameters, assuming that better prior 
model parameters will result in better classifications. 
For both hand drawn label images, LHALF1 in Figure 1O.8(a) and LHALF2 in Figure 10.8(b), 
single-look intensity speckle noise was simulated. Therefore each class was assigned corresponding 
data from a negative exponential distribution which the mean value was the only parameter 
of the distribution (see Section 4.1 for details on this speckle model). In this case the white areas 
received a mean intensity value of 8 and the black areas received a mean intensity value of 4. 
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Figure 10.9 A label created from GIS data indicating different types of ground cover of a scene of forestry 
blocks in Kaingaroa New Zealand (see Figure 10.11). Five different classes of ground cover are present in the image, 
ordered from black to white they are: bare ground (black), Dougla.'l Fir trees, Radiata Pine trees younger than 4 
years, Radiata Pine trees 4 years and older but younger than 10 years, Radiata Pine trees 10 years and older (white). 
The image has the size of 512 x 512 pixels and is referred to as KAINGARDA. 
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Neighbour- Par ameters estimated 
estimated hood Parameter model with the new parameter 
system estimation method parameters 
LHALF1, with two classes (see Figure 10.8(a)) 
4 [{ I -}] 0.88 1.20 
4 [I -] [1.16 1.05] [1.36 0.94] 
8 [{ I 
- '" /}] 0.49 0.49 
8 [{ t - H'" /}] [1.24 0.05] [1.24 -0.10] 
8 [ I -"'/] [2.60 1.00 0.20 0.29] [1.32 1.06 ·0.10 -0.05] 
LHALF2, with two {·hLQ"P" (see Figure 1O.8(b)) 
4 [{I -}] 0.90 1.91 
l1 [I -] ~8] [8.78 1.48] 
8 [{ t 
- '" /}] 0.51 1.14 
8 [{I - H'" /}] [0.95 0.32] [1.68 0.59] 
8 [ I '" /] [1.54 1.04 0.43 0.40] [8.50 1.25 0.68 0.55] KAINGAROA ground cover, with five classes (see Figure 10.9) 
4 [{ I -}] 1.12 1.13 
4 1'1 -] [1.29 1.22] [1.23 1.04] 
8 [{ I '" /}] 0.82 0.63 
8 [{I - H'" /}] [0.96 0.85] [0.64 0.62] 
8 [ I -"'/] [0.91 0.92 0.73 0.68] [0.68 0.61 0.57 0.67] 
Table 10.2 Results from the parameter estimation of the three label test images shown in Figures 10.8(a), lO.8(b) 
and 10.9 for different neighbourhoods and clique configurations as indicated in columns one and two. Columns three 
and four give the estimated parameter vectors e for the new parameter estimation method and for parameter 
estimation method reslpec1tive 
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(a) LHALFl (h) LHALF2 
Figure 10.10 Thesc· fi~lIres show simulal.<'d sillgl< - look illl"w;i Lv S:\ !{ daLa ror Uw hilltJ drawlI "illar\' L,bel il1lCtg-es 
,;howll ill Fig llfe Ifl. i'-i(a) aud ill I'" ignrc lO,8(b). T Ic IirsL cl ass indiea l ed by the hlack areCiS ill the label images is 
1110delled as a l1 egnt.i\·,· "XI)()llt'lli ial wit h a mean int, nsi ty va lu!' or" alld Lhe second clnss indiu lt ed hy the whil e areas 
as it negal i ,(' ('x polll 'nlial w ith a In' 'illl intl'n,; il\' \,;11 II ' of8. Not, ~ Ihal' I hE' images hm!p heell g-amrnascal"d for Iwlll'r 
di,;pla.\'. 
Figmes lO. LO(a) and W,lO(h) shm\.' th(' s in lliated s ingle- lonk illl'! ' lls ity images of the hawl drawn 
lahd t('st imagps. 
Fur t.llt' SCl'W' KAINGAROA in tile labd im age Figure 10,<) , 11l( 'ilS\l)'cd SAP data is available. The 
SAn dat.a is in till' rorm or Imdtihanrl (C, L .llld l' ) polarimetric (HH, flV and VV) I)-look illtensity 
/UHSAH data'. " ;:tell pixd UlITI'Spon ds to a iUdll1 >" :l,:-\;\m sqlla]'(~ on the g rolll1d. Figlln ~ 1O,ll 
sirO\\'S tlw llE illtl'lIsitv datil ()r til!' C-balld. NuL(' Lhat t lw iIl1ag(~ is gallll11i1 scakd ill urd('r to 
H'rill(,(' t I!(' dVll:Lllli(' nt.llgC of (Ire data for i> ~ t.h'r display. 
hlr the classih('a( ion the r-IAP est.inUlt p WilS ()htilin(~d IlsilIg sinlUlat('d <Illll!'alillg as dl'sni\wd in 
ChapUT 6. TIr( ~ .\[AP d('llsit,v \\";\S lWlclc \1]> of tlw likelihood functiull ilnd t hI' priur IIlude!. 111 this 
case Ilw likelihood hll]('tioll ll10delled t il!: label \'i-dl](~ wit.h regard to t.ire lloisy data clllri tirl-' priol' 
Illodd rr~lld('rl'd SOlllf ~ labd illl;l ,(!,es n1ll[l ~ likl ~ h ' tll;1.I1 nthers. TI](' CRF model was lIsed as till' prior 
Il1ode! , Sillcc tlw ailll iII Ihis c\;lss iiicatioll IS tu ussess thl' 4Uillity uf till' GRF lIlodel pUJ';ulIdl'l's , 
Ill!' likelihoud rUlIdiollS alld Llrl ~ ir par;uIld( ' t's m e chuSl'1l til Iw as dos(~ Lo optill1al as pussihle. 
TIll' I1l'gativp exponellt ial riclls ity , Il s in ,!.' t he correct nwaflS as giv(~l1, was Ilsl'd as til!' likelihood 
flllwtioll for t.1l(' two s iug lt- louk SA lt d;lta t( st illlagps (from LHALFl alld LHALF2). This IIll'RllS that 
t.ll<' Si::\.l11C delIsity alld pa.ralllCt e rs \\'( 'r l ~ ll s('d ill 11](' lI111dPl HS \\'('!'!' 1Ised t() create' t.he ll()isy dat;t. 
I Df\t a olll ainf'd from Landr:ar<' Hl'smrc.h, t'ew Zealand. The ,\IH SAH. system is a side-looking imaging radar 
sl'stem allonrd (l moditi f'd NA SA DC 8 aircr aft a nd firs t II, '\\' ill 19i'-iK as part of NASA's Earth ~:iciencf' Enterpri se , 
.. \IW:;Alt wa.s dl's igll"d alld Ilililt I lY thl'.]1'1 l 'ml'lI l: iOIl I.aboratory ( ,]1'1,), 
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Figllre 10.11 Thi~ ima.gf' "how" t.h" gal1lma .'icall,d HII inll'n~itv d al a o f Ihe C-ba nJ from ~- Iook , :.l-ba nd ( , L a nd 
I» pola rimdric AlIlSAn. dala. The seem' s hows f orE' <t r y bl cks in the I<ain garoa ar ea Nell' Zeab nd in A ugns t 2000. 
I.' ig urc JO.D s lll> w:-; t hI' underly ing C IS daLa indicaLin ~ I he gr und c vc r. The irn [lgf' ha!' th e Si7.f' o f :) 12 x :, 12 pix(' ls 
wi th (';tch pixd cOIT, 's ponding to a 11. ():lm x :1.3 ~{ 1ll S lime o n th . g ruUJld. 
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A nine dimensional UL"')OWC",- density was used for the AIRSAR data of the KAINGAROA scene, 
with one dimension for each band and polarisation intensity (intensity of the C-band HH polarisa-
tion for example). Single channel multilook intensity SAR data is best described by a chi-square 
density as shown in Section 4.1. The nine dimensional Gaussian density however is a good model 
in this case since the number of looks (nine) is high enough to give the chi-square density a Gaus-
sian shape and correlations between all nine channels are taken into account. For each class (bare 
ground (black), Douglas Fir Radiata Pine trees younger than 4 years, Radiata Pine trees 
4 years and older but younger than 10 years, Radiata Pine trees 10 years and older (white) as 
indicated in Figure 10.9) a mean vector of length nine and a 9 x 9 covariance matrix was estimated 
using the corresponding AIRSAR data. For example, all AIRSAR data for the Douglas Fir trees 
was extracted using the label image 10.9 to mask out the rest of the AIRSAR data. Areas 
close to the edge of boundaries between classes were not used since they are likely to have been 
corrupted by boundary effects such as shadows. Then the mean vector and the covariance matrix 
were estimated from that data and assigned to the class representing the Douglas Fir trees. 
The simulated annealing method to find the MAP estimate was performed according to the 
description in Section 6.1. The algorithm was programmed in C and run in a linux environment. 
1000 iterations (complete sweeps) with the cooling constant CA = 3 were performed. For each 
noisy data set (see Figures 10.1O(a), 10.1O(b) and 10.11) five different GRF model configurations 
were used. For each model configuration two parameter estimates were tested, one obtained using 
the new parameter estimation method and the other using Besag's parameter estimation method. 
For all of the model configurations and parameter sets used see Table 10.2. 
The classification results for all three test data sets with the parameter sets from both parameter 
estimation methods and the different model configurations are shown in Figures 10.12 - 10.18. The 
results using the parameters from the new parameter estimation method are shown on the left and 
the ones using Besag's parameter estimation method on the right. Table 10.3 gives the percentage 
of wrongly classified area for all cases. For comparison the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate has 
been calculated and the results are shown in Figures 1O.20(a), 10.20(b) and ~0.21. For the ML 
estimate no prior model was used and the MAP estimate reduces to the ML estimate (this is the 
same as setting the parameter vector e to zero). 
Table 10.3 shows that for the LHALFl classification results Besag's estimated parameters for the 
last two model configurations (eight-neighbourhood with [{ I - H" /}] and [I -" / 1 as clique 
configuration) perform better than the parameters from the new parameter estimation method. 
These parameter sets have been overestimated by the new parameter estimation method resulting 
in many smaller features not being detected and boundaries shifted by the classification. 
However, in the second example LHALF2 all classification results with the parameters from the new 
parameter estimation method outperform the results using estimated parameters. It is 
clear that the parameters have been overestimated with Besag's parameter estimation method. 
It is interesting to note that, for this test data (LHALF2), the results worse &S the complexity 
of model increases. For optimal parameters the opposite would be expected (a higher complexity 
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, 
I 
(a) e = [0.88] ([{ I -}]) (b) e [1.20] ([{ I -}]) 
(c) e [1.16 1.05] ([ I -]) (d) e [1.36 0.94] ([ I 
(e) e [0.49] ([{ I '" /}]) (f) e = [0.49] ([{ I '" /}]) 
Figure 10.12 These figures show the classification result from the noisy LHALFl data 10.IO(a)). For 
the figures on the left GRF model parameters, obtained with the new parameter estimation method, and on the 
right with Besag's parameter estimation method have been used. The parameters and the clique model are indicated 
below each figure. 
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• 
(a) e = [1.24 0.05] ([{ 1 - H"'- /}]) 
• 
(c) e = [2.60 1.00 0.20 0.29] 
([ 1 - "'- /]) 
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(b) e = [1.24 - 0.10] ([{ 1 - H"'- /}]) 
(d) e = [1.32 1.06 - 0.10 - 0.05] 
01-"'-/]) 
Figure 10.13 These figures show the classification result from the noisy LHALF1 data (see Figure 10.10(a)). For 
the figures on the left GRF model parameters, obtained with the new parameter estimation method, and on the 
right with Besag's parameter estimation method have been used. The parameters and the clique model are indicated 
below each figure. 
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(a) e = [0.90] ([{ I -}]) (b) e [1.91] ([{ I -}]) 
(c) e [1.02 1.18J ([I -]) (d) e [8.78 1.48] ([I -]) 
• 
(e) e [0.51] ([{ I '" /}]) (f) e = [1.14] ([{ I - '" /}]) 
Figure 10.14 These figures show the classification result from the noisy LHALF2 data (see Figure 10.10(b)). For 
the figures on the left GRF model parameters, obtained with the new parameter estimation method, and on the 
right with Besag's parameter estimation method have been used. The parameters and the clique model are indicated 
below each figure. 
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(a) e = [0.95 0.32] ([{ I - H" /}]) 
(c) e = [1.54 1.04 0.43 0.40] 
(II -" /]) 
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(b) e = [1.68 0.59] ([{ I - H" /}]) 
(d) e = [8.50 1.25 0.68 0.55] 
(II -,,/]) 
Figure 10.15 These figures show the classification result from the noisy LHALF2 data (see Figure 10.10(b)). For 
the figures on the left GRF model parameters, obtained with the new parameter estimation method, and on the 
right with Besag's parameter estimation method have been used. The parameters and the clique model are indicated 
below each figure. 
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(a) e = [1.12] ([{ I -}]) (b) e [1.13] ([{ I -}]) 
(c) e [1.29 1.22] ([ I -]) (d) e [1.23 1.04] ([ I -]) 
Figure 10.16 These figures show the classification result from the KAINGAROA multi-band multi-polarisation inten-
sity data (see Figure 10.11). For the figures on the left GRF model parameters, obtained with the new parameter 
estimation method, and on the right with Besag's parameter estimation method have been used. The parameters 
and the clique model are indicated below each figure. 
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(a) (3 = [0.82] ([{ I - '" /}]) (b) (3 = [0.63] ([{ I - '" /}]) 
(c) (3 = [0.96 0.85] ([{ I - H'" /}]) (d) (3 = [0.64 0.62] ([{ I - H'" /}]) 
Figure 10.17 These figures show the classification result from the KAINGAROA multi-band multi-polarisation inten-
sity data (see Figure 10.11). For the figures on the left GRF model parameters, obtained with the new parameter 
estimation method, and on the right with Besag's parameter estimation method have been used. The parameters 
and the clique model are indicated below each figure. 
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(a) e = [0.91 0.92 0.73 0.68] ([ I ". /]) (b) e = [0.68 0.61 0.57 0.67] ([ I 
Figure 10.18 These figures show the classification result from the KAINGAROA multi-band multi-polarisation inten-
sity data (see Figure 10.11). For the on the left GRF model parameters, obtained with the new parameter 
estimation method, and on the right with parameter estimation method have been used. The parameters 
and the clique model are indicated below each 
Figure 10.19 A label image created from GIS data indicating different types of ground cover of a scene of rm'p,,1:rv 
blocks in Kaingaroa New Zealand (see Figure 10.11). Five different classes of ground covel' are present in the 
ordered from black to white they are: bare ground (black), Douglas Fir trees, Radiata Pine trees younger than 4 
years, Radiata Pine trees 4 years and older but younger than 10 years, Radiata Pine trees 10 years and older (white). 
The small numbers indicate the age of the trees in their surrounding area. The image has the size of 512 X 512 pixels. 
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Percent of wrongly 
Neighbour- classified area with Percent of wrongly classified 
hood Parameter model parameters estimated area with Besag's estimated 
system with the new parameter parameters 
estimation method 
LHALF1, with two classes (see Figure 1O.8(a») 
4 [{ I }] 9.17 10.60 
4 [I -] 11.35 9.87 
8 [{ I 
- '" /}] 14.11 14.11 
8 [{ 1 - H'" /}] 12.89 8.05 
8 [I '3 20.31 8.49 
ML estimate (no prior 39.16 
LHALF2, with two classes (see Figure 1O.8(b)) 
4 [{ 1 -}] 8.00 13.78 
4 [I -] 9.02 13.52 
8 [{ I '" /}] 16.45 23.90 
8 [{ 1 - H'" /}] 17.13 24.19 
8 [ I 
-"'/j 19.09 27.74 
ML estimate (no prior model) 35.91 
KAINGAROA ground cover, with five classes (see Figure 10.9) 
4 [{ I -}] 16.59 16.68 
4 [I -] 17.30 17.07 
8 [{ I 
- '" /}] 14.54 15.62 
8 [{ I - H'" /}] 14.53 16.05 
8 [ I -"'/] 15.30 16.88 
ML estimate (no prior model) 51.08 
Table 10.3 This table gives the percentage of wrongly classified area for the three test scenes (LHALF1, LHALF2 
and KAINGAROA) with regard to the model type (neighbourhood system and clique configuration) and the parameter 
estimation method. For comparison the ML classifications (no prior model) have been added. 
I : .~ 1 
(a) LHALFl (il) LHALF2 
Figlll'e 10.20 Th('sE' hgures show t he I'd L cLlss iliral iOIl f< 's lill from Ill<' n()js~' LHALFl ilnd LHALF2 dat.a (s('(' J-.i g llf(' 
IO . IO(a) "lid Fi gurp IO.IO(h)). I:o r hot.h fi ~ llr"s no prior mod el wU.· used in II\(' da,o.;s ili c;l li()n , tli"y 111 (' rdure r f' pre~f' 111 
lli" ML eslirllal(' . 
model should perform hct.tc~r t hun a silll plc ~ modc~ I ). This lIlC'im S t ha t t ltE' p :uitmc tcr ('s ti marion 
reSlll ts ge t Ie s accurate ,IS thC' cOlllplcxity of tlw 1llOdcl illcrC'ilsc's. The I'I'aSOIl for tlti s is prol>;I!>I:y 
t hn.t, a ll'lrger Sillllplc set (l:-Hi!/~]' 1a!H'1 illmgc) is rt'qllired t() reliably c~:-;tilJ1alc pil l'<lllleters fur a 
cOl1lplc 'x moocd (,()Ilfigllf<ltioll th;tn for (\ sill1plc ~ modd conf1g11l';·,t,jOIl. 
For t h(' third eXillllplc KAINGAROA the (, ]; Issificat iOll results for tlIC two differellt paraulC'tc'l 
es LiIllili iOIl Illd,l]()ds arc very s iJlJilar. III IlloSt cast's hOWt'VCT tlJ(' Ilew p;n; \IIlC't c'l' c'st iu);ttioll lllet hod 
H'Sldt s in iI he tter c lassifica.tion. The maitl S01 I rc(' of rni scl;lss ifical ion is \,'l)('n t. 1t\ ~ t rf~ c' ages are v(,ry 
cl(JSc' to t lw cut off age for its c:lass . F()r eXilll1plc two year old tre('s get mi s take ll partly I'm hare 
f.'youllci whic:l l is ll()t smprisillg ('ollsiderillg (heir s il.c a lld s pHcillg ill a c1<-; Il ' f< 'll('d arc'; \' Allo/ller 
eX C\lllplc ~ is Ilil)(~ year old trees being classifie d as belollgillg (0 I he a !>l)vt' te ll vem 010 tree class . 
Fig lllc' ! ().!0 sh()ws I he lahel image KAINGAROA wit h DllIlllwlS indicat illg t.llf: ag< ' ill yca rs of tlw 
I.IC(,s ill t Ite' forest ry blocks. Tlwl'dorc ! a lmgc purtion of the misclassilicati()J1 miginates frOlIl Ilw 
like lihooJ LUllet iOIl (wd is Ilut it n ~s 11lt of t llC c:n,F Illodel paullllt't('rs of Lltc ~ prim lIludel. 
hll' COlllp;lriso ll tlw dass itiC'itl iOIl from I be ~IL est imates ,tn' show ll ill Fi g llIC 's !().2()(iI), IO.2()(h) 
,wd 10.21 and I II c pcn:cn(agcs of \\'}'Oll gly classitied a rea is p;iVC'1l ill T i.l hlc LO.:l. [n I hi:.; CilS(' n() prior 
Illodd is g iv(,1l (llId ollly tltc ' likdilwoJ hllldioll is used to dlss ify Ilw lIois\' dal ;\. IT is elm!' frolll 
illS1H ~ ctio ll of ti)(' results that lite MAP cst.illlatcs well olltperforllllhc i\lL ('s Lilllatcs in a ll cases. 
Figure 10.21 Thes !" IIgurp show,", t.he i\ [L dassil calioll H'slilt frolll I h" KAINGAROA Illulti-biliid lIlull i- pol<irisat.ioll 
illt"llsily dilt,n (sef' F ig-m.> 10. [1). No pri o r lllodd W,I; lIs!'d ill the cias,:-;ili(atioll. it I lll'r<'ior<' r"presC lli th e I'vl!' es timat!'. 
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10.3 CONCL USIONS 
In this chapter the new parameter estimation method, introduced in Chapter 8, has been analysed 
and compared to Besag's parameter estimation method (coding method in Besag [1974]). Parameter 
estimation for GRF model parameters is an important part in developing an accurate prior model in 
a MAP segmentation or classification algorithm. In order to assess the quality of the new parameter 
estimation method two sets of experiments were performed. 
In the first set of experiments GRF realisations were created using the metropolis sampler (see 
Section 5.10 for details). For the GRF realisations the model type, as in neighbourhood system 
and clique configuration, and the model parameters were known. The true model parameters can 
therefore be compared to the estimated ones.1<or 27 different GRF realisations, of size 200 x 
200 pixels, the parameters were estimated using the new parameter estimation method and for 
comparison Besag's parameter estimation method. Comparing the results from the two parameters 
estimation methods to the true parameters, used in creating the GRF realisations, shows that both 
methods produce similar results (see Table 10.1). In many cases the new parameter estimation 
method produced better results than Besag's parameter estimation method. :Bor both methods 
it is true that the higher the complexity of the GRF model (higher order neighbourhood and 
distinguishing between more clique types) and the larger the GRF model parameter values the 
less accurate are the parameter estimates. The reason for this is very likely the size of the GRF 
realisations. sample sizes are required to represent more complex and more homogenous 
GRF model behaviour. 
In the second set of experiments three test label images, two hand drawn with two classes and 
one extracted from a GIS data set with five classes, were used. The two hand drawn label images 
had the size of 256 x 256 pixels and the label image created from the GIS data had the size of 
512 x 512 pixels. For all three test label images the GRF model parameters were estimated using 
different model types and clique configurations. For comparison Besag's method was used a",> well. 
By just looking at the outcome of the parameter estimation from the three test label of 
the two parameter estimation methods (see Table 10.2) it is clear that in some cases the parameters 
are estimated obviously too large (this can be concluded from experience with GRF models and 
their parameters). This was the case once for the new parameter estimation method (first test 
label image LHALF1, model configuration, a value of 2.60) and twice for Besag's parameter 
estimation method (second test label image LHALF2 second and last model configuration, values of 
larger than 8). It is not clear what the reason for this failure is. 
The problem with this test data is that the true GRF model parameters are not known and 
it is therefore difficult to assess the quality of the parameter estimates, so noisy versions of the 
test label images were used in a MAP classification. For the two hand drawn test label llHa~tJ'" 
single look intensity SAR data was simulated. For the five class label image from the GIS data set 
true 9-100k intensity AIRSAR data in the form of three bands (C, Land P) and each with three 
polarisations (HH, HV and VV) was available. Simulated annealing was then used to obtain the 
MAP estimates of the label using all the different GRF model configurations and estimated 
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parameter sets. The MAP estimates were then assessed by comparing them with the original test 
label images and giving the percentage of wrongly classified area (see Table 10.3 for these values). 
The assumption was that better GRF model parameters would yield a better classification result. 
the first hand drawn test label image the percentage of wrongly classified area (see Table 
10.3) indicates that both methods perform similarly, with slightly better results from Besag,s pa-
rameter estimation method. For the second hand drawn test label image all results are better for 
the new parameter estimation method, For the third test label image, created from GIS data, the 
results indicate a slightly better fit for all but one of the parameter sets estimated using the new 
parameter estimation method. 
For a further comparison the ML estimates (no prior model used) of the label images using the 
noisy test data were calculated. As expected these ML estimates gave results much worse than the 
worst MAP estimates. This indicates that using the prior model is advantageous no matter which 
of the two parameter estimation methods and what model configuration is used for these specific 
data sets. 
It can be concluded that the new parameter estimation method generally outperforms Besag's 
although under certain circumstances one of the two parameter estimation methods may fail while 
the other still performs reasonably. If the test label image is small, a small neighbourhood and 
a single parameter for all cliques will yield better results rather than choosing a complex model 
configuration. The computational cost of the new parameter estimation method is slightly higher 
than Besag's parameter estimation method but both can be performed in a very short time. The 
simplicity of parameter estimation method is a clear advantage. However the mapping 
of equivalences (as described in Chapter 8) gives a deeper understanding of the underlying GRF 
model and may be useful in other applications. 
Note that for both parameter estimation methods, the newly presented one and Besag's, only 
one sampling strategy (code) was used to obtain the estimate. Averaging the parameter estimates 
from all possible sampling strategies would improve the results in both cases. 
Part IV 
Discussion and conclusions 

Chapter 11 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this final chapter the results presented in the thesis are discussed and conclusions given. The 
first 6 chapters comprising Part I of the thesis provided necessary background material for the 
development of the new contributions in the thesis. First in Chapter 2 the background of SAR 
(synthetic aperture radar) imaging systems is given. Then in Chapter 3 the required probability 
theory was introduced and in Chapter 4 the subsequent stochastic models for SAR image data 
were reviewed. Chapter 5 developed the theory of MRF (Markov random field) and GRF (Gibbs 
random field) models including the topics of sampling from a GRF and parameter estimation from 
a GRF. Chapter 6 combined the previous two chapters under the MAP (maximum a posteriori) 
estimation. stochastic SAR models were used as the likelihood function and the GRF as the 
prior modeL Two different optimisation algorithms to obtain the MAP estimate were given. 
The theory of the contributions of this thesis were presented in Part II (Chapters 7 and 8) and 
evaluated and applied in Part III (Chapters 9 and 10). The contributions can be split into two 
main parts, the new likelihood function for multilook polarimetric intensity SAR data (Chapters 7 
and 9) and the parameter estimation method for GRF models (Chapters 8 and 10). Therefore the 
discussion and conclusions are split in the same fashion. 
11.1 THE NEW LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION FOR POLARIMETRIC 
INTENSITY SAR DATA 
A closed-form expression for the joint density of intensity data from a three-polarisation n-Iook 
SAR system was derived in Section 7.1. This PDF (probability density function) describes the 
averaged intensity values from n samples from a complex three-dimensional zero-mean circular 
Gaussian random process. derivation and the theoretical work related to this PDF are given 
in Chapter 7 while the experimental results are given in Chapter 9. 
The main problem in deriving the new likelihood function was that three integrals had to be 
solved. In solving these integrals two cases had to be distinguished. In the first case with n > 1, 
results given by Miller et al. [1958] were used to solve the integrals. In the second case for n = 1 
the derivation of Miller et al. [1958] breaks down and an alternate way of solving the integral was 
presented. The resulting expressions in both cases are in the form of an infinite of modified 
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Bessel functions with seven independent parameters. The convergence of this series was proven in 
Section 9.1 on page 83 and experiments have shown that the convergence is rapid and no more 
than 20 terms in the series are needed. 
In order to theoretically validate the new likelihood function, three special cases of this density 
were investigated in Section 7.2. In each case the joint density simplified to known expressions: 
I» The uncorrelated case: When the three intensity values were uncorrelated to each other 
(the covariance matrix is a diagonal matrix), the joint density collapsed to three independent 
chi-square distributions of the order 2n. 
e The two-dimensional case: In the case where one intensity value is independent of the 
other two, while the remaining two are correlated to each other, the joint density simplified 
to the product of a chi-square density and a two-dimensional PDF equivalent to the density 
of the two-polarisation n-look SAR data derived by Lee et al. [1994b]. 
II The real case: When there were no correlations between the imaginary and real parts of 
the complex signals, this case is equivalent to the sum of 2n intensity samples from a three-
dimensional real zero-mean Gaussian distribution. Miller et al. [1958] derived the PDF for 
this case which matches the one given here. 
In Section 7.3 the characteristic function of the new density was derived. The characteristic 
function provided a second approach to forming an expression for the joint density under investi-
gation. This approach was followed through until only one integral was left which was considered 
too difficult to solve. However this expression for the joint density offers an alternative way of 
numerically evaluating the new likelihood function. 
The parameters of the new likelihood function were defined as functions of the covariance 
matrix elements of the circular Gaussian distribution. In Section 7.4 a way of estimating these 
parameters from intensity sample data was derived. The parameters were expressed in terms of 
the moments of the intensity data with the help of the characteristic function which provided a 
convenient way to derive expressions for the moments of the new likelihood function. 
In Section 9.2 the new likelihood function was validated by comparing it to simulated intensity 
data. The RMSE (root mean square error) values were used to show that simulated intensity data 
fits the new likelihood function well. For this experiment the exact parameters were used. These 
eight parameters of the new likelihood function were directly calculated from the covariance matrices 
used in producing the simulated data. In the following section (Section 9.3) these parameters were 
compared to parameters estimated from a small set of intensity sample data using the method 
derived in Section 7.4. Most of the estimated parameters corresponded closely with the actual 
parameter values. However each of the estimated parameters depended in varying degrees on higher 
order moments of the intensity sample data which was reflected in the variance of the estimates. 
It was shown that the estimated parameter with the highest variance had smaller influence on the 
new likelihood function compared to the other parameters and therefore a less accurate estimate 
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for this parameter was acceptable. It was also noted that an increasing sample size does provide 
more accurate estimates for all parameters. 
In Section 9.4 the new likelihood function was compared to true SAR data. The chi-square 
goodness of fit test at a level of significance of O:sig 0.05 was used to test the hypothesis that the 
SAR sample data was from a population belonging to the new likelihood function. For 5 out of 9 
selected SAR sample sets this hypothesis was rejected. reasons for failing the chi-square 
test were identified. The first one is the validity of the chosen SAR data with respect to the model. 
The ground cover of the SAR sample data has to be homogenous in the sense of radar reflectivity 
and texture free. However the complex covariance matrix of the data and the ENL values indicated 
that this was never completely true. Another problem was that only relatively small numbers of 
sample data could be collected making it more difficult to test the fit of the nlOdel. 
For comparison the same chi-square test was performed on a second model. This model is 
the same as the new likelihood function but assumes independency (i.e., no correlation) between 
all three polarisations. All of the hypotheses were rejected and the chi-square test statistic values 
were greater than the ones from the new likelihood function. This clearly indicates that the new 
likelihood function fits sample data better than the second model (Le.) the new likelihood 
function assuming independency between the polarisations). 
The new likelihood function describes the true and uncorrupted speckle noise process of po-
larimetric multilook intensity data. For true SAR data, models have to be incorporated adding 
the effects of scene texture and other processes that effect the statistical nature of the signal. The 
new likelihood function can be used to separate the effect of speckle from other statistical 
processes present in the data and therefore give a better understanding of underlying effects. 
11.2 THE NOVEL PARAMETER ESTIMATION METHOD FOR GRF 
MODELS 
In Chapter 8 a new method of estimating the parameters of a discrete GRF prior model given 
a sample data set was developed. parameters describe the type of label image that will 
be favoured by the prior model. It is therefore important to choose a good set of GRF model 
parameters. 
For the new parameter estimation method the idea of equivalencies was introduced in Section 
8.2 ba..'led on the fact that the GRF model does not distinguish between some local configurations. 
These families of configurations that are not distinguished between are called equivalencies and 
can be treated as a single local configuration. Furthermore the total number of equivalencies is 
independent of the number of classes used in the model. An expression was derived giving the 
number of equivalencies and a method of remapping the discrete GRF model with regard to the 
equivalencies was defined. The equivalencies therefore reduce the GRF model to its true complexity 
and give an insight into the behaviour of the model. Note that equivalencies have been used before 
by Chen [1988] but were not investigated in any depth. 
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The new parameter estimation method is based on a cost function describing the difference 
between the local joint PDF of the model and its equivalent estimated from the sample data. The 
local joint PDF of the model however was impractical to estimate, due to the complexity of the 
partitioning function, and was therefore derived from the local conditional PDF of the model and 
the local joint PDF of the neighbourhood system as estimated from the data set. The resulting 
local joint PDF of the model and the data were both remapped and thereby greatly reduced in 
complexity. The squared difference between the PDFs was calculated and minimised with regard 
to the model parameters to give an estimate of the optimal parameter set. 
In Chapter 10 this new parameter estimation method was tested and the results were compared 
to results from Besag's parameter estimation method (coding method in Besag [1974]). Two sets 
of experiments were performed in order to assess the quality of the estimated parameters. 
In the first set of experiments, in Section 10.1, GRF realisations were created using the metropo-
lis sampler. For the GRF realisations the model type, i.e. neighbourhood system and clique con-
figuration, and the model parameters were known. The true model parameters could therefore be 
compared to the estimated ones. 
Several different GRF realisations, of size 200 X 200 pixels, using a wide range of model types 
and parameters, were created. Then the new parameter estimation method and Besag's param-
eter estimation method were used to estimate the parameters of these samples. Comparing the 
parameter estimates from the two different methods to the true parameters, used in creating the 
GRF realisations, shows that both methods produce similar results. The new parameter estimation 
method performed slightly better than Besag's parameter estimation method. For both methods 
it is true that the higher the complexity of the GRF model (higher order neighbourhood and dis-
tinguishing between more clique types) and the larger the GRF model parameter values the less 
accurate are the parameter estimates. The reason for this is very likely the size of the GRF real-
isations. Larger sample sizes are required to represent more complex and more homogenous GRF 
model behaviour. The computational cost of generating and analysing larger GRF realisations was 
considered too great to justify this. 
In the second set of experiments three test label images, two hand drawn with two classes and 
one extracted from a GIS data set with five classes, were used. The two hand drawn label images 
were of size 256 X 256 pixels and the label image created from the GIS data was 512 X 512 pixels. 
For all three test label images the GRF model parameters were estimated using different model 
types and clique configurations. For comparison Besag's method was also used. 
It was clear that in some cases the parameter estimates were obviously too large (this can be 
concluded from experience with GRF models and their parameters). This was the case once for 
the new parameter estimation method and twice for Besag's parameter estimation method. It is 
not clear what the reason for this failure was. 
It was impossible to directly assess the quality of these parameter estimates since the true GRF 
model parameters of the test label images were not known. However by using noisy versions of the 
test data and classifying this data, using the GRF model and the estimated parameters in a MAP 
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approach, the quality of the classification results could be assessed. 
For the two hand drawn test label images look intensity SAR data was simulated. For 
the five cl&"lS label image from the GIS data true 9-100k intensity AIRSAR data in the form 
of three bands (C, 1, and P) and each with three polarisations (HH, HV and VV) was available. 
Simulated annealing was then used to obtain the MAP estimates of the label images using all 
the different GRF model configurations and estimated parameter sets. The MAP estimates were 
then by comparing them with the original test label images and giving the percentage of 
wrongly classified area. The assumption was that better GRF model parameters yield a better 
classification result. 
1:<01' the first hand drawn test label image and its estimated parameters the number of wrongly 
classified area indicated, on average, better results for the parameters from Besag's parameter 
estimation method. For the second hand drawn test label image all results were better for the 
new parameter estimation method. For the third test label image, created from GIS data, the 
results indicated a slightly better fit for all but one of the parameter sets estimated using the new 
parameter estimation method. 
For a further comparison the ML estimates (no prior model used) of the label images using the 
noisy test data were calculated. As expected these M1, estimates gave results much worse than the 
worst MAP estimates. This indicated that using the prior model is advantageous no matter which 
of the two parameter estimation methods and what model configuration is used for these specific 
data sets. 
In general it can be concluded that overall the new paran1eter estimation method sightly 
outperforms parameter estimation method and under certain circumstances one of the 
two pru'ameter estimation methods may fail while the other still performs reasonably. If the test 
label image is small, a small neighbourhood and a single parameter for all cliques will yield better 
results rather than choosing a complex model configuration. 
The computational cost of the new parameter estimation method is slightly higher than Besag's 
parameter estimation method but both can be performed in a very short time. The simplicity of 
Besag's parameter estimation method is a cleru' advantage. However the mapping of equivalences 
gives a deeper understanding of the underlying GRF model and can be useful in other applications. 
11.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
The MAP estimate based on the Bayesian approach was used in this thesis as a classification 
method. The two main parts of the MAP model are the likelihood function and the prior model and 
this thesis contributes to both areas. Firstly a new likelihood function describing three-polarisation 
multilook intensity SAR data was derived and surrounding issues such as parameter estimation 
were addressed. Then secondly the GRF was adopted as a prior model and a new parameter 
estimation method was developed enabling the parameter estimation from sample label images. A 
new understanding of the GRF model was possible due to the introduction of the equivalencies 
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which reduced the GRF model to its true complexity. 
The two main contributions described can be seen as building blocks in the bigger picture 
of image analysis. The new likelihood function is very general in that it describes the averaged 
intensity samples from a three-dimensional complex zero-mean circular Gaussian process and should 
have other applications in areas unknown to the author. There are extensions to the models that 
could be explored. In SAR processing for example this model could be used as the speckle process 
part of a likelihood function, which should include additional models for ground cover texture and 
other statistical effects. In Section 7.3 the characteristic function was used to derive an alternative 
form of the joint density. This joint density contains an integral which was considered too difficult 
to solve. However numerical methods can be used to evaluate this PDF. Computational cost and 
accuracy between the two different joint densities could be analysed. Furthermore the development 
of approximations of the new likelihood functions in the form of skewed three-dimensional correlated 
Gaussian PDFs could be investigated in order to speed up the processing time. The cost function, 
developed in the parameter estimation method for GRF models, could be investigated with regard 
to generating GRF realisations by way of optimising the cost function with regard to the label 
image rather than the model parameters. Additionally other metrics in the cost function, such 
as the log-likelihood, could be tested and compared to the one given. The equivalencies could be 
used to generate much shorter lookup tables (independent of the number of classes) for the local 
PDF value of a label configuration in order to speed up the optimisation process during a MAP 
estimation. 
The RADARSAT-2 mission, planned for launch in early 2004, in one imaging mode provides 
suitable data (averaged intensity values of the three polarisations rather than the full complex 
covariance matrix) [Staples and Hornsby 2002] for model analysis and development. 
Above all it should be emphasised that the use of computers in image analysis with the con-
tinuously growing computing power gives the ability to develop more sophisticated image analysis 
systems. Much work and development is required in this area. 
Appendix A 
GEGENBAUER FUNCTION 
The Gegenbauer function (also called ultraspherical polynom) belongs to the group of orthogonal 
polynomials and is described in Abramowitz and Stegun [1972] chapter 22. The Gegenbauer func-
tion in relation to the results given in this is C~=~+l (t) which is the coefficient for the term 
J(k-n+1 in the expansion of (1 2J(t + J(2)-n+1. function can be evaluated in a finite sum 
, 
~"""":"'-'::' ___ """":"',-' (2t) k-n+1-2m 
! 
(A.l) 
where l·J is the floor operation rounding· to the next smaller integer. Note that C~-l(t) = 1. 
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